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Park Seating Furniture Design in Hong 
Kong: A Case Study of Inclusive Design 
and its Relation to User Interaction
Y.H. Brian Lee1, L.H. Denise Chan, M.X. Tang1

1 School of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Abstract
Park is not a personal commodity. Nevertheless, it could provide qualities of privacy and social 
life. Park furniture project demands more attention and coordination deal to complexity of 
managing stakeholders, design decisions and manufacturing aspects in recent years. The 
authors, in perspective as a commissioned designer, will share the development, observation 
and evaluation on a latest public seating furniture design project ‘Park Déco’ organized and 
coordinated by the Leisure and Cultural Services Department (LCSD) of Hong Kong 
Government and Hong Kong Design Centre (HKDC) respectively. The design process in 
relation to inclusive design approach and observational study of exploring various furniture 
design strategies on user interaction will be discussed.

The project Park Déco at Cornwall Street Park (CSP) in Kowloon Tong Hong Kong was 
completed at September 2012 and three sets of innovative park furniture has generated for 
exploring new park design typology in Hong Kong. It is significant that LCSD considered the 
project as the first design driven experiment to explore ‘openness’ of park furniture on top of the 
principle ‘inclusiveness’. And the paper demonstrates a designer’s reflection on practice and 
expects to extend the typology for park seating furniture design in future.

Keywords
Park seating furniture, inclusive design, user interaction, typology

Introduction
In recent years, Hong Kong Government has put effort to promote global outlook of Hong Kong
[1] which the brand value of a world city shall be built by nurturing of creativity, talents and ability 
in artistic and cultural appreciation. To answer the brief, providing barrier-free public 
environment in Hong Kong becomes a policy implemented by the government since 2008 and 
a new “Design Manual: Barrier Free Access 2008” was promulgated. The manual supports both 
administration and execution including government, designers, manufacturers and communities 
to facilitate barrier-free design projects including accessible toilet, tactile guide path for the 
visually impaired and other barrier-free facilities for persons with disabilities. 

In the development process of the park project, barrier-free environment is one of the
basic criteria to promote free access to all types of users who may enjoy park without difficulties 
as well as discrimination. It is considered as a policy for guiding infrastructure design or a better 
term- service design. Lots of public facilities such as government building, public toilet, park etc. 
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have been modified to answer the criteria of barrier-free. The Hong Kong Government has 
advocated the concept of “Quality of Life” instead of the traditional statement “Standard of Living” 
as guiding policy of urban development since late 1980s. As Siu [2] mentioned, the government 
emphasizes the consideration of the concept of “People-First” in urban renewal (Planning and 
Lands Bureau, 2001). And it reflects that the government has taken user-centered approach to 
achieve the “Quality of Life” of HK in particular the accessibility of people with special needs 
which is enhanced through improvement or installation of exit, entrance, ramp, tactile guide, and 
handrail. 

Though physical measurement has drastically enriched the accessibility at public space
for different types of user, other means such as enjoyment or pleasurable experience for all is 
difficult to accomplish. For instance, Siu [2] found many elderly in HK who expect to have a 
physically comfortable seat, and they also expect to engage in other kinds of pleasurable 
experience (psychological, social and cultural pleasure) by sitting and gathering in public space. 
They enjoy at public space and consider gathering an opportunity to “discover” topics for 
chatting and to satisfy the social gathering purpose with their neighbors. After the completion of 
the CSP project, we realize that the new design may become an exemplar to address or extend 
the concept of inclusive park design on top of barrier-free. Meanwhile, the project inspires us to 
revisit the definition of the concept of “openness” at a park- we should embrace the idea of 
“open interpretation” into seating furniture for every park user, as well as appreciate their right 
on interpreting the design which would not and cannot be dominated by the designer.

Case study- a park project more than a decoration act
We have more than 1542 parks and gardens of different sizes in HK [3]. However, there are still 
limited types or formats of park and park furniture in Hong Kong. Except those largest parks 
providing wide varieties of experience to users such as Hong Kong Park composed of artificial 
natural environment, conservatory, sports centre, playground, garden etc. or Hong Kong 
Zoological and Botanical Gardens, design strategy of latest park projects are found similar. Two 
major approaches are undertaken, namely 1) framing under certain themes (appreciation) such 
as traditional fishing village (e.g. Aldrich Bay Park opens in 2011); 2) framing for providing green 
space with art work’s appreciation and site seeing (e.g. Tanar Park opened in 2011).

Park usage in HK is comparatively low. To be exact, elderly or foreign domestic 
helpers are the major users of public parks in HK. The subject of this project, Cornwall Street 
Park (CSP), is a typical example which locates closely to one of most busy train station 
(Kowloon Tong Station) and aside a big shopping mall. We conducted the first site observation 
at July 2011 when the summer of HK is rather hot and humid, and identified several issues
arousing our interest after several visits at day and night time, and weekdays and weekend.
First, there were seldom users stayed at the frontal area of the park which is close to the 
entrance of both the station and the mall especially during noon until three pm the construction 
of the mall gradually shaded the park. Second, the upper part of the park was found more 
comfortable than the front as more trees and shading are provided. Thus majority of park users
gather there. Third, we seldom found Hong Kong residents sat on grass in the park except 
foreign domestic helpers. Besides, there were few users who could be staffs of companies 
nearby the region and had their take away food at noon or night.
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To address the issue of low users rate and promote the awareness on aesthetics and 
creativity, the project Park Déco at CSP had launched as a second trial by Leisure and Cultural 
Services Department (LCSD) to promote rest and recreation in park of Hong Kong. The first trial 
was done at 2011 while the project was driven by artistic approach with collaboration of Hong 
Kong Arts Centre and Public Art Hong Kong. A design driven approach in CSP project clearly 
distinguishes the representation of user centeredness.

Park offers interaction-free with higher tolerant

To echo with the 2012 Hong Kong Design Year- a strategic statement of 2012 Policy Address of 
Hong Kong Government[4], the Leisure Services Branch and Art Promotion Office of LCSD 
together with HKDC and local designers explored new design of park furniture and signage 
based on a basic direction- “openness” with an experimental manner as main criteria for the 
renovation project of Cornwall Street Park, while the Architectural Services Department had 
assisted the refurbishment works. In despite of years of implementation of the barrier-free and 
creative city’s branding policy, the CSP design project is the first attempt of LCSD to explore 
and adopt comprehensive consideration of inclusiveness- not only response to barrier-free, but 
also interaction-free with higher tolerant. So to speak, the department takes risk to allow park 
users to make choices more freely and to interpret ways of enjoyment. For instance, the 
government has opened majority of grass area in park that the users can step in. It is a 
paradigm shift to conventional park’s management. After several dialogue during idea 
presentations and communication among the project team, we (the designers) got a message 
that informal visual structure and more freeform seating gesture could be tried out instead of 
standard seating (sitting up right) offered by the common benches in the park of HK. The CSP 
project demonstrates that a paradigm shift from decorating the city to facilitating the people’s 
living and development are explored.

LCSD considers the project a pilot which aims at explore new possible way of park and 
furniture design for residents and visitors. The project involves many stakeholders- collaboration 
amongst cross governmental departments, design organization, educational institution, 
architects and design practitioners and local communities and manufacturers. LCSD paid extra 
attention to this experimental project in which the Directors and managers of the departments at 
different levels had been involved in whole process of the research and development, for 
instance from idea presentation of initial and final stages, prototype making reviews and visits at 
factories of HK and Mainland, final prototype evaluation and public engagement, to final 
installation. We felt that both designers and administrative staffs worked under high pressure.
The acceptance of new design to current users and the new challenge of management and 
maintenance from the non-conventional benches are main sources to raise argument or 
discussion at project team meeting although some common barriers to develop inclusive design 
had encountered as well, for instance illed defined inclusive design in the brief, lack of time to 
testify the idea [5]. On one hand, the project team expects the new design to be a show case to 
the communities of Hong Kong people who may accept creative works in outdoor setting, and 
the concern on conflict between the “open” park design and higher social responsibility are 
anticipated for instance the damage and maintenance concern on administrative perspective 
was a constraint to new idea.

The project was commenced from July 2011 and completed at Sept 2012. Excepting the 
implementation of barrier-free renovation, this new pilot park presents visitors with, under the 
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curatorial statement "virtual stream flow" as a refreshing main theme proposed by Thomas 
Chow Architects Ltd and HKDC, a stream-like stone pavement connecting the existing upstream 
water source of the park to three sets new furniture ─ “Dream Falls” (by Mr. William Lim), “Living 
Inside-out” (by the main author of this paper Mr. Brian Lee & second author Ms Denise Chan), 
“Urban Mat” (by Mr. Joshua Lau). The “Dream Falls” denotes a refreshing feeling of light 
splashes of water flowing down the back of the bench and the wavy profile with two seating 
levels offers different groups of users sit comfortably. The setting of “Living Inside-out” offers a 
homey outdoor experience with a connotation of quality of living room’s layout, where the 
visitors can spend some wonderful downtime alone or with family and friends in pair or in group. 
The “Urban Mat” with projecting brightly colored, organic yet functionally versatile suggests a 
fresh experience on multiple relaxation possibilities. Besides, the new park's user-friendly 
signage system “Urban Oasis” (by Mr. Christopher Lau) demonstrates a relaxing and pleasing 
message, instead of warning sign, for the public to enjoy a more “open” public space with higher 
tolerant.

Definition on park seating furniture

The term “park furniture” is generally considered to be self-explanatory but it remains ill defined. 
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defined the verb “park” simply as “a piece of ground in or near a 
city or town kept for ornament and recreation”. “Garden” shall be a public recreation area or 
park usually ornamented with plants and trees [6]. The crucial difference of park and garden is 
the biggest size of a park in which may occupy several gardens. The word park and garden in 
Chinese [7] “公園” and “花園” share similar meaning in which the names denote the distinct 
characters. The word “公” identifies clearly that it is a space for public. It is also defined as fair 
distribution. The word “花” refers to flower. Besides, it is a common practice that, for security 
and safety considerations, most outdoor facilities at public space plays specific role at specific 
location, and are not supposed to be taken away or easily being moved and dismounted. In 
general, fixed furniture is required. As such, park furniture should be identified as a type of
artifact to support outdoor public recreational activities and green environment where users may 
act in a fair manner as stated by British Standards Institute (2005) [8].

User’s types and behavior in CSP
User types 
From the survey conducted by the project team and on site observation throughout a year at 
both weekdays and weekends, before and after the completion of the project, we classified the 
activities into two types (dynamic and static) of user groups. Generally we found all ages of 
users using the CSP. For dynamic activities, they are: 1) Doing exercise with or without 
equipment (e.g. 1) Tai chi; 2) Running exercise; 3) Jogging; 4) Riding bicycle (prohibited). For 
static activities, they are: 5) Taking rest on seating furniture or affordable seating platform; 6) 
Chatting/ having group game; 7) Eating; 8) Reading books/ bibles; 9) Browsing mobile phones/ 
playing apps/ watching movie; 10) Sleeping; 11) Taking photos. 

Comparing to street furniture, the above varies activities indicate one crucial character of 
park furniture that it is being more demanded. User expectations in park and on street are 
varied. One important factor of street’s nature is its circulation purpose and furniture in street is
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framed by this prior criteria. In the project, we assumed that park seating furniture was required 
to support various leisurable activities for individual or users in group with an ease, peaceful and
socialable manner at outdoor environment. 

From our observation, local residential users of park in Hong Kong, as well as Hong 
Kong Government, are rather conservative (Fig.1). Most of the benches design in HK supports 
single orientation only. Domestic helpers from overseas, some non-Chinese users show more 
varieties of usage. Less choices being offered may not only affect the development of user’s 
appreciation on park, but also dominantly limit the user’s behaviour in public space in which lack 
of varieties of recreation activities cannot be offered. For instance, isolated seating posture (e.g. 
a bench for two with a handle in between), weak affordance to group interaction and to intimate 
gesture (e.g. linear seating posture with no user’s interaction) are violating the natural human’s 
behaviour. We found that there are huge amount of users not using the benches in the park, 
they demonstrates wide varieties of activities with different needs (Fig. 2 & 3).

Figure 1: Observations on three major types of sitting furniture in CSP before renovation (images 1-3)

Figure 2: Observations on sitting behavior (other than using bench) in CSP before renovation (images 4-9)
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Figure 3: Observations on other sitting behavior (other than using bench) in CSP 
before renovation (images 10-12)

In a survey carried out at March 2012, 350 visitors were interviewed in which elderly 
(32%) and couple/ lover (27%) were identified the majority of users of the park and second 
larger groups of users were sport centre attendants (17%) passed through the park and family 
with child (14%) visited the park. Other users stayed in the park were ladies (10%). From the 
above information, CSP is a place attracting wide varieties of users and different activities may 
happen. As a public park for facilitating the community to enjoy park’s space and facilities, 
apparently the park and park furniture should be able to cater various needs that are obviously 
will be very diverse. 

User behavior
It is obvious that people may change sitting posture from time to time and the design of seating 
platform should afford certain flexibility of seating. A common fault of seating design is the
bench with handrail at both sides isolating two seats. Below figure indicates that there are four 
types of seating typology of users at CSP before renovation (Fig.4).

Figure 4: Typology of user’s postures and interaction on sitting furniture (stand alone benches or benches 
in pavilion) in Cornwall Street Park
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New typology of park seating furniture at CSP
The designers proposed three distinct concepts for CSP (Fig. 5). The seats not only offer 
different visual appeal, but also a physical experience on various senses and interaction. 
“Dream Falls” offers vertically stacking, multiple layers, varies depth for condensation; “Living 
Inside-Out” affords multiple zones and interactions for several group sizes and with different 
spacial senses; “Urban Mat” supports various sitting gesture and body language.

Figure 5: Proposals (rendering) for sitting design of Cornwall Street Park (images 1-3)

In fact, the meeting at earlier stage of the project emphasized more on the aesthetic 
quality of the park and furniture design instead of accessibility or inclusiveness. The team 
reflected on the design with comments like “The WOW effect is not obvious”, “It looks too 
formal”, and “The colour is not matching the environment”. It could be a reason that the team 
may consider the inclusiveness is somehow more achievable in terms of providing barrier-free 
gateway and standard tactile guidance for elderly, wheel chair users or people with visual 
impairment.  

The project is completed at September 2012. We observed that there is a huge different 
to the situation before opening. The usage of the park is drastically improved. Lots of users 
occupied every corners of the seating furniture especially at weekend in good weather condition 
(Fig. 6). We have been revisited the park for several times throughout a year and quite a lot of 
people uses the furniture freely with enjoyment. Our doubt on whether the user, especially local 
residents, may accept new typology of seating furniture in HK is eliminated. We have been 
heard from the government that there is no compliant to the new park at the moment.
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Figure 6: Site observations of CSP before renovation at 2011 (images 1a-3a) and after the installation of 
the three new park seating furniture at 2012 (images 1b-3b)

From our observation on user’s activities on the new three seating platforms, it is 
concluded that there are eight types of seating typologies on user’s interaction and seating 
formation found at the park (Fig. 7 & 8). The new design extends the typology in means of 
affording new user’s behavior. We found that the users may define the platforms according to 
their needs for instance the backrest of the single seater at “Living Inside-out” could be a 
seating platform as long as they can adapt it comfortably or can be accessed effectively. Users 
are sensitive to define their own private space from their decision on picking which seating or 
what area satisfying their immediate needs. It is out of our imagination that the design could 
afford multiple postures and activities that never being performed at the old park.

Meanwhile, the new design informs us an interesting phenomenon that the foreign 
domestic helpers perfer “Urban Mat” and it may indicate a cultural specific practice of Malaysian 
or Indonesian who feels seating on ground naturally. And they usually visits the park in group of 
three or above, the design “Urban Mat” could offer a private platform in proper size and with 
intimacy. User type is another factor that relates to the user’s pattern. We observed that people 
in pair may find the sofa-like seats at “Living Inside-out” archievable. There are always couples 
or friends in pair. Time is a geographical factor that affects the usage of the furniture. User 
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behaviour differentiates at day time and at night, as well as in consideration of sunshine and 
shading. That is why more people uses “Urban Mat” at noon as most of the furniture placed 
under bigger trees.

Figure 7: Newly observed seating typology of user’s postures and interaction on the new furniture at
Cornwall Street Park 

Figure 8: General seating postures observed on new sitting platforms (three major levels) at Cornwall 
Street Park

Conclusion
To conclude, two dimensions of inclusive design approach for justification on park seating 
furniture design are identified. First, in order to embrace “openness” and free interpretation for
users, bodily perceptual experience should be considered. They includes affordability of 
furniture 1) on adaptation to user’s body, 2) for interactivity with other users physically, and 3) 
to be privatized. Cultural and environmental contexts are the second dimension for guiding 
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the design. It is demonstrated through particular action by the user, namely 1) cultural specific 
action, 2) time specific action and 3) location specific action.
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Inclusive Design for a Barrier Free 
City – Case study of the City of 
Lincoln, UK  

Sophia Bannert1 and Dr. Amira Elnokaly2  
Student1 Senior Lecturer and Program Leader2

Lincoln School of Architecture, University of Lincoln 

Abstract 

Using the city of Lincoln as a case study, this paper aims to discuss the importance of 
inclusive design and accessibility in the city, within the context of current global 
challenges. The relationship between theory and practice has become overwrought, 
meaning that a dearth of social relevance in design is rife. Practising architects often 
view theory as esoteric, whilst theorists seldom manifest their ideas into reality and build. 
With the division widening, this paper is written with aims to convince and encourage 
that there is real worth and importance in instigating concepts and solutions proposed in 
this paper, which are not only applicable to the city of Lincoln, but are adaptable and 
applicable to all cities. The global paradigm shift in population size, the explosion of 
urbanisation and widespread increased longevity urgently calls for change in urban 
design. This is not a subject to be ignored, but to be acted upon at once. Motivated by 
the vision of a barrier free world, this paper hopes to inspire the spirit needed to 
eradicate social inequities in urban design. The paper will conclude discussing the 
complex relationship between societal and spatial dynamics, asserting that segregation 
is produced through misinformed design. 

Keywords 

Inclusive design; accessible city; disability; mobility; social inequalities; urban design 

Introduction and Background 

Accessibility is a vital issue for every single inhabitant on earth, yet is only formed 
and moulded by a comparatively small fragment of us. Without accessibility, one cannot 
move from place to place and live a life as an independent being. One will not always 
have the option to travel freely at will and perhaps spontaneously throughout our 
surroundings. An inactive state of body; one without accessibility is limited in mobility 
and essentially imprisoned, bound and handicapped by their surroundings. To put it 
simply, an inaccessible world is not a desirable notion.  
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There are many different definitions of inclusive design, however, for the purpose 
of this paper the one defined by CABE will be used, “Inclusive design is about making 
places that everyone can use.”[1] Commission for Architecture and the Built 
Environment (CABE, 2006). 

Seamless transitions: open doors: welcoming, spacious public spaces, and 
spatial equality is all too often taken for granted by the able bodied. These things are 
considered by most as an obvious constant which always have and always will be there 
for them; a fact of life. Yet for physically disabled individuals accessibility is something at 
the forefront of their lives, needing to be painstakingly well-thought-out every single day 
of their life. This is because the built environment was not built for them. They were 
considered by the designers as anomalies. Therefore, they are known to have separate 
entrances and exits to buildings, and ʻspecial needsʼ, meaning they get treated 
differently and segregated from the ʻnormalʼ way of moving through a space.  

The assumption that there is ever a standard ʻnormalʼ body type is a dangerous 
concept for designers and architects to take on, which will have taxing future 
consequences. The lack of inclusive urban design from architects and designers gone 
by is starting to become a noticeably wide spread problem in our urban landscapes. The 
ʻanomaliesʼ are gradually shifting into being the ʻnormalʼ users of the space. An 
unprecedented shift in the demographic of our population is dawning. Our urban fabric 
was not built for such a predicted influx of elderly and disabled users. The fundamental 
demographic changes occurring in the world right now are threatening to potentially 
decay and congest our cities, denying easy access to many.  

Using the city of Lincoln as a case study, this paper aims to examine, discuss 
and propose solutions for this current and burning architectural issue both on the internal 
architectural space and the external urban context or the public realm. Amplifying the 
perspective of the disabled with interviews it will highlight the most pertinent accessibility 
issues and propose possible solutions.  

 Local and international disability discrimination acts and other forms of 
legislation shall be investigated, concluding that despite the legislation in place being 
theoretically correct; it is not always being applied in practice.  

It is worth noting that this research is a continuous research work based on the 
work of a research study carried out at the Lincoln School of Architecture by a 3rd year 
Architecture student; one of the authors of this paper. Part of this work has also been 
published in the Berkeley essay competition 2013. [2] This paper uses a narrative 
analytical approach in analysing the case study city chosen for the sake of this research. 
Throughout this paper the term ʻPhysically disabledʼ will be referring to people in the city 
with mobility impairment-such as those who use crutches, canes, wheelchairs, mobility 
frames and mobility scooters. Other stakeholders include those who may not think of 
themselves as disabled, yet need the same accessibility features as those of physically 
disabled, such as parents with pushchairs. This is an umbrella term, also including 
inhabitants who have a disability causing lack of mobility such as arthritis, yet do not use 
a mobility aid. It may not always be possible to achieve full accessibility in the city, for 
conservation, economic or social reasons. However, it will always be possible to improve 
inaccessible areas with small enhancements which will improve the lives of every 
inhabitant. Rickert [3] argues that painting handrails a bright yellow on a bus or train 
especially benefits a passenger who is partially sighted, but it also benefits every 
passenger who wants to quickly find a way to hold on whilst entering the bus. 
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The impact of inaccessibility, and consequent isolation in public spaces on the 
social cohesion of a city, will be analysed, delving into the mechanics of the collective 
psyche of city inhabitants. Inspired by the architecture which has not yet manifested, the 
paper aims to ignite the spirit needed to eradicate social inequities and promote core 
principles of inclusive design in our towns and cities.  

  Albert Einstein once said: “If the facts donʼt fit the theory, change the facts”. [4] 
This paper intends to suggest and provide solutions to the inaccessibility found in the 
city of Lincoln, which can be applicable to other cities around the world. It hopes to show 
how vital accessibility really is in the built environment, with a power that shapes all lives. 
Architects and designers have enormous power, responsibility and opportunity to 
remould the existing urban spaces into all inclusive accessible spaces, making our 
environments more pleasant and satisfying for all. 

Lincoln and the population boom 
Lincoln is considered one of the most historic cathedral cities of Europe, 

renowned for its vibrant fusion of old and new, is situated in the east midlands of 
England. People are attracted to the cityʼs picturesque cobbled streets, which weave the 
city body together like capillaries, constricting the flow of people in places and allowing 
access via tangles of short cuts, in others. [2] 

The population boom 
Like other major cities in Europe, currently witnessing an unprecedented 

population boom, Lincolnshire Research Observatory have released figures stating that 
since 2010 Lincoln has seen a sharp decrease in deaths and a dramatic rise in births as 
depicted in Figure 1.[5] This correlation is unfolding on both a local and an international 
scale. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) [6] predicts that within the next five years, 
the number of adults aged sixty-five and over will outnumber all children under the age 
of five. By 2050, these older adults will outnumber all children under the age of fourteen. 
[5] The global population is rising at a rapid rate, raising questions about how the new 
third generation should be accommodated. Wylde et al.(1994) [7] suggests that as many 
as 90% of individuals may be architecturally disabled in some way or other at some point  
in their life. 

The most dramatic changes are in the developing world. It is projected that there 
will be 400M Chinese 60+ by 2050, the same year that the entire Japanese population is 
expected to be no more than 69M.[6] In addition by 2030 the population aged over 65 
will have doubled, whilst those aged over eighty years in age will have trebled. [8;9]. 
Urban populations are growing three times faster than overall populations and soon, 
ʻthree-quarters of the worldʼs people will be city dwellers.ʼ [10] All cities around the world 
need to prepare for the large influx of elderly inhabitants.  

These alarming statistics need to be addressed by all architects and designers; 
spaces need to be created with capacities to comfortably contain larger crowds, as well 
as developing new design strategies aimed at all people, throughout all phases of the 
human life cycle, empowering everybody.   
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Figure 1:  Lincolnshireʼs Births and deaths from 1992-2010 

Increased longevity may not be such a cause for celebration; this worldwide 
phenomenon is symbiotic with disability. WHO calculates that ʻtwo thirds of disabled 
people are over 60ʼ. [6] These predictions show that there is an urging necessity for our 
urban environment to evolve at a rate which mirrors that of humanity. 

Whilst battling physical obstructions, physically disabled people also become 
obstructions to the able-bodied public. If the pavements were widened, perhaps slow-
walkers and disabled citizens would not be seen as causing an obstruction. This is not 
possible in the majority of pedestrianized areas of Lincoln, due to the characteristic 
narrow streets which are infringed by many historic and listed buildings. Pavements 
alongside roads, however, have the potential to be widened. A more frequent use of 
dropped curbs throughout the city will allow safe crossing of roads and mounting of 
pavements. The maintenance of pavements, removing all potholes, sudden dips, and 
obstructions, is essential for smooth and safe transitions. [2] 

Steep hill and gradient issues 
The architecture of Lincoln City tells of a vibrant and absorbing history. Divided 

across the foot and head of a hill, the Romans connected these two districts with Steep 
Hill. The Academy of Urbanism named it ʻBritainʼs Great streetʼ in 2012 (BBC News 
Lincolnshire)[11], two-thousand year-old Steep Hill is well known for its difficulty in 
ascending and descending, boasting a one in seven gradient seen in Figure 2. [2] 
Physically disabled inhabitants struggle to access any further than the foot of Steep Hill, 
due to difficulties regarding the incline and the irregular cobbled surface.  

Newly laid, flat cobble stones or level grouting applied to the existing 
cobblestones would alleviate this problem whilst maintaining and preserving the historic 
beauty of Lincoln. A more level surface under foot will improve transitions for everybody. 
Similar to the Sacre Coeur funicular railway which is in Paris, the installation of one in 
Lincoln would bind the two city levels seamlessly, whilst becoming an attraction in itself. 
This has been discussed to improve the accessibility of Steep Hill by the city council, but 
is as of yet just an idea. [2] 
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Figure 2: A daunting viewpoint from the bottom of Steep Hill, Lincoln, from a wheelchair userʼs 
perspective. 

Navigating Lincolnʼs Internal Environment 
Internal environments are equally as important as external environments. Lifchez 

[12] believes that architecture can be empowering, only if architects develop empathy. 
This quote rings true with physically disabled people being denied the use of the 
disabled toilet in the University of Lincolnʼs architecture building. The fact that the 
architect, Rick Mather, was designing according to poor minimum standards leaves us 
with the standing reality that the disabled toilet is too slim to manoeuvre a wheelchair 
inside and close the door. [2] This fact is disturbing when you think that this is a building 
constructed for future architects, who are expected to insure that their design 
interventions are designed inclusively to meet the needs of the diverse population. [13] 
Minimum standards need to be raised and laws need to be created to prevent faults 
such as this occurring. This lack of thought has violated articles included in the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities [14], whilst simultaneously 
breaching articles in The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000) 
[15], regarding, non-discrimination, human dignity and respect. Approved document M of 
the building regulations (2004) [16] Access to and use of buildings, states that there 
should be sufficient space for wheelchair manoeuvrability in entrances, and that the door 
should open outwards. There should be a ʻclear wheelchair space of at least 750mm in 
front of the WCʼ [16]. These regulations have not been adhered to. 

The consequences of not adhering to the guidelines, regulations and conventions 
can be found when observing users of the space. An interview with a physically disabled 
member of staff the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) whose office is located on 
the second floor of the Lincoln School of Architecture building reveals how non-inclusive 
design has negatively impacted his daily life. 

Using a powered wheelchair, he highlights that the weight of the doors 
throughout the building present themselves as stop signs to him. Due to fire safety 
precautions, the doors throughout the building are weighted and therefore slam rapidly 
after being opened. This often overlooked detail has meant that he has been made a 
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remote activated key fob which opens two of the most imperative doors to him; the door 
to his office and the door to the fire escape stairwell, which is the fire safety area. 
However, if he were to need to enter any other rooms in the building, perhaps a lecture 
theatre, he would have to depend on the help of others to let him in. He also comments 
that ʻbeing caught in an airlock between two doors (present at the entrances and exits of 
the lecture theatres) is a common and horrible experienceʼ, so he tends to opt out of 
visiting lecture theatres, if he can. Feeling confined and unable to access places where 
your peers can causes inconvenience and should not be occurring in relatively new 
buildings. He concludes with: ʻin an ideal world, all doors would be automatic, and lifts 
would be able to work in a fire so that disabled people can escape independently.ʼ 

People with hearing difficulties also struggle in the University of Lincolnʼs 
architecture building. The acoustics of the building mean that noises in the atrium echo 
loudly, often causing people with hearing aids to turn them off. This is a fault of the 
design and the non-sound absorbing materials chosen. Partially blind people are also 
known to struggle because the floor of the lift is completely black, which can cause 
distress, as some people cannot tell the difference between a black floor and no floor at 
all. This can be simply rectified by sticking brightly coloured or reflective stickers on the 
floor. 

 Another unheeded detail affecting the partially sighted is that the entire building 
has been painted white. Every floor seeming to appear the same as the next causes 
confusion amongst everybody. Colour coding floors would be a simple answer to clarify 
navigation throughout the building. All these often disregarded and non-inclusive design 
details have a huge accumulative impact on the smooth functioning of the building. In 
the event of a fire, these overlooked details could place peopleʼs lives in serious danger.  

This is just one building in the city, which just so happens to serve as an 
excellent example of inaccessible and non-inclusive design. This building is not alone. 
Inaccessible design is a widespread issue across the globe, which needs to be 
eradicated.  

Despite the imminent implementation of Part III of the Disability Discrimination 
Act (DDA, 1995) [17] that came into force in October 2004 and which, for the first time, 
directly addresses the design of physical features within the built environment that are a 
barrier to access, many commercial and public buildings are still not accessible for 
wheelchair users.  [7] Regarding the city of Lincoln, many would agree with Hansonʼs 
statement. This could be due to the fact that old buildings have been built before these 
regulations came into place, and they do not state that existing buildings should be 
modified. Article 9, [15] ʻAccessibilityʼ, of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, states that: all parties shall take appropriate measures to 
ensure people with disabilities are treated equally to others. This includes ʻthe 
identification and elimination of obstacles and barriers to accessibilityʼ, as well as: 
ʻdeveloping and monitoring the implementation of minimum standards and guidelines for 
the accessibility of facilities and services open or provided to the publicʼ [15] Despite 
being a constituent of the United Nations Convention, Lincoln has not met the terms of 
the convention.   

Lincoln has also breached at least seven of the articles included in The Charter 
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000), regarding, non-discrimination, 
human dignity and respect. It is perplexing how even after signing conventions stating 
otherwise, Lincoln is still creating and maintaining inaccessible spaces which alienate 
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disabled inhabitants. Lincoln as a city is not alone in this. The fact is that it is cheaper to 
serve poor access if no-one is going to be prosecuted. [2] This raises the question of 
whether the guidelines should become law; implementing a consistent universal design. 
Thus the city council will be obliged by law to answer the needs of their population. 
Almost every article of the conventions and charters set in place is highlighting areas 
which society currently struggles with and needs to address. “Until these problems are 
resolved, policy statements that emphasise the importance of an inclusive urban 
environment will be perceived by at least some members of society to be little more than 
empty platitudes.” [7] In addition, ramp incline throughout the city is too steep and is 
something which needs to be addressed.  

This is a statement to all designers and architects. Within a mere few hours of 
navigating Lincoln in a wheelchair, oneʼs basic human rights have the potential to be 
breached more than once. Being denied the right to use a toilet as well as being unable 
to access a supermarket to buy food independently is simply unacceptable. [2] The 
threshold and dimensions of public disabled toilets in the city should strictly comply with 
regulations. The supermarket rampʼs incline should be lessened, also complying with a 
strict code of practise, to fully integrate all users. 

Participatory design 
Talking to all users of the city is very important when designing for the 

community. Especially the physically disabled, who are comparatively hyper-sensitive to 
accessibility issues in the city and prove to hold the most enlightening perspectives. 
Participatory design involving an array of all types of people would accurately reflect the 
societyʼs diverse needs, stunting the creation of new barriers. Disabled people need to 
be listened to by architects in order to lessen their handicap.   

Elnokaly and Elseragy [18] states that if architects took a co-operative approach 
to design, including different stakeholders and the greater society in the design process 
then the city would be sustainable and appropriate to the needs of its citizens [18]. 
Participatory design, which originated in Scandinavian trade unions in the 1970ʼs, 
creates user empowerment and democratisation, meeting the practical needs of all. 
Many local governments in other European cities do have a consultation process which 
requires public consultation to major changes in the built environment as in the case of 
the city of Barcelona [18]. However, the city council often holds overriding power. This 
constitutes as consultation design rather than participatory design. Lincoln could 
integrate participatory design in future urban strategies. Appropriate information in the 
city regarding accessibility should be made available in the public domain to unveil any 
false myths, leading to perceptions that the urban environment is unsafe. This can be 
greatly improved with local campaigning and media coverage. 

Physical barriers versus psychological and social barriers 
If one looks, they will notice all physical barriers throughout the city which could 

be resolved: poorly maintained pavements, isolated and unlit bus stops, a lack of public 
adequate seating and inadequate public toilet provision. However, throughout the city, 
one can find excellent crossing points, intersecting busy roads. Each is equipped with 
tactile, twisting and visual cues, not only beneficial to the deaf and blind but which are 
aides for everyone in the city to cross roads safely. Despite being a road safety design 
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standard throughout the United Kingdom (implemented by the Department of Transport) 
this still shows hope for the integration of further disability design features in the future.      

 The city by night presents an interesting altered perspective; disabled citizens 
are rarely seen out after dark. Their absence has a remarkable presence. The 
Implementation of distinct bright signage throughout the city and well lit, clear and open 
spaces would improve the feeling of ease and safety.  Dropped curbs, for example, are 
required for safe mounting and demounting of a curb for wheelchair users as well as 
improving the transition for everybody. Changes such as this will also show 
consideration for those with sensory or cognitive impairments. Health and safety is 
paramount. Disability hate crimes are reportedly on the rise, with ʻ1,569 recorded 
disability hate crimes across England, Wales and Northern Ireland during 2010, an 
increase from 1,294 incidents occurring in 2009, according to figures published by the 
Association of Chief Police Officers.ʼ [19] Scope [20] states that disabled people are 
often discriminated against, being ʻregularly mocked, taunted, robbed, assaulted and 
harassed.ʼ Yet disability hate crime remains largely invisible to the rest of society, 
frequently being ignored. 

A poll carried out by the disability charity Scope in May 2011, found that half of 
the disabled people asked had experienced discrimination on either a daily or weekly 
basis. The figures are deplorable and further demonstrate societyʼs absence of 
involvement and understanding in dealing with disabled individuals on a regular basis. 

Psychological and social barriers 
Physical architecture strongly influences the creation of the psychological 

architecture formed in our minds. Indirect physical segregation influences the way that 
separated individuals are perceived in society. ʻWithin a society individuals learn social 
attitudes from one another. Individual thoughts merge into a collective consciousness, 
displaying ʻherd behaviourʼ at an unconscious level.ʼ[2] Preconceptions against 
disabilities are often learnt through adopted social outlooks. Social media sites represent 
a live stream of visualised collective consciousness. Consequently, this type of media 
has great power to dissolve existing social barriers.  

An analysis carried out by Lifchez [21] of a Louis Harris Poll identified that around 
58% of abled bodied persons interviewed felt embarrassed and uncomfortable when in 
the presence of a person with a disability and 47% felt actual fear. These statistics 
further express the fact that encountering disabled citizens is not a common occurrence; 
perhaps, this is because of poor access acting as a barrier to public spaces, which have 
been designed by able bodied people, naively creating schisms which section off the 
disabled.  

Research recently carried out by Cambridge University has discovered that 
ʻUrban neighbourhoods with high deprivation, population density and inequality (are) 
found to have higher rates of schizophrenia.ʼ [22] This is evidence that if the population 
density is not controlled, social inequalities will worsen, causing a negative psychological 
consequence amongst city dwellers. Physical spaces directly correlate with mental 
health issues, which have the potential to progress into physical disabilities. Segregation 
and isolation triggers mental instability amongst the excluded. Social and physical 
barriers are very closely linked.  
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Dr James Kirkbride of the University of Cambridge, who was lead author of the 
study, said:  "The fact that inequity is linked to a diagnosis of schizophrenia is particularly 
striking. Inequalities in many Western societies are acute and rising, especially in our 
current economic crisis. We need to understand that our mental health is not merely a 
biological phenomenon, but is much more a product of how people make sense of their 
world. And this, in turn, is affected by social, economic and political decisions." [22]  

One notes undulating reactions from able bodied strangers, when observing 
disabled citizens in the heart of Lincoln. They swerve from being completely ignored, to 
being paid unnaturally full amounts of attention, perhaps, because there is no 
comfortable middle ground of awareness. Swinging from two extremes illustrates how 
uncomfortable and inexperienced this society is in encountering people with physical 
disabilities which supports the argument by Lifchez (1987) [21]. This unspoken barrier 
can be gradually removed with social activism and campaigning. More importantly, 
architecture has an absolutely essential role to play in breaking these stigmas down. Our 
built environment interventions should be sympathetic to the needs of older people and 
people with disabilities. If physical barriers are broken down, then the social barriers will 
quickly follow suit. Once our city is built for everybody then prejudices will vanish. [2] 

Designing for the ʻnormalʼ body  
Up until recently, designers failed to accept wider scopes of body difference, 

placing the burden on the individual to ʻadapt the ʻabnormalʼ body to an environment that 
appeared to have evolved ʻnaturallyʼ to suit ʻnormalʼ people. The solution was to design 
for ʻspecial needsʼ, thus perpetuating the distinction between mainstream society and 
minority groups.ʼ [23] This segregation feeds stigmas and preconceptions that disabled 
people are different from the rest of society. Lawton (1974) [24] argues that the built 
environment can restrict accessibility options for older people. Lawton describes that 
ʻenvironmental pressureʼ causes mal consequences on peopleʼs lives.  He believes 
environmental pressure may render the older person more vulnerable, or more docile 
and accepting of environmental constraints that are induced by the necessity of dealing 
with environments built for younger and more able bodies. 

ʻHandicapʼ is described as ʻthe reverse of disabilityʼ. [23] This is because it is 
describing disability caused by the environment, rather than oneʼs body. It is significant 
to understand that ʻall of us, to some degree, are handicapped, that is, none of us can 
control all aspects of the environments we encounter or move freely into any setting.ʼ 
[23] Yet it is for the good of the entire population that the city is as accessible as 
possible, that the environment causes minimum amount of obstructions possible. This is 
suggesting that with intelligent architectural design of the built environment, one can 
lessen an individualʼs perceived disability, removing all social and physical barriers 
present. 
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Conclusion   
Our world is in a constant state of change; therefore our cities must mirror, adapt 

and accommodate in sync with these changes. In the search of reasonable 
advancement in accessible design in Lincoln, incremental yet considerable investment of 
effort is required from all. Incremental development will mean the whole will be broken 
into short-term commitments and realistic expectations; the gradual offering of local 
ideas for local planning challenges, leading to the public good of the city.   

 We are all potential or actual victims of architectural and accessibility discrimination as a 
result of conventional building design. Therefore, cities require a heightened social 
awareness, expanding the boundaries of understanding, engaging citizens; realising the 
collective need for a more inclusive city. Once the people have addressed a widespread 
need, the needs will naturally begin to be met. The creation of one united, barrier-free 
and fully integrated space will mean that disabled citizens will no longer be unknown or 
rarely seen. Therefore social qualms will quickly disappear. Prejudices will only vanish 
once the city is built for all and is therefore accessible by all. In order for this to happen 
building codes, international, and local conventions all need to be strengthened and 
adhered to. A more accessible city will benefit everybody. The second step includes 
attaining political backing in order to strengthen the legislation and to make sure the 
theory is applied in practise. Raising awareness and knowledge within a society, as a 
political tool, informing stakeholders on concepts proposed for accessible spaces for all. 

Lincoln and the rest of the world can look to Asian cities such as those in Japan 
for inspiration on what is currently being done to solve the same problem in different 
parts of the world.  Perhaps the implementation of more readily available knowledge in 
the city and campaigning methods to highlight these issues is necessary. 

“Barrier – free” is a theme which needs to be paid more attention by designers and 
architects. It is not a utopian dream to hope for an equal society, with no discrimination. 
We have come a long way; but we still have a very long way to go. Hence, it is now 
evident more than ever that the expectation that architects will design inclusively is now 
high on the global agenda. We need non-discriminatory designs that will facilitate 
security, access, equality and dignity to all, regardless of physical or mental ability. 
Lincolnʼs beauty and history should be there for all to enjoy and appreciate. Everybody 
deserves equal access, within a society willing to devote enough thought and resources 
to ensure that disabled bodies can enjoy a normal and fulfilling life. Concomitantly, the 
root cause of social exclusion will be eradicated. 

Finally, in the words of Mahatma Ghandi; ʻA Nationʼs greatness is measured by how it 
treats its weakest members.ʼ[25]  
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Abstract 

Airports are complex buildings that handle large influx of people with different 
destinations and needs. To ensure that all people can make use of this space 
equally, the conditions of spatial accessibility should be sought. This paper focuses in 
evaluating the wayfinding conditions at an Brazilian airport. Wayfinding is one of the 
four components of special accessibility. The method used for evaluation was a focus 
group interview with foreign people that had previous knowledge about other airports.   

Keywords 

Spatial Accessibility; Wayfinding; Airports. 

Introduction 
It will be invested about 6.5 billion reais in the airports of the twelve Brazilian cities 
that will host the World Cup Soccer until December 2013, in order to improve the 
infrastructure and services to users of the airports. Moreover, twelve cities will host 
the Confederations Cup in 2013 and, in 2016, the city of Rio de Janeiro will host the 
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games (WAMBURG, 2013). These are great 
sporting events that bring together athletes and delegations from around the world 
and, with them, attract fans, tourists and workers (like journalists). But people are not 
restricted to only know the cities hosting the games. Often they take the opportunity 
to discover a new country and thus the airports of the main Brazilian tourist cities 
should also be prepared to meet the diverse audience. 
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Given the increase in the flow of people at airports, especially from 2013, and the 
already existing domestic demand, the Brazilian government established 
public/private partnerships to implement actions such as employee training and 
improvement of technology systems and security at all major airports. These 
measures serve to capacitate the employees at the airport, therefore, extending 
advantages to users and reflecting in a better range of services. 

The city of Florianópolis, state of Santa Catarina, is a recognized tourist destination 
in the country. Although it will not actually host the sporting events mentioned above, 
it can accommodate delegations from foreign countries and so was included in some 
federal government actions, such providing foreign language courses to airport 
employees. 

Since this city has only one airport terminal, which serves domestic and international 
flights, the Research Group of the Tutorial Educational Program of Architecture and 
Urbanism Course (PET/Architecture and Urbanism), of the Universidade Federal de 
Santa Catarina (UFSC) proposed to carry out a case study in order to assess the 
wayfinding conditions of Hercilio Luz International Airport, from the standpoint of 
accessibility. Wayfingind is one of the four components of spatial accessibility defined 
by Dischinger, Bins Ely and Piardi (2012), which will be presented in greater detail 
below. 

It should be noted that recent measures to adapt infrastructure of Brazilian airports 
should provide improvements also with regard to the spatial accessibility, considering 
that such buildings are characterized as public use and, according to regulation No. 
5296/2004, should provide conditions access and use to all its environments. In 
Brazil, about 23.9 million people are suffering from some kind of disability (IBGE, 
2010). Measures that may make the terminal more accessible will benefit all users of 
the space, regardless of possible limitations resulting from disabilities or not. 

Next, will be presented the main concepts studied. Just after, the methods and 
techniques adopted and, finally, the results achieved with this study. 

Spatial Accessibility 

The inclusion of individuals in society is linked to the possibility of participating in any 
and all activities on equal terms and without discrimination. It can occur in diverse 
spheres such as law, the education, the levels of health and space. 

The spatial inclusion aims at providing to users of environment accessibility 
conditions in the activities that take place in it. An accessible space that is easy to 
understand, enabling the possibility to come and go without difficulties and provides 
individuals' participation in the activities carried out there. 

Thus, Dischinger, Bins Ely and Piardi (2012) define spatial accessibility as the right to 
get to a place, to understand its function, organization and spatial relations, and 
make use of it with independence, security and comfort. Given the several types of 
users, some specific aspects should be considered to provide the inclusion and meet 
the needs of people of diverse nature in an environment. Thus, the authors also 
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define four components that highlight these aspects, which are: wayfinding, 
displacement, use and communication. 

Wayfinding treats the environmental characteristics that allow individuals to 
recognize the identity and function of spaces and define action strategies along a 
route. The displacement respect to usersʼ locomotion, both in vertical and horizontal 
paths, safely, comfortably and independently. The use refers to use and effective 
execution of activities and equipment, furniture and other objects in the environment. 
The communication refers to the exchange of information between people and 
assistive technology equipment. 

As well as the four components of the spatial accessibility talk about inclusion, there 
are also components which hinder or exclude individuals of the environment. Such 
elements are called barriers, and according to Bins Ely et al. (2005), can be of three 
types: attitudinal, physical and informational. 

The attitudinal barriers are constituted in the social sphere, where human relations 
surround themselves in the restrictions of individuals rather than focusing on their 
capabilities, creating obstacles generated by bias or lack of information. Physical 
barriers are characterized by original architectural elements or furnishings that 
difficult or impede the realization of activities independently; example are steps along 
a route that prevent the displacement of a wheelchair user. The information barriers, 
in turn, are limitations in environmental perception and acquisition of existing 
information, such as excessive visual pollution, for example. 

Disabilities and Restrictions 

When designing an environment, must also be considered the variety of users that 
can use it, as those who have certain restrictions. According to Dischinger, Bins Ely 
and Piardi (2012), restrictions include the difficulties arising from the relation between 
individuals and the environment in conducting its activities. Ensure spatial 
accessibility to all people is of great importance, since all are likely to suffer some 
kind of restriction throughout life. 

Were addressed the terms disability and restriction, but so far we do not distinguish 
one from the other. Disability is a disorder in which physiological level does not 
necessarily imply a failure of the individual. Already the restriction is due to 
environmental factors, cultural or socioeconomic factors that prevent the user from 
performing certain action - and not necessarily be a permanent factor in his life. 

The environmental conditions may or may not aggravate certain difficulties, 
generating restrictions. A foreigner who cannot read the signs of an environment in 
another language is a person who does not have a disability, but suffers a restriction 
that can let their disoriented. If, for example, the same environment have signaling 
tactile maps and different floors, a blind person can do the space reading and thus it 
is possible to guide themselve, even with a sensory disability. In the situation 
expressed above its evidenced that the non-fulfillment of one of the four components 
of spatial accessibility was enough to cause a spatial restriction and prevent the 
understanding of the environment. 
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Expressed the main concepts about spatial accessibility, following will be presented a 
deepening of spatial orientation, focus of this work for consider their conditions of 
extreme importance in an airport terminal. 

Wayfinding 

An oriented individual is considered a person who knows where they are, where they 
go and what they need to do to get where they want to go. Wayfinding enables the 
recognition of the environment and its functions, allowing the user to define 
displacement strategies and use of the site based on environmental characteristics, 
locating in space and moving along it (Bins Ely et al. 2008). 

Wayfinding is a cognitive process that involves two skills of the individual. First, its 
location in an environment and the representation of their characteristics in a mind 
map. Second, getting along a route and deliver the mental processes involved in this 
task. The spatial planning and environmental communication are directly linked to the 
ease of orientation (Arthur and Passini, 1992). Lynch (1960) says that referential 
marks serve as points of reference we call attention and give us strong indications 
guidance. Lidwell (2010) states that the wayfinding refers to determine the location in 
relation to nearby objects and the destination, proposing signaling systems linking 
referential marks to assist in orientation. 

The process of forming mental maps, described above, can occur in a sequential 
manner or spatial. At first, it is associated with the positioning of referential marks, 
whereas the second is associated with the provision of the physical arrangement 
(Bins Ely et al., 2000). Besides the spatial configuration, other characteristics also 
influence the ability of orientation, as the flows to be followed, the types and amounts 
of access and circulation and architectural information as fronts, styles, colors and 
materials (Ribeiro, 2009). An efficient signaling can also positively influence the 
orientation process. This shows that users obtain environmental information in 
different ways and, in order to reach the largest number of individuals, this 
information should be passed in several ways. 

Methods and Techniques 
For this research it was used the method of focus group interview, used to conduct 
an interview with a group of people that have some characteristic in common, 
according to the need of the study such as age, sex, culture, physical or mental 
condition (Sommer, 1997). A trained moderator asks questions and encourages 
discussions, while a second observer can make notes and recordings. It requires a 
number of respondets good enough to allow a discussion where they do not feel 
uncomfortable and to inhibit only one person to talk. Focus groups are more efficient 
than individual interviews because the incitement leads one to recall similar 
experiences that can contribute to the research. However, people's responses can be 
influenced by the presence of the other. The interviewer should encourage all 
participants to express their opinion, although some wonʼt do it for being shy or about 
disagreeing with the majority. The discussion can be exploratory or confirmatory 
when generating ideas, testing concepts and images (Sommer, 1997). 
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The application of this method was chosen due to obtain information from various 
points of view to the same topic of discussion. Each person has a different 
background and experience. Thus, everyone in the group could help indicate 
problems and possible solutions in general to the theme. 

To encourage further discussion, together with the method was used a technique of 
game images, which is the prior choice of figures that can bring up memories of the 
participants or cause them to make mental associations to share some experience. 
Furthermore, the technique brings relaxation during the interview, making it more 
dynamic and integrating the participants. 

Although the experiment has been given more than once with different groups, it will 
be described below the application of the method only for one type of user: foreign 
exchange students at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina. This group was 
formed because the students had previous experience in various airports and were 
already familiar to the research object, Hercílio Luz Internacional Airport, since they 
had to arrive at Florianópolis through it. 

Before the application of the method the group had explanations about the research 
and the objectives that sought to achieve with the group - know their personal 
experiences in airport terminals, reporting positive and negative aspects identified by 
them, especially in relation to the conditions of wayfinding. The questions were 
structured into major and minor ones being more general, and these used only if the 
group dispersed and did not respond to the request. In this manner, the discussion 
remained in focus. Four main questions were formulated to conduct the interview. 

For the technique of game images were selected twenty-four photos portraying 
guidance resources that usually are used in airports, as signs, speakers, maps, 
mobile apps, and others; and images of areas that presented or not these features. 
The setting for this number of figures is given by the number of pre-defined 
participants (maximum of eight). Thus it would be possible that they each had the 
opportunity to choose two images to express their ideas. Following are two examples 
of exposed images used. 

Figure 1: Mobile App, where it is observed 
a map of the airport and routes that can be 
traced by the users, and also services and 
information needed therefor. 
Source: 
http://www.futuretravelexperience.com/ 

Figure 2: Chhatrapati Shivaji Airport in 
Mumbai, chosen for its ample space and 
monochrome, with advertisements larger than 
the necessary information to the location of 
people.  
Source: http://www.bangaloreaviation.com  
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The interview took place with the researchers and participants willing around a table, 
where an order was predicted for exposure to each of the participants in response to 
questions so that everyone had a chance to express themselves. The experiment 
lasted approximately an hour and a half and this was registered through recordings, 
notes and photographs. The data occurred through the transcription and compared 
notes in order to get the main arguments and points of view addressed and compare 
them with the theoretical reference. 

Results 
For the interview, contact was made with UFSCʼs Department of International Affairs 
(SINTER), agency that promotes interaction between the university and other 
institutions of higher education and post-graduate world. The SINTER provided to 
researchers the contact via email with the exchange students at the university. 

Following was sent to the group by email a letter describing the research interests 
and inviting to participate the group interview in a date and time pre-scheduled, so 
that they could respond according to their availability. It was obtained many returns 
expressing interest in participating. By choice of the researchers, the group was 
limited to participation of eight people who were available to compose the group at 
the specified time. Some did not show up, but nevertheless the interview was 
conducted with five exchange students from different undergraduate courses, as 
follows (Participantʼs names are fictitious to preserve their identities): 

1.  Paulo and Maria, Portuguese, student of architecture and urbanism; 
2.  Carlos, French, physical education student; 
3.  Lucia, Spanish, film and design student; 
4.  Laura, north american, student of child development. 

Initially the researchers introduced themselves and then the speech was given to the 
respondents so that each inform your name, age, country of origin and course that is 
within the university. This dynamic was adopted to all participants get to know each 
other, making the climate more pleasant. 

The interview began with a broad answer question: "How do you guide yourself in 
airports?” The goal of an open inquiry was to encourage participants to report the first 
ideas about the direction, functioning as a warm up to stand on the research topic. 
Most respondents replied that guides themselves through signboards and that if this 
system fails, then resort to the assistance of any employee of the airline or other 
individual to satisfy their doubts. Lucia reported that her first instinct is to look up 
looking signs or informative screens. She also reported that the signs in Brazilian 
airports are scarce and in some large airports there is even an unpreparedness of 
professionals working in the airlines. All group confirmed and agreed with that 
information, claiming that sometimes these same officials are unable to communicate 
in other languages and do not provide clear information. Laura reported that, upon 
arriving in São Paulo, has requested information and was not properly instructed, 
having to go to three countertops before getting to check-in. 
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Another topic raised, still in this first question was the lack of essential information on 
the insides of airports, especially with regard to the frequent exchanges of gates at 
last minute. 

The group pointed out that the colors in signage help the orientation process in 
complex spaces like airports. As an example they reported of the use of color 

Figure 3: Group choosing pictures to 
answer the question. Image source: 
personal archives. 

Figure 4: Participants reporting their chosen 
pictures. Image source: personal archives. 

Figure 05: Barajas Airport, Spain. The 
colors follow a linear structure with the 
number of gates. The user has a notion of 
distance between space that is and where 
they are going. Image source: DORNELES, 
2012. 

The second question asked participants to 
report on their particular experiences in 
airports since leaving the country of origin 
to their arrival in Florianópolis. The idea, 
from the results that come with this 
question was to know more about the 
airports they passed by, addressing 
positive and negative aspects of each 
place. One of the main issues highlighted 
was the difficulty of reading of the space in 
some large airports where they made 
connections since they had several floors 
and corridors, making the environment 
difficult to understand. This caused some 
doubts, confusion and stress to 
passengers. It was pointed the departure 
terminal from Guarulhos airport, located in 
the state of São Paulo, as a confusing 
example. It was mentioned that some 
airports are located far away from cities 
and does not offer attractive or services for 
those who need a few hours to wait for a 
connection. Maria reported that in some 
airports in Europe is likely to leave, visiting 
the city and then return to make the 
connection. 

Soon after, began the game of images in 
order to answer the third question: "Which 
of the pictures has an environment and 
resources that make the environment easy 
to navigate?". Were randomly distributed 
twenty-four figures on the table, illustrating 
equipment and resources used to guide, 
as well as environments that had it or do 
not. Respondents were instructed to 
choose two images that assisted them to 
answer the question (Image 3). The most 
chosen pictures were those that showed 
maps as guidance equipment and linear 
environments, as the image of Barajas 
airport (Image 5). 
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through the signs where major activities such as check-in and boarding are marked 
with the same color throughout the signaling system, while secondary activities such 
as shops and restaurants, in others, grouping information. 

At this stage, a person chosen by mistake two images which found that they were 
difficult environments guidance. Taking advantage of the situation, the researchers 
asked what others participants thought of these figures, and they were unanimous in 
agree. They described them as spacious and monochrome without signaling through 
plates and difficult to fully understand without the aid of instruments to indicate 
directions. Paulo noted that one of the images referred to a troubled situation where 
several people used the space simultaneously, which generated barrier both for 
viewing other activities such as the displacement of individuals. 

When questioned “How would be the ideal orientation in airports?” they were affirmed 
that the best possible guidance are given in spaces with few users, where the 
passenger flow is filtered or tapered, and with a linear environments, where there is a 
sequence of activities. Maria reported that she cannot guide herself in crowded 
places. 

Maps were also cited as features that facilitate orientation in addition to the 
directional indicative signs. The group said that the maps are used to understand the 
space and distances between the devices. However, this feature requires knowledge 
of guidance to understand if the person knows where they is within the map and 
where is their destination, according to Paulo. 

From the knowledge acquired through contact with these users, we can apply the 
experience related to studies conducted in the departure terminal of International 
Airport Hercílio Luz. When questioned about this building the respondents reported 
they did not felt disoriented when using it because it is relatively small when 
compared to other airports they had already used.  

Conclusions 
The main element used by the interviewees to guide is signaling, despite admitting 
that the verbal information complements it. There was a consensus in stating that the 
signage at decision points at Brazilian airports is scarce. They demonstrate this fact 
enumerating some gates where although there is signage demarcated, there is an 
airport official to lead the flow of passengers and give them the necessary 
information. 

A common argument of the group to the signaling systems was the fact that while 
pointing the direction to be taken, in most cases, they do not specify the distances. In 
situations where there is not much time to explore the terminal, get to know the time 
spent on the distances of routes facilitate the passenger to prioritize routes to be 
taken to ensure they do not miss a flight, for example. In the case of foreigners, 
respondents reported that the time factor also influences the signaling reading for 
taking decisions. Although, in many cases, the text of the plates have the English 
translation, the fact of being in a complex environment where everyone around 
speaks another language can generate situations of discomfort or nervousness. 
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As for airports where are made connections, the group agreed that connections in 
large airports affect the orientation negatively, even more when there is a need to 
change terminals or level in order to reach the destination. It is worth noting that none 
of the respondents had their first contact with a Brazilian airport by the Hercílio Luz 
terminal, and this could have influence with the good orientation reported to be found 
in the studied airport. Having passed through a bigger airport that was more difficult 
to orient themselves, a little less complex environment seemed easier to understand. 

Respondents considered that the guidance from the landing is much simpler than 
that from the boarding. This can occur by several factors, such as then the flow of 
passengers which also landed; less concern at the time; fewer tasks to be performed 
before reaching the final goal, among others. In the case of Hercílio Luz airport, they 
specifically considered nice getting off the plane directly in the earth without 
accessing terminal through fingers. It means that the previous visual access to the 
building could be another factor that improves the sense of direction of passengers. 

When respondents were asked about an ideal wayfinding system in airports, they 
suggested maps showing the airlines and their boarding gates and airport sectors. 
Thus it would be possible to recognize how far away and close to equipment which is 
the place where you want to go, creating spatial references during his displacement, 
facilitating it and making it safer. 

A problem identified by the focus group is that the gate exchanges do not contribute 
to the orientation process. An architectural problem identified was the difficulty in 
differentiating international and national boarding gates. Often users can confuse 
both and if they are distant from each other, users may even miss the flight. In the 
case of Hercilio Luz Airport, the gates are very close to each other, but identifying 
them is a difficult task due to the large amount of advertisements around the sings. 

Indicating routes through different levels or function halls works only if they are well 
signposted. Sometimes the signs indicate the directions just from the point of view of 
who is coming to the airport to board, however, many people make a contrary way, 
as is the case of a connection. Therefore, this information becomes inefficient for this 
user. An illustrative example of this situation, as reported by the participants of the 
focus group, were signs indicating the exits located just next to them, and not in the 
more internal terminal. 

Another problem is the situation of oppressed environments that generate narrow 
corridors, where there are conflicts of activities, such as people waiting for service 
while others are just passing through that same space. In addition, large clusters of 
people difficult the signaling visualization and may cause inconveniences such as 
bumps and lack of space to rest, in order that persons with luggage pass. Areas with 
large visual range help people find their destination.  

Airports buildings are complex and involve different activities. Therefore, it is very 
important that people seize quickly the form of the building and its zoning. When this 
has a linear layout, the person already intuits the sequence of activities that take 
place within that space, and thus, their understanding is faster. Another factor that 
may facilitate the reading of a complex space are inner squares, from which people 
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have greater visual range and can become points of reference when it transits the 
building. 

From the issues raised, it can be stated that there is still much to be done to the 
boarding terminals of Brazilian airports to be able to attend with quality foreign 
people, so that they feel secure in transit, use and communicate these spaces. The 
Hercílio Luz International Airport is no different, however, as stated by the 
respondents, when compared to another Brazilian airports, the guidance conditions 
provided in this terminal are reasonably good. 
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The Hercílio Luz airport has a linear 
architecture and a high ceiling, facts that 
may have contributed to the good sense 
of direction the respondents said they 
had at this terminal. Nevertheless, at this 
same airport the waiting area for 
boarding is between corridors, fact that 
may cause inconvenience to some 
passengers due to the amount of 
luggage around the main hall, generating 
physical barriers when trying to displace 
through the hall (Image 6). 

Figure 6: waiting area for boarding, different 
uses cause inconvenience to people. Image 
source: personal archives. 
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Abstract 

In this article, are present Post Occupancy Evaluations (POE) of the accessibility’s 
condition and appropriation of three squares of the city of Florianópolis (SC - Brazil): 
Getúlio Vargas Square, Santos Dumont Square and Bento Silvério Square. 
For this analysis, were used a multimethod approach covering both areas. The 
methods used for verification of accessibility were the Accessibility Checklist and 
Accompanied Walks. The Behavioral Mapping was used to evaluate the appropriation. 
Data were spatially recorded in a geographic information system (GIS) to allow the 
visualization of the results and the data obtained by the intersection of the multimethod 
approach. 

 

1. Introduction 
This article originated from a research that analyzed the relationship between 
accessibility and appropriation in public open spaces. These spaces are the streets, 
gardens, squares, and parks in a big city and have an important role in the urban 
context [1], because as well as contributing to the environmental quality of cities and 
urban legibility, also potentiate socialization and practice of leisure activities by different 
individuals. Thus, by providing welfare for the population and make possible the 
practice of various activities (such as sports, contact with nature and the rest), these 
public spaces determine a democratic character and should allow equal access and 
use by everybody.   
According to Dischinger et al [2], an accessible space is the one that is easily 
understood, allowing the user to move and participate with safety, comfort and 
autonomy in the various activities performed there, considering the diversity of its 
users. When it comes to open spaces, for public purposes, it is even more important 
that they are designed to meet the most diverse users, regardless of their abilities or 
limitations. However, the reality in Brazil is still very limited regarding the quality of 
these spaces, since there are few open areas intended for population leisure and the 
few that exist have accessibility problems.  
In addition to accessible, open spaces should provide environmental conditions that 
make them inviting for people’s permanence and appropriation. According to 
Cavalcante and Elias [3], the appropriation of space by people can be understood as 
the act of taking possession of something, adjusting something or somewhere to 
individuals’ or a group’s needs. The study considers the appropriation as which way the 
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space is identified by its users and how can change it so that it becomes more suitable 
according to their personal tastes and use routine. The higher the level of appropriation 
is, higher the level of user identification with the space.  
For this study, it was decided to analyze the squares in order to establish relationships 
between the conditions of accessibility and the level of appropriation, to verify how one 
can influence the other and to verify if the places with greater use are those more 
accessible. For this, three Post Occupancy Evaluation methods were used 
(Accessibility Checklist, Accompanied Walks and Behavioral Mapping), seeking to 
evaluate the accessibility conditions and the appropriation of the objects of study, the 
three squares chosen that will be presented in the following item. 

 

2. The squares of the study  
For this study, Post Occupancy Evaluations (POE) of the three squares of the city of 
Florianópolis were made: Getúlio Vargas Square, Santos Dumont Square and Bento 
Silvério Square. The criteria for this choice were the location of each one of them in 
different urban contexts, being respectively in the districts: Centro, Trindade and Lagoa 
da Conceição, and for having distinct tracings. 
 
2.1 Getúlio Vargas Square 

Getúlio Vargas Square (Figure 1) is located in the central part of the city of 
Florianópolis, in an area full of residences and small businesses. It has a large 
playground, snack bar, a central fountain, floor predominantly of gravel and it is heavily 
forested. It is popularly known as the "Square of Firemen" due to the Fire Department 
(A) found in their surroundings. In addition to this equipment, and the residential 
buildings and small shops already mentioned, there are also important institutions such 
as the Bom Jesus College (B), the headquarters of IPUF - Urban Planning Institute of 
Florianópolis (C) and the municipal IPHAN - Institute of the National Historical and 
Artistic Heritage (D). 

 

 
Figure 1 – View of the Getúlio Vargas Square (adapted from Google Maps). 
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B 
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2.2.  Santos Dumont Square 

The Santos Dumont Square (Figure 2) is very close to the main entrance of the 
campus of the Federal University of Santa Catarina (A) in the neighborhood of 
Trindade. With different levels, the square has many platforms that divide it sectors as 
living areas, playground, fitness area for seniors and a bar (now disabled and 
appointing the place popularly as Pida Square). It is also very wooded, but it has major 
maintenance problems. Besides this proximity to the University, in its surroundings 
there are the main commercial centers of the district, where are most of the offices, 
shops, a supermarket (B) and two shopping centers (C and D). 

 

 

Figure 2 – View of Santos Dumont Square (adapted from Google Maps). 

 

2.3.  Bento Silvério Square 

Located in the neighborhood Lagoa da Conceição, Bento Silvério Square (Figure 3) is 
known for the craft fair that happens every weekend, always on Sundays. The district, 
being farther from the center of Florianópolis, has itself a central focus of services and 
local businesses, essential for the functioning of this part of the city. It is In this urban 
context which is the third square studied.  
The square, little wooded and with their rides not well defined because no configure 
living spaces, has a playground and domino table. It is also noteworthy that the 
furniture of the square, as well as in the rest of the neighborhood, has an artistic 
treatment that consists of ceramic tiles. In its surroundings there are buildings such as 
the Post Office (A), the historical Casa das Máquinas (B) and Casa das Rendeiras (C), 
and snack bars (D) that end up defining the very space of the square. 

 

 

Figure 3 - View of the Bento Silvério Square (adapted from Google Maps). 
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3. Methodology 
In these research, it was adopted a multimethod approach by using methods for the 
evaluation of both accessibility and appropriation issues. Were used the Accessibility 
Checklist and the Accompanied Walks to analyze the accessibility. The evaluation of 
the appropriation was made through the Behavioral Mapping. Next, are presented the 
concept of the methods used and how they were applied in this study. 

3.1 Accessibility Checklist 

The Accessibility Checklist consists of a spreadsheet developed by Dischinger et al [2] 
to evaluate public buildings in the State of Santa Catarina, adapted in this study for the 
evaluation of the squares. The evaluation criteria are based on legislation and technical 
standards that regulate the accessibility conditions at the national, state, and local level 
(in this case, the city of Florianópolis). This helps to analyze the space more efficiently 
because the necessary information are outlined and directed for verification, and then it 
is not necessary to resort to the before mentioned regulations throughout the process, 
generally with a dense and confusing content, which hardly follow a logical and 
appropriate consultation order. 
In the worksheet (Figure 4) the evaluation items are arranged together with the law 
associate to the components of accessibility (also defined by the same authors [2]: 
orientability, communication, movement and use) that are associated with them. In 
checking there are three possible answers: Yes, when the parameter is correct, No 
when it is incorrect, and None when the situation does not apply to the case evaluated 
or it does not exist, and space for comments and/or some additional information. The 
problems raised were also recorded through photos. 

 

 
Figure 4 – The worksheet used in the Checklist. 

 

The application of the checklist in the squares was performed by one of the staff 
members at the initial stage of the research, thus generating three worksheets, one for 
each square. The results obtained with this and other methods are outlined in section 
4. 
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3.2 Accompanied Walks 

It is a method developed by Dischinger [4] which consists of tracking a person with 
relevant characteristics to the study by a route without interfere, just following. During 
the procedure, were recorded the reactions, difficulties or facilities presented. Relevant 
situations are photographed. The importance of this method is the fact that it is an 
assessment by the space user, so paying attention to environmental aspects that often 
goes unnoticed by the evaluator.  
In this study, due to physical limitations and/or relevant sensory analysis, it was 
decided to conduct Accompanied Walks with three types of users: people with visual 
impairments, people in wheelchairs, and elderly. Thus, Accompanied Walks were 
made with each one of these pedestrians in all the three areas under evaluation, 
totaling nine walks. 
The walk consisted of a first explanation to the user on the path analysis that would be 
done and then, through a brief conversation, also investigated the person's familiarity 
with the square and his custom of attending open spaces. After it was established 
certain objectives (usually two or three) to the route of the user, for example, to find 
where the playground was located or choose a seating area that was considered 
pleasant. Along the walk, it was avoided to induce the user to the option of which way 
to go. But when was noticed some uncertain or behavioral change was questioned why 
to evaluate the space. The only interference that are accepted are those that seek to 
avoid any risk to the pedestrian. 
 

3.3 Behavioral Mapping 

It is the observation method that aims to assess appropriation and territoriality of the 
users in the environment [5]. Was attempted to see if there are changes in behavior as 
the day and time, and identify patterns as users and their activities. For this, mappings 
were made on weekdays and weekends, both in the morning and the afternoon shift, at 
three different times for each period.   
Were registered each user in one of the categories: child, man, woman, elderly man or 
elderly woman, also taking notes of the activity that person was performing at the 
analyzed moment.  
 

4. Results 
The results of this research were treated by techniques of Geographic Information 
System (GIS). These platforms allow data to be spatially processed. This enables that 
the same data can then be crossed, thus establishing relations between the analyzes. 
To carry out this treatment, it was used a free software called gvSIG that besides not 
bringing costs to its acquisition, has the necessary tools to perform all the needed 
analysis for the development of this work. 
The GIS allowed that two of the three methods were mapped, with exception only of 
the Accompanied Walk, which generated tables with identified problems and suggested 
guidelines for each question. The difficulty in recording the data of this method on a 
map is due to the fact that it treats with different users, therefore with different space 
perceptions. It was not possible, for example, to register graphically the difficulty with 
the component orientability, since it varies according to the limitation of each individual 
as well as their location in the space under analysis. So it was more interesting to note 
in table form the results, proposing guidelines. 
The Accessibility Checklist also generated a table, but all the barriers identified by it 
could be also mapped. These data were compared with Behavioral Mappings, thus 
establishing the relationship between methods of accessibility and appropriation. The 
following item will show the results of each method separately and in section 4.5 it is 
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presented the relation obtained by crossing data between the methods of the two 
areas. 
 
4.1 Accessibility Checklist 

The main problems listed on each Checklist workshet and mapped in the plan are 
summarized in the form of the table below (Table 1), according to each accessibility 
component defined by Dischinger et al [2]. 

 

Table 1 – Accessibility Checklist Results 

Component Getúlio Vargas Santos Dumont Bento Silvério 

Orientability Its big extension and 
the absence of signs 

make orientation 
difficult. 

Without tactile flooring 
and signalization in 

elements of risk. 

The arrangement and 
selection of vegetation 
does not contribute to 

this component. 

The layout somehow 
confusing, allied to no 

maintenance of the  
vegetation (that often 
obstructs the view), 

make difficult to 
orientate in the square, 

contributing to the 
feeling of insecurity. 

It does not present tactile 
floor. 

Communication No phones signal 
amplifier or with 
broadcast text 

message, which is a 
difficulty for mute users 

and/or with hearing 
impairment. 

Lack of signalization 
and the inexistence of 

public phones. 

It shows no phones signal 
amplifier or transmission with 

text message. 

 

Movement Ramps are not 
according to the 

inclination established 
by NBR9050/2004 [6]. 
Moreover, the material 

that constitutes the 
rides (sand) is not 

comfortable to walk on. 

The square is divided 
into different levels, 

where the access is by 
stairs only. 

The floors (of gravel) is 
very irregular, and tree 
roots are exposed at 
some points of the 

circulation. 

There is no parking spot 
destined to people with 

physical disabilities. 

Use Missing handrails on 
stairs and ramps 

Public telephones are 
not adapted for all the 
users, for example, a 

person of small stature 
or using wheelchairs. 

The furniture generally 
lacks maintenance, with 

many broken or 
backless benches. 

There are no public 
telephones or drinking 

fountains accessible to users 
on wheelchairs or people of 

small stature. 

 

4.2 Accompanied Walks 

To summarize the results obtained with the total of nine walks performed, there is a 
table (Table 2) listing the different users of the three squares with the relevant aspects 
raised and suggested guidelines for each question. 
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Table 2 – Accompanied Walks Results 

User Identified Aspects Suggested Guidelines 

Visually impaired person 1. The difference of floors 
indicated to the user the entry in 
a different environment. 

2. The edge of flowerbeds 
assists in orientation. 

3. The presence of vegetation 
stimulates other senses (the 
shady trees differentiation 
generates heat, odors can be 
used as landmarks, the sounds 
of wildlife present help to identify 
the presence of vegetation). 

 

1. Take advantage of 
differentiation floors to 
demarcate areas. 

2. Using the design of the beds 
to establish safe routes. 

3. Using vegetation as an 
element of interaction and 
milestone for the user, taking 
care to not allow branches or 
roots exposed, thus avoiding 
accidents. 

Person in wheelchair 1. Exclusive access by stairs or 
ramps with wrong inclination do 
not allow the person with 
wheelchair to use public space 
independently. 

2. Rides of sand require a big 
physical effort for the 
displacement. 

3. The furniture outside the 
proper height to reach originate 
an embarrassment to the user. 

4. The presence of bathroom is 
critical to the health of the user, 
that often has the hands dirty 
when handling the wheelchair. 

1. Allow access without the right 
dimension of ramps. 

2. The material of the rides 
should be regular, thus 
preventing its use with great 
physical effort. 

3. Adequacy bins, telephones, 
drinking fountains and benches 
to match the user with a 
wheelchair dimensions. 

4. Existence of public toilets with 
suitable dimensions for the use 
of people with wheelchairs. 

Elderly 1. Value the presence of well 
maintained furniture, and 
especially the care of the 
greenery. 

2. Seek recreation areas and 
collective activities.  

3. Require safety walk by open 
space. 

4. In some cases, due to some 
medication, need to periodically 
use the bathroom. 

1. Implementation of seats with 
backrest and more comfortable 
support materials such as wood, 
located in areas that allow the 
individual permanence, but not 
the isolation by also providing 
visual contact with other activities 
on the site.  

The presence of flowerbeds and 
lighting that brings security. 

2. Existence of domino tables 
and gyms of old age. 

3. Regular and non-slippery 
floors, no gaps which carry risks.  

Use contrasting colors to 
distinguish the elements to be 
alerted. 

4. Bathroom places that allows 
their use with low physical effort. 
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4.3 Behavioral Mapping 

4.3.1  Getúlio Vargas Square Behavioral Mapping 
Through Behavioral Mappings, it was possible to see certain patterns and peculiarities 
in the square in question. Can be appointed as an example the differentiation in its use 
on weekdays and weekends. 
During the week, the activities are of little permanence are prominent, showing in the 
generated maps a highlighted passage route (Figure 5) and little use of the playground 
or the bar present in the square. 
On weekends, these equipments are intensively used, with greater permanence 
activities and social interaction. The passage route is not evident and few people use 
the square only for passage.  
Regarding noticeable patterns of ownership about sex and age, it is noted that the bar 
area is more suitable for men, while the playground is more frequented by women and 
children. Furthermore, most of the activities remain little permanence is made by 
women. It also possible to see that the elderly are the age group that attends less the 
space. 

 
Figure 5 – Example of Behavioral Mapping in the Getúlio Vargas Square. 

 

4.3.2  Santos Dumont Square Behavioral Mapping 
The analysis of the maps of this square shows the extreme difference in the 
appropriation of workdays and weekends, where the number of users is much smaller. 
Thus, it was concluded that most users use the square in the work, college, or school 
breaks, and the use establishes a relationship with the buildings that are in the 
surroundings. 
It is noticed that the use of the square occurs in discrete intervals for passive recreation 
activities where user look areas with benches and tables in order to have a moment of 
rest, contemplation and socialization, such as reading, talking and having meals.  
The square is also used as a transit route for all shifts, and active leisure activities such 
as exercise and use of the playground toys, occur only in the morning, avoiding hours 
of intense sun. 
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The northwest area, where some users have appropriated the space as a dormitory, is 
the least used and rarely had the presence of women and children. It was also 
noticeable that few children and seniors attend the square. 

 

4.3.3  Bento Silvério Square Behavioral Mapping 
Analysis of Behavioral Maps contributed to the understanding of the dynamics of the 
square, especially for the understanding of the influence that the weekend fair has on 
its use. 
Due to the fair, the number of users increases significantly on weekends, especially in 
the afternoon. In addition to this increase, it is possible to notice the change in the 
profile of the users, as this is the only period in which the domino table, most suitable 
area at other times, it is not occupied. That appoint that local users, who usually play or 
watch domino games, are absent from the square due to the large number of users 
attracted by the fair. 
The largest use of the square is as a route of passage at all times, and it is great 
attended by children who use the space with larger intensity in the afternoon periods. 
Something that stands out to observe the maps by age is that children are commonly 
grouped together and not accompanied by adults, which may indicate a sense of 
security in the environment. 
Activities of large permanence concentrated in a few areas shaded with street furniture, 
such as the domino table and the benches around the playground, and other banks 
without shading are little used. 
 
4.4  Crossing accessibility x appropriation 

To make the relationship between accessibility and appropriation were prepared two 
kinds of mappings. With the Accessibility Checklist, were recorded the identified 
barriers through points. With the Behavioral Mapping, the users were registered in the 
square also with points and according to the criteria already mentioned in item 3.3. The 
squares were divided into sectors, and thus it was possible to identify whether it was 
possible to establish a relationship between the number of barriers and users in each 
sector. 
What was possible to see was that only in the Bento Silvério Square the sector with the 
greatest number of barriers did not have the largest number of users. In other places, 
such as Getúlio Vargas Square and Santos Dumont Square, the central sectors were 
those with greatest number of barriers, and also with more users. 
 

5. Conclusion 
From the data collected with the Accessibility Checklist and Accompanied Walks, it was 
revealed that all the studied squares had accessibility problems, being not inclusive 
spaces, which contradicts the egalitarian character that these should have to be 
democratic. 
Mapping Behavioral showed that the appropriation of these spaces is large in number. 
However, the range of people who actually use these spaces is almost exclusively 
composed of adults, with few users of other age groups and any user with a disability. 
This is probably due to the lack of suitable spaces for all users. 
Another outstanding result was that few users were performing some activities, in this 
case, of permanence. Empirical evidence showed that the squares are used primarily 
as shortcuts what emphasizes its character of permeable passage, making the 
connection between the adjacent urban areas. 
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What can be concluded from this research is that the lack of spatial accessibility does 
not directly influence the number of users of the squares, but influences the nature of 
the activity they perform there, being in most of passage activities.  
The spatial accessibility, besides providing a democratic and inclusive space, also 
contributes to the squares having more permanence activities, improving the quality 
and sense of well-being of spaces and thus the quality of its appropriation. 
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Wayfinding Systems for Users 
with Visual Disabilities 

 
Abstract 
The aim of this research is to highlight the design and the implementation of a 
Wayfinding system to enable visually impaired students to navigate safely in a building 
withthe following items:Talking Signs, Tactile Maps and Floor Markings [1]. The basis of 
the project stems from the requirements of Hellen Keller Grammar School in Lisbon, who 
cater for visually impaired pupils. The school was moving to a new building and 
requested an accessible system which could help in training its visually impaired pupils 
on how to move in the new building [2]. The Wayfinding system was designed and 
developed in conjunction with the visual impairment support department at the school. In 
creating the new building, architects and designers were guided, every step of the way 
with information from vision researches and other staff experts. The resulting design had 
to fit the needs of a varied group of children without cluttering the space and impairing 
Wayfinding. The architects and designers began by developing a clear plan that eased 
Wayfinding through the building. A fully Wayfinding system was in place by the end of 
the project and was evaluated firstly testing visually impaired users. The results of the 
evaluation were positive and point to the accessible system being easy to use and useful 
for gaining an understanding of the layout of the building [3]. 
 

Keywords 
Wayfinding, Disabled, Sign System, Signage, Environmental Graphic Design. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The almost total absence of conditions and devices targeted specifically to the 
accessibility of the blind and visually impaired or people with some visual deficiencies 
make it essential to draw up specific strategies for the creation of products and 
appropriate methodologies and procedures used in various fields of Design [4]. 
Dealing with this problem becomes extremely important because according to INE 
(2008), and considering the results available in Census 2001 the visual disability has a 
great expression in Portugal. This problem shows that visual disabilities are over more 
than 20. 000 than handicap disabilities. Moreover, according to the -CEBV - Low Vision 
Specialized Center (2008) more then 400 to 500 thousand Portuguese can not read 
signs, even with glasses properly graduated, more than 200 thousand are not 
considered visually impaired, but have low vision, and they don’t have any type of 
support and, finally, around 50 thousand Portuguese with severe low vision are not 
identified. 
It is therefore urgent to study and help to build a model of action and a set of guidelines / 
recommendations increasing scientific data to support designers in the future in various 
areas, from urban planning to architecture and design, as referred by some authors [5]. 
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1. WAYFINDING PROJECT FOR HELLEN KELLER 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
Reading a map or understanding the floor plan of a building are necessary tasks that we 
take for granted in every day life. For those with visual impairments these typesof tasks 
can be very difficult to accomplish. Even though they are more difficult they can be more 
important because someone with a visual impairment must oftenunderstand the area 
they want to move around in before it is possible to do so [6]. 
Understanding a new area and learning routes around it is known as Wayfinding for 
visually impaired people. This project focuses on developing a Wayfinding system to 
help visually impaired students to understand the floor plan of a building and move 
safely inside. 
The focus of the project comes from the needs of Hellen Keller Grammar School, which 
accommodates a number of visually impaired children. The school was transferred to a 
new building in order to modernise the teaching environment for its pupils. 
The population of visually impaired students had to be informed with the design project 
in order to be able to navigate the new building. Currently this was carried out with a 
member of staff to take the children around the building and learn routes between 
classrooms. The school had asked if it was possible to develop a Wayfinding system 
which could help the existing visually impaired pupils for the new environment and other 
new pupils. 
The requirements for the accessible system have been discussed with the principal 
teacher of the visual impairment resource centre for the school. Stemming from this, the 
main focus of the project was to supplement the children’s mobility by providing a 
Wayfinding to understanding the layout of the rooms in the new building and learning 
routes between them. Since the Wayfinding was to be used by children it must be easy 
to learn and operate, while providing detailed enough information in order to help them 
learn. 
To understand the problem area an investigation into existing accessible systems and 
technologies was carried out. The concepts and features from these were analysed in 
order to develop a new Wayfinding system which would satisfy the requirements of the 
school.  
 

1.1. New Wayfinding System 
In creating the new building, architects and designers were guided, every step of the 
way with information from the vision researches and other staff experts. The new 
building was provided with lighting, signage, colour contrast, audible communications, 
safety and orientation, and mobility issues through extensive testing and research. The 
resulting design had to fit the needs of a varied group without cluttering the space and 
impairing Wayfinding. The architects and designers began by developing a clear plan 
that eased Wayfinding through the building. Some of the innovative features include:  
 
Easy-to-navigate- The architects designed a functional entryway that is divided by a 
railing, separating students who enter and leave the building. At the main reception 
desk, tactile and large print maps of the public floors help the user’s plan their routes 
within the building.  
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Figure1: Easy-to-navigate 

 

Full Light - Bright natural light from the oversized windows and custom-designed, non-
glare artificial light fixtures throughout the building produce a soft light that avoids 
dramatic changes in level or intensity. 
 
Contrasting Colours - Since loss of ability to perceive colour contrast is one of most 
common effects of vision impairing, strong contrasting colours, warm white walls with 
magenta door trims are used trough the building [7]. 
Floor tiles, in shades of dark purple and mauve, point out elevators and safe travel 
paths, and colour and texture contrast between walls and floor, on stair treads, and 
along edges of desks also help maximize ease of use. 
 

   
Figure 2: An example of color contrast sign 

 

The Wayfinding Approach – The designers worked to support the innovative design 
features throughout the building with a sign system that could support people with varied 
disabilities. We began with extensive research measuring how the blind read, including 
how they read test symbols and maps [8]. We had coupled this research with 
observations on how the blind and people with physical handicaps navigate space. 
The results of project’s research found their way into a number of design features in the  
 
Wayfinding system. The first was the observation that the blind felt more comfortable 
reading Braille and tactile letters set at an angle. This led to the simple, but innovative 
angled Braille signs and maps that are positioned at a comfortable height for reading. 
Another important research result that affected this design was that the blind children 
feel much more comfortable following a continuous rail system that connects the signs 
[9].   
The design approach that answered this development was a tactile element that 
connects each room identification sign. Additional information along the path directs 
users to the elevators. The map design was another balancing act between the needs of 
the blind and those of the visually impaired. The map represents a full and complete 
raised floor plan that is mixed with Braille information, thereby providing a clear view 
both for blind and the visually impaired [10].   
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Figure 3: Identification sign 

 

Balancing the needs of the blind with the needs of the visually disabled is also important 
to the sign system. The Braille and the raised letters for the blind are very low-key and 
unobtrusive, while the visual letters and symbols used are large, with a high colour 
contrast [11]. The typefaces involved also aided in Wayfinding by using the designer’s 
Haptic typeface. This includes a distinct cross section, large open counterpaces and the 
exaggeration of unique letterform characteristics, such as a slash through the zero to 
differentiate it from the letter “O” and an open-top numeral “4” to differentiate it from a 
capital “A”. One innovation that we incorporated at the new building was the talking sign 
[12].  These signs identify classrooms, restrooms, and stairways out loud to users 
carrying special handheld receivers. 
 

 
Figure 4: Talking sign 

 

The elevators feature a special enunciation system that identifies each floor and directs 
people toward the reception desks, where floor-special tactile maps are located. The 
Hellen Keller School may have taken the leadership approach to Wayfinding for the blind 
and visually impaired, but all the design innovations can be incorporated into any facility. 
[13]   
This Wayfinding system would potentially reduce the amount of time that the children 
would have to spend with a teacher being lead around the school which would free up 
teaching time as well as letting them take control of some of their own mobility. The 
results of the evaluations were positive but there are still improvements that can be 
made to the accessible system. Ideally an evaluation with visually impaired children will 
eventually be carried out and the Wayfinding system improved based on the findings. 
 
1.2. Context 
The research problem being tackled in this project is based around the needs ofHellen 
Keller, Grammar School in Lisbon. This Educational Institution is one of the only schools 
in the area which provides dedicated support for blind and visually impaired children of 
grammar school age and currently has around 20 of various different ages. In 2008 the 
school had to move its staff and resources to a new building. This had caused a few 
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problems for the sighted children, but for the blind and visually impaired it would take a 
lot of time and effort to learn how to navigate around the new school building.  
In order to understand the problem area and to gather requirements for creating a 
Wayfinding system an initial design project was carried out with the head staff for the 
school. The project was based around a series of questions. 
The questions were designed in such a way to find out about a design project that could 
be used for the easy mobility of the visually impaired children and if it would be possible 
to apply any of the ideas to the new building. The answers provided a lot of useful 
information to create sensory motor models that the visually impaired users could have 
safe travel paths and reach their destinations very easy.  
Other objective of the project was the understanding of the relations between visually 
impaired and blind by implementing the methods of space syntax, social psychology, 
ergonomics and data quantification.  
The main challenge was to establish a set of rules to support a better design project.  
The most relevant question in this project is the ethic, social and environment impact, 
because it interferes sociologically in education centers by improving adequate 
wayfinding and promoting new industrial design solutions. In order to achieve the goal, it 
was proposed a multidisciplinary approach supported by the Inclusive design guidelines. 
The school now has a Wayfinding system that provides an easy mobility of the visually 
impaired children and there are a number of different methods that currently could be 
used when new children come to the school. The main aim of any of these methods is to 
allow the children to walk by themselves from one classroom to another. For the visually 
impaired children it is possible to move safely around the new environment and to 
understand the routes as they go. For blind children the usual procedure is to walk 
around individually talking through the route and trying to ascertain landmarks along the 
way.  
 
1.3. Requirements and Objectives 
All of the children at the school have experienced the Wayfinding system that was 
project to the new building and they are all trained in how to use these types of guidance 
to find their way around. They use talking maps regularly and make regular use of 
screen reader. Furthermore, some of the students had participated in a number of 
experiments with IADE- Creative University and so they had some experience with 
theWayfinding research systems designed for blind people. Based on this knowledge 
and information the following requirements for the mobility system were drawn out. 
 

• The project must provide a Wayfinding easy for blind and visually impaired 
school children to interpret the tactility signs of the new school building. 

• The primary use of the Wayfinding will be in helping the children to learn the 
route from one classroom to another. 

• Learning the ways through good signs helps the students navigate safely around.  
• The project must provide the users with interactive maps which will help them to 

understand a complete raised floor plan that is mixed with Braille information, 
thereby providing a clear view both for blind and the visually impaired. 

• The project must provide the talking signs system that could be understood by 
both the blind and visually impaired. 

• The Wayfinding system should also provide an on-screen display which can be 
used by the visually impaired. 
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This was an interesting and useful problem to tackle because if successful the project 
would benefit the children of Hellen Keller School. Currently there are very few mapping 
systems which cater for blind or visually impaired users. The few there are tend not to be 
orientated towards helping with mobility training and the practical aspects of being able 
to read a map, but rather with geographical concerns, such as understanding a map of 
the world. 
 

 
Figure 5: The map design 

 

However, some research systems have focused on the issue being tackled here, 
notably, but these have taken a different approach to solving the problem [14]. There are 
other systems which use GPS to help visually impaired people navigate new 
surroundings but the use of these is restricted because the users would be indoors. 
Good Wayfinding traditionally requires a great deal of human resources to carry out but 
is vital in order for blind and visually impaired people to be able to go about day to day 
life. A Wayfinding project which could potentially reduce the amount of time needed with 
a mobility officer would be very useful as it could free up the officer‘s time to be spent 
helping more people or more difficult cases. 
 

 
Figure 6:  The floor-special tactile map 

 

It was also clear that, if successful, the design project could be adapted and extended to 
different environments. Creating sensory motor models for visually impaired or low vision 
users to navigate new surroundings is a common task and making it easier to do so 
would give these students more freedom and independence. However, there was a 
limited time scale to the project and so some realistic objectives had to be set.  
A few weeks into the main stage of the project the school was revisited to make sure the 
aims of the project fitted into the requirements it had. A very early prototype version of 
the design project was in place to demonstrate. It was shown to the head staff of the 
school and also to a teacher who himself was visually impaired. The feedback from both 
was very positive and some useful suggestions for features and methods were put forth. 
It was also agreed that the scope of the project fitted in well with the needs of the school. 
At this point it was possible to start finalising the design of the Wayfinding system. 
 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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Opened on October, 2008, the new building of the Hellen Keller School offered the 
visually impaired students an opportunity to use and give feedback on the concept of 
increasing independence through a more universal approach to the Wayfinding and 
graphic design [15]. 
The School staff took advantage of every opportunity to train and help the visually 
impaired students, what they have learned about signage symbology, typefaces, and 
wayfinding became invaluable to graphic designers to learn to deal with these issues, 
not only in architectural graphics, but also in graphic user interfaces, and also in other 
areas of the graphic design[16]. In Portugal where the Wayfinding is very difficult for a 
disabled person navigate safely, however, the designers should outline a practical and 
comprehensive design method to Wayfinding, using an inclusive design approach. 
The design guidelines should assist designers as well as developers, property owners 
and property managers in identifying ways of improving access to, into and through their 
new or existing property, particularly buildings and large complex facilities. The material 
sources include expert knowledge from architects, landscape architects, lawyers, 
engineers, building surveyors, building regulators, access consultants, local expertise 
and persons with a disability. In old and new buildings the clients commissioning the 
works should ensure that early consideration be given to making sure the building is 
accessible to everyone. In order to ensure that accessibility is seen as an integral part of 
the design process the client must emphasize the importance of accessibility when 
briefing their architect or designer [17].  
 
3. CONCLUSION 
The aim of this project was to create sensory motor models for visually impaired or low 
vision users could have safe travel paths and reach their destinations in the Hellen 
Keller, Grammar School, Lisbon. 
Other objective of the project is the understanding of the relations between visually 
impaired and blind by implementing the methods of space syntax, social psychology, 
and ergonomics and data quantification.  
The main challenge was to establish a set of rules to support a better design project.  
The most relevant question in this project is the ethic, social and environment impact 
because we had to interfere sociologically in an education center by improving adequate 
wayfinding and promoting new industrial design solutions. 
These design guidelines are based on current understanding in cognitive psychology, 
linguistics and best practice in orientation [18].The provision of good access and facilities 
can be seriously undermined if it is difficult to find the way around a building. Good signs 
and Wayfinding guidance are an essential part of any successful access strategy. 
Buildings should be designed in a way that makes it simple for people to find their way 
around. Although some wayfinding aids are specifically designed for people with 
particular impairments, they are usually helpful to everyone. An environment developed 
with the needs of people with physical, sensory or cognitive impairments in mind will also 
be a much easier environment for all users to find their way around.  
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Abstract

The world has, traditionally and historically, been divided into disabled and non-disabled people. 
People with impairments, tired of being stigmatised, claim disability as a positive identity, thinking of 
human identity not from the standpoint of biological determinism but rather from an understanding of 
people’s interaction with the built world. As a result, this paper will argue for a move from using 
institutionalised segregation emerging from capitalist society as a response to the inclusion problem. 
Instead, the paper will propose a new approach to treating disability as part of a wider diversity within 
society which includes even those who belong to the minority groups in a community. It will intend to 
compare the situation in the US, UK and Chile in order to understand the role of design in excluding or 
including people with diverse sensory, motor, mental and mobility capabilities from the workplace. The 
paper is divided into four main sections: (i) Models of disability influencing attitudes towards disabled 
people. (ii) Capitalism creating exclusion. (iii) Approaching disability from the standpoint of diversity. 
(iv) Inclusive Design within the workplace.

Keywords

Disability, inclusion, inclusive design, workplace.

Introduction
This paper examines some predominant models in portraying disability throughout history. It will argue 
that these models representing disability lead to negative attitudes and discriminatory practices 
against disabled people by those who are considered part of the normal population (able-bodied 
people).The aim is to understand how the industrial development of capitalist societies has provoked a 
profound isolation and exclusion of disabled people from mainstream life and specifically from the 
workforce. In addition, this paper will aim to provide a better understanding of the role of inclusive 
design, on the basis of US and UK theory, in order to approach the inclusion of disabled people within 
the workplace. 

For many years, attitudes and beliefs about disability emerged from the medical model which 
sees impairment as the cause of the problem [1]. However, a new disability conceptualisation has 
arisen, setting the basis for the social model of disability which has become popular in the US and the 
UK. This social perspective has been helpful in developing a greater understanding of disability as an 
external, social problem [1] [2]. Under this paradigm, the disability problem rests on disabling barriers 
that have been socially constructed by those who are able-bodied and fail to design the workplace for 
everybody [3]. Thus, actions need to be made to reduce such barriers as much as possible.
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The current legal instruments and economic development models adopted worldwide have 
been insufficient to improve the welfare and inclusion of disabled people within the global community 
[4]. So far, the majority of countries have taken as their starting point to treating disability a segregated 
vision, which sees people with disabilities as people who are ‘different or abnormal’ living a tragedy 
[1]. In response, the United Nations Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD, 
2006) noted that countries have created a welfare state in order to cover disabled people’s needs that 
must be urgently replaced by a more inclusive approach.

In the US, Britain, and many other developed countries, the right to employment for disabled
people has been met by making reasonable accommodation in the workplace. As a result, employers 
must adjust and arrange physical premises (e.g. buildings, desks, technologies) to avoid disabled 
people being placed in a disadvantaged position in comparison with their able-bodied counterparts [5]. 
However, studies show that this legal obligation has not produced the real positive outcomes expected 
by the US and UK disabled workers. On the contrary, in both countries, disabled persons are still 
experiencing lower labour-force participation rates, higher unemployment rates and higher part-time 
employment rates than non-disabled persons [6].

US and British disability movements agree that exclusion of disabled people from the 
workplace has a strong basis in disabling barriers imposed by a world designed by and for those who 
are able-bodied [7]. Such barriers have been systematically created by medical progress, 
technological and economic developments, as well as state welfare systems that emerge from 
prejudice and compassion. In this way, the fundamental stance of treating disability has been 
solidarity, paternalism and protectionism [10] [2] [3]. Thus, disabled people have been cast into a 
lower position than those who are able-bodied [8] [9].

In the light of the above, it can be said that states, in general, and society, in particular, have 
not truly fulfilled their private and public commitments [10] to include disabled people within the 
workforce. Berman explains that states need to make positive actions to engage with a new approach 
which focuses on which capabilities are common to all people (including disabled people) instead of 
the inabilities which isolate them from society [11]. Some greater questions arise: how does Chile 
guarantee the right to employment for disabled people if the actions and responsibilities of the 
government do not entail more than just legislating to promote universal access? How could inclusive 
design approach disability in order to cover disabled people’s employment needs? 

Beyond just legislating against discrimination and promoting the participation of disabled 
people, states must take action to truly ensure that disabled people develop their talents and skills as 
much as they can on an equal basis with their non-disabled counterparts [12]. Countries need to move 
towards an ‘inclusive society’. Nonetheless, this is not possible without embracing the human, social 
and cultural diversity which exists in the modern world [13]. Achieving the demands of all citizens, 
including disabled people, can only happen when society recognises the values of each person and 
includes them as an important part of this development. As Snider and Takeda point out, a fair, 
democratic and efficient economy and society needs to be constructed on the basis of improved 
design [14], and inclusive design seems to be an excellent way to approach this goal.

Inclusive Design (ID) is a human-centred design approach. The role of inclusive design is to 
ensure that everyone has equal opportunities to participate in every aspect of society [15]. It does not 
arise as a promise of an impossible standard but rather as a new way of thinking that enables to 
incorporate design features that transform the material world into a more friendly and accessible place 
with which to interact [16].

Models of disability influencing attitudes towards 
disabled people
Understanding disability through its models
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Disability scholars recognise the existence of distinct models of disability throughout different periods 
of worldwide history. Nevertheless, most of them have focused on portraying disability by developing 
three fundamental models: 

· The moral/religious model of disability. This model was used to understand disability before 
the industrial revolution. It has not been profoundly studied as it is considered an old-fashioned 
model that does not affect people with disability in current society. This model often associates 
disability with sin and shame, as well as with feelings of guilt that can be based on religious 
doctrines and ideas of morality [17].

· The individual/medical model. Beginning in the 19th-20th centuries people begun to define 
disability on the basis of liberal philosophy, biomedical progress and emerging capitalist 
economies. The medical model sees disability as a combination of a tragedy and as a problem 
of the individual due to the impairment. Disability is described as a biological defect, medical 
condition or illness [18] [19] that must be cured through surgery or medical intervention. 

· The rights-based/social model. This model sees disability as a problem which is socially 
constructed by an oppressive and discriminatory society. The social model arose from 
disability movements in the United States and England which fought to gain civil rights as 
citizens. However, it was British disabled academics who, over the last four decades, 
developed a framework to better understand such a model. Disability is defined “as the product 
of specific social and economic structures” and this model aims at addressing issues of 
oppression and discrimination caused by institutional forms of marginalization and by cultural 
attitudes embedded in social practices [8].

A critique of models of disability

An overview of these models shows that researchers have largely focussed on giving shape to what is 
most commonly known as the medical and social models. Both models have been helpful not only by 
offering a deeper knowledge of what disability means, but also by providing specific guidance on what 
people with impairments face in their day-to-day life. Such models provide foundations that explain 
how, historically, people with impairments have been treated and excluded by governments and 
society in general. As a result, with a clearer understanding of social, cultural, and economic factors 
influencing disability, scholars understand that disabled people’s needs are met on the grounds of two 
fundamental philosophies [1] [2] [3]:

· A paternalistic, segregated and charitable view in which disabled people completely depend on 
society. 

· A matter of empowerment, equality, human rights and integration in which disabled people are 
customers of what society has to offer, and competitors with their able-bodied counterparts. 

On the other hand, each of these models has characterised disability from distinct perspectives that 
have set the parameters used by society to define bodily difference. As a consequence, certain bodies 
are labeled “as the norm, and those which fall outside the norm as others, with the degree of 
otherness’ according to the degree of variation from the norm” [20].

Attitudes towards disabled people and their inclusion into employment

Models of disability have arisen in order to provide an insight into the attitudes, conceptions and 
prejudices that exist towards disabled people, and much of this understanding will benefit us to gain 
knowledge about how impairment may affect disabled peoples’ lives. Indeed, models of disability 
represent a useful framework to treat disability, and a broader perspective on the views of those who 
support each model. Nevertheless, all of the models described are often incomplete and represent a 
narrow thinking which does not reflect the worldwide reality. Sceptical views of these models reveal 
the limits or provisions that our society has reached for supporting or excluding people with 
impairments from the mainstream of social, cultural and economic spheres. However, they seldom 
offer detailed guidance for action [3] [21].
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On the other hand, in delineating attitudes towards disabled people, religion becomes highly 
relevant at both individual and social levels. It is well known that religion impacts on culture by creating 
different contexts and societies across the globe. Glock and Stark define religion as “one variety of 
value orientations, those institutionalised systems of beliefs, symbols, values and practices that 
provide groups of men with solutions to their questions of ultimate meaning” [26]. The majority of 
religious beliefs and myths lead to negative attitudes towards people with disabilities. Such attitudes 
start inside their own families who often hide away the family member with an impairment [23]. The 
serious problem is that “similar ranges of attitudes have been reported among people of many 
religions (and none)” [17]. Moss observes that a fundamental aspect of human experience involves 
loss, and spirituality strongly influences how people comprehend ‘their profoundest losses’ to re-
structure their shattered lives [24]. Inevitably, disability constitutes a serious and irremediable loss for 
any person and therefore it would be surprising if religions saw disability as anything other than a 
misfortune. With this point in mind, any physical, sensory or mental deficit becomes a complex issue 
and a serious problem for all people. Religion seems to stigmatise not only the disabled individual but 
the entire family [25]. Indeed, many religious families feel shame by having a member of their family 
with a disability. 

In this way, Chilean society is strongly influenced by the Catholic Church, and it would not be a 
mistake to believe that Chilean disabled people are unconsciously excluded from the workplace by the 
high level of people’s religiosity. Chilean religious people’s views may be quite relevant in the 
judgment and treatment of disabled people, both at an individual and social level. In fact, religious 
belief is particularly burdensome, since the disabled person is lowered to an inferior status, leading to 
a total social exclusion, and losing any chance at having a meaningful role in society. 

In the meantime, with biomedical progress, impairments started to be diagnosed with an 
emphasis on what individuals cannot do as a consequence of their deficit rather than what they are 
able to do [3]. A more scientific understanding of what causes impairments developed, leading to 
prevention, cure and rehabilitation, and a medical perspective where the impaired person is seen as 
someone incapable of normally carrying out day-to-day activities. As such, the core of the medical 
view is a biological component that constructs many different cultural stereotypes that transform 
disability into “a personal tragedy” [8]. Within the medical model, the notion of normality acquired a 
significant pseudo–scientific value [27] that has been reinforced by liberal philosophy. Under this 
model, the impairment or ‘abnormality’ has supremacy over the resultant disability, whilst the impaired 
individual remains subservient to the teams of ‘disability experts’ who attempt to ‘help’ or ‘rectify’ a 
difficulty that, of course, causes pity, fear and condescension [28]. The stereotype of disability brings 
out negative and patronising attitudes, as Telford et al note [29], which may support a diminished 
sense of self-esteem and underachievement, not only on the part of people with disabilities but also 
their families and society in general. Inevitably, the individual’s self-image is built on the onset time of 
their impairment as well as throughout their lives. The onset time is a transitional period in which 
vulnerable patients and their families have contact with health professionals only. People who have 
acquired or have been born with some physical, psychological or sensory difficulty finally accept 
disability as a personal problem and judge themselves as able or disabled from an altered image that 
identifies them as victims of their inability to carry out basic activities [30]. As such, most disability 
movements and scholars feel that people with physical, psychological and sensory difficulties are 
encouraged to adopt the role of the sick and assume the identity of disabled. This self-identification is 
likely to generate divergence, stigmatisation, exploitation and exclusion” [22]. However, it is required 
so that society relieves disabled people of any working responsibility. As a result, disabled people turn 
into a group of persons, economically inactive and incapable to participate in employment, which
needs to be assisted by individuals and society [2] [6].

Although there is a range of opinion, the majority of authors argue that the medical model and 
health professions such as nursing are responsible for the most negative attitude towards people with 
disabilities [30] [31] [3]. According to Galvin, the medical model fosters criteria and conditions that 
promote negative feelings and attitudes about disability that are pathological in their effects [31]. The 
thinking of people as biologically fit or unfit that has arisen from powerful and pervasive medical model 
views is predominant in all societies around the globe. Its dominance stretches beyond the healthcare 
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professions. For example, much media, books, films, art and language reinforce the idea that disabled 
people need to adapt to existing circumstances or that they live miserable lives, depending on others 
to be cared for. 

Barriers to Employment

Disabled people embarked on a strategy of decolonisation to eradicate the medical model from the 
intellectual and practical territory of disability. With this new viewpoint in mind, the disabled people’s 
movement, mainly in the UK, started to reject the idea of disability understood as an illness, 
introducing other factors that enabled people to comprehend the social processes of discrimination 
and oppression from the material circumstances out of which solidarity and politicisation arose [31]. 
On the level of practice, the social model does not constitute a social theory, but it emerges to 
challenge the medical model. As noted by Oliver, the social model does not deny the problem of 
disability by holding that the nature of it rests on social, physical and psychological restrictions 
associated with impairments, but it remarks that disabling barriers are socially imposed [8]. Examples 
of such disabling barriers are lack of accessible public transport, segregated educational policies, and 
poor employment legislations. Hence, many disadvantages faced by individuals with a deficit 
constitute a collective problem of society rather than an individual one. Nonetheless, the question of 
defining disability, as Oliver critiques, may have its root “in a sociological perspective informed by 
historical materialisms that see individuals with impairments as unproductive, incapable and 
inefficient” [1]. Such negative feelings are reflected in the fact that they do not have the opportunity to 
be part of the workforce. Employers will not be willing to hire them since they do not find benefit in 
doing it. On the contrary, employers feel productivity will decrease affecting the financial goals of their 
companies. As a result, the inclusion of disabled people into work has been managed by charitable 
organisations working to improve access to work and labour conditions for disabled people. 

Yet, full participation of disabled people into the workforce must be addressed on the grounds 
of social justice instead of charity imposed by medical and religious views. As a result, founders and 
followers of the social model state that an overcoming of social oppression and economic structures 
will largely depend on not forcing individuals to fit into the existing norms [7]. Thus, the focus of the 
social model is to dismantle barriers through provisions that cover disabled people’s needs as a matter 
of right [8].

Overview of Disability Data

The new International Classification of Functioning, approved by the World Health Assembly in 2001, 
acknowledges that a decrement in health can be experienced by every human being, not by a minority 
of humanity. As a result, the focus is shifted from cause to impact. The social aspects are taken into 
consideration as well the contextual factors which see disability not only as a medical or biological 
dysfunction but also as environmental factors which impact on the person’s functioning.

The World Report on Disability (2011) states that there are one billion (15%) of disabled people 
in the world. In the UK the number of disabled people is approximately 11 million, 9 million are adults, 
and 5 million of them are of working age, between 18 and 64 years old. Only 17% of disabled people 
were born with an impairment, the rest acquire a disability during their working life due to an accident 
or congenital illness [28] (DFWP, 2010). In the US there are 36 million people who have at least one 
disability. This number represents 12% of the population. 10%, 19.5 million, of disabled people are of 
working age and a higher number of women than men are disabled [32].

In the US, Chile and Britain, adults aged between 18 and 64 (working age) are expected to be 
in paid employment with their status conferred according to the type of work that they do and the 
degree of success that they achieve in that work [28]. Disabled people of working age are strongly 
excluded from the workforce [2] [4]. The Office for National Statistics in the UK (2009) unveiled an 
employment rate of 80.5% for non-disabled people of working age. This figure is significantly higher 
for disabled people, 50% [33]. In the US, statistics show that in the group of adults of working age 
between 16 and 64, only 17.8% of disabled adults compared to 63.6% of non-disabled adults were 
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employed [32]. In contrast, the Chilean Statistic Institute (2006) showed that 59.7% of non-disabled 
people of working age are employed, compared to 31.5% of people with disabilities (INE, 2006). 
Despite this, 79% of disabled people of working age state that they would prefer having access to paid 
employment rather than receiving government benefits [32].

The US and the UK have for long time supported the labour inclusion of this group with 
legislations, policies, programs and a higher budget allocated to these activities. In contrast, Chile 
does not offer adequate support to the employment of disabled people and allocates minimal financial 
resources for these issues. However, the employment rates above demonstrate that all these 
countries still have problems in terms of ensuring the access of disabled people to work. In Great 
Britain, the US and Chile there is a great disparity in the employment of disabled and non-disabled 
people. The UK gap is approximately 60%, lower than in Chile (100%) and the US where is 
approximately 200%. These gaps may confirm that legislations, policies and programs in all these 
three countries have been insufficient to ensure equal access to employment for disabled people. In 
addition, it could be said that there are other social and cultural factors influencing the lack of 
opportunities faced by this group. Indeed, this disparity in the employment rates suggests that there is 
a problem beyond legislation, which may lie in reducing disabling barriers from a more inclusive 
approach.

Capitalism creating exclusion
In the medieval age (feudalism), disabled people, despite religious superstitions, were able to work in 
rural areas and/or in small-scale industry. Thus, to the greater or lesser degree, disabled people were 
economically active as well as being a positive contribution to daily economic life. With the arrival of 
industrialised production and the worldwide rise of capitalist societies, the organisation of work 
changed and people were forced to fit into new types of paid work in order to survive, moving from 
rural cooperative systems towards to urban factories [2] [6]. Workers started to be valued not only by 
their ability to function in standardised ways such as machines, but also by achieving the tasks 
required with minor flexibility, major speed, greater productive norms and minimal wasting time. As a 
result, workers were assessed by their ability to function within the range considered normal [34], and 
having a normal body became increasingly significant in order to be economically active, and the idea 
of disability was born. 

The growing complexity of such social changes along with the development of a new industrial 
class rejected those who possessed an impairment. As such, disability turned into “a paradox 
emerging out of the development of western capitalist society” [2]. In addition to the above, there was 
a rapid development of medicine and advancements in medical diagnosis, procedures, and 
technology, along with the appearance of health professionals as powerful actors upon society [27]. 
An increasing sense of confidence in medical science began to transform the individual and social 
image of people with impairments. This new image has, for many years, served as a reference for 
political, social and economic issues in most of the countries in the world. The new image also 
promoted and reinforced feelings of passivity, dependency and charity that resulted in excluding from 
the labour mainstream all those who were considered less able to carry out working tasks 
appropriated to the model imposed by liberal philosophy [2]. 

This capitalist system therefore led to an inherent discrimination against disabled workers as a 
consequence of a market logic in which companies compete in a free market that promotes low cost 
production strategies. This free market environment contradicted the intervention made by state 
policies aimed at including disabled people in the workforce. Therefore, “disabled persons who do not 
offer a body which will enhance profit-making as labourers” need to be supported by other means 
(charity and the welfare state) [6].

Following this evolution of liberal markets and social organisation, after the Second World War, 
most European industrialised countries expanded the welfare state to increase ‘the provision of social 
services and regulate the lives of the recipients of these services’. In line with it, Britain assumed a 
greater role of benefactor on the basis of an ableist and patriarchal system, transforming disabled 
people into objects of state policy. The United States followed this same tendency, although they 
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implemented a more modest welfare state than the UK. In this way, disability was defined in relation to 
the labour market and a new social security system was created. This measure attempted to support 
to all those who were medically unable to engage in work activity [6]. 
Yet, regardless of social programs and employment support for disabled people, all three of these 
countries (US, UK and Chile) mostly hold up a system which, from early capitalism to this day, exploit 
disabled people. This exploitation can take the form of, for example, segregated sheltered workshops, 
lower qualified occupations, and certain kinds of jobs in which disabled people are victims of abuse, 
with low or no wages (WHO, 1980). 

Echoing these inequalities and the poor situation of disabled people, charitable organisations 
started to work for disabled people. However, they were criticised by their paternalistic agenda that did 
not take into consideration the views and experiences of disabled people themselves. On the contrary,
the foundation of their work is based on the idea that disabled people are unable to advocate on their 
own behalf. In the 60s, movements of disabled people, in the UK and the USA, slowly arose to fight for 
their civil rights. The work of these disability movements differed from that of charitable organisations 
because of their ideological agenda. While disability movements attempt to reach equal rights on the 
basis of theory gained from the social model, charitable organisations work to cover disabled people’s 
needs from protectionism and solidarity, backed by the ideologies of the medical and religious models. 
In contrast, Chile, a poor and less developed country, lived through a similar economic and social 
change, but at a later stage. In the 70s, when the dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet took control of the 
country, a large number of small-scale urban and rural industries still prospered in varied economical 
activities (i.e. mining, textile manufacturing, agriculture and fishing). However, Pinochet and his close 
collaborators, profoundly believed in the capitalist views imposed by the US and the UK. Pinochet 
therefore followed all the practices that were advised to him by both of these countries to rapidly and 
brutally move towards capitalism, free market and liberal philosophy [35]. However, in contrast to the 
US and the UK, Pinochet imposed the new liberal economics in a short period of time, and he did not 
take into account the welfare state required to support people in social risk. Thus, social changes 
emerging from the development of the capitalist system during the 80s, not only significantly increased 
the gap between rich and poor people, but also left disabled people completely isolated and 
abandoned to be protected by charitable organisations which took the role of helping disabled people.    

Charitable organisations were set up to support the work of the government and to cover 
disabled people’s needs. Likewise, charities which work to support disability employment have the aim 
to encourage companies to employ disabled people. However, the perceptions that charitable workers 
and employers have of disabled people are often negatively stereotyped [22] and they only attempt to 
adapt working arrangements for lower qualified occupations such as lift operators [3].

Approaching disability from the standpoint of diversity
Many scholars and academics recognise that the simplicity of the social model has mainly helped to 
account for an inspiring change among disabled people which has likely created valuable social 
settings and actions to make individual traits less disabling. Consequently, the social model has 
primarily addressed issues of current concern to many disabled people: independent living, poverty, 
education, employment, communication, transportation, accessing built environments and civil rights. 
In this spirit, for example, “‘Reasonable accommodation’ for employees” is mentioned in the American 
with Disabilities Act (1990) and the Disability Discrimination Act (United Kingdom, 1995). “‘Universal
Access’ to employment” is established in the Chilean Disability Act (1994). All these duties act to 
transform inaccessible places into accessible places for those who have reduced mobility. Another 
achievement of this model, according to scholars, may correspond to the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities adopted by state parties of the United Nations on General Assembly in 
December 2006.

After the convention, disabled people began to try to stop institutionalised segregation as a 
response to the disability problem. Their view was that the US, UK and Chile should treat disability as 
part of a wider diversity within society which includes even those who have an impairment [8]. 
Diversity recognises and distinguishes the value of these differences, accepting them as part of their 
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culture, behaviour, or functionality. Diversity emphasises that all citizens, even those who belong to the 
minority groups in a community [1] must be considered. Therefore, society has the responsibility of 
taking these differences into consideration to create a more inclusive society [36] (Roosevelt, 2006).
Therefore, 

“… dimensional, perceptual, motor and cognitive diversity have to be taken into account when 
developing environments because everybody has the WISH, the NEED and the RIGHT to be 
independent, to choose his/her way of life and to live it without the environment putting barriers in 
his/her way” [37]

True diversity management begins and ends with the individual. It begins when each of us accepts the 
responsibility of thinking and acting for the inclusion of minority groups. It reduces not only negative 
attitudes and behaviours but also environmental barriers [36]. Building for diversity must therefore take 
account of diverse capabilities, awakening awareness of relevant social issues for the community. 
This viewpoint would enable Chile to create a more efficient, democratic and fair working environment 
since the incorporate
ion of inclusive design, also known as ‘Design for All’ would enable not only the development of 
products and services that are accessible and usable for all, but also to transform disabled people into 
citizens with equal right to participate in the social, economic, and cultural mainstream [37]. 

Inclusive Design within the workplace
To date, disability has been largely neglected in the design of the world in which we live. Each object 
in the material world is derived from designs that give shape to immaterial process, as in the case of 
product manufacture. Everything around us implies a design, from the shape of our tables to the 
access of computer functions through software. Margolin highlights that design is the thinking, idea or 
plan that organises all levels of production integrated into planning [37]. In this sense, unfortunately, 
the exclusion of disabled people has also resulted in their able-bodied counterparts not considering 
them in their design processes. As a result, most products and services have not been made to be 
used for all human beings, strongly excluding those who have a physical and sensorial impairment. In 
simple words, most of the material world has been wrongly designed, and does not facilitate 
everybody to properly interact with objects, artefacts or environments. 

Inclusive Design is a framework for designing built environments, artefacts, objects, services, 
culture, information, communications and policies to be usable and accessible by the widest range of 
people operating in the broadest range of situations without special or separate adaptations to the 
original design. In simple worlds, it is a human-centred design of everything with everyone in mind 
[37]. 

A wide range of products can be designed when diverse capabilities are attended to, but 
unavoidably, sometimes it is impossible to achieve full integration to cover all human being’s diverse 
needs. In this way, it is quite hard to incorporate Inclusive Design, and it is great challenge to ensure 
that even those who belong to smaller groups of people with impairments and diverse capabilities can 
be able to interact with these designs [37].
Inclusive Design is so far the best known principle to lead the development of products and services in 
a direction that optimises their usability and accessibility for the widest group of people. However, 
Inclusive Design is an unknown concept in Chilean society and nobody understands the real effect 
that the inclusion of Chilean disabled people into mainstream life might have.

Inclusive Design has its roots in the principle that “designing for the minority always works for 
the majority”. As such, it is based on the analysis of the needs, wishes and acceptance of the final 
users. Thus, all users must be involved as far as possible in the development process of products and 
services so that services and products become more attractive “for all” [37].
In the context of the workplace, applying the seven principles of Universal Design would create a more 
inclusive workplace for all workers by taking into consideration the changing needs and preferences of 
all workers. Universal Design can be applied in three broad areas [38]: 
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· The work environment, including the employee workstation as well as the entire work, facility or 
worksite. 

· Technologies and tools, for example, computer and communication technologies, 
manufacturing tools, controls and equipment, furniture, and safety equipment. 

· Re-conceptualisation of work policies, interaction, communication, safety, and, most important 
for the accommodation process, the methods used to complete work tasks.

Conclusion
Finkelstein remarks that the industrial revolution led to the introduction of more efficient machines [2]. 
However, these new machines had to be worked by an ‘average’ person. Under these conditions and 
progressive advances in medical science, there was a growing sense of ‘normality’ where people with 
impairments were labeled as abnormal. Likewise, those who did not posses any impairments were 
identified as part of the normal or average population who became the main target for national and 
international markets. This increasingly led to the prevalence of average designs thought by and for 
able-bodied people who lie in the normal range of functionality. As a result, buildings, transport 
systems, houses, urban architecture, furniture, workstations, machines, etc. were designed from an
excluding perspective which not only leaves out disabled people but also old people, children or all 
these persons who do not belong to the normal range of abilities. 

Disability rights movements have been of considerable value to highlight the importance of the 
mode of production as well as perceptions and experiences of disability. On the contrary, charitable 
organisations and welfare states are over-simplistic and over-optimistic. They assume a simple 
relationship between the mode of production and an altered image of disability, without considering a 
range of other influential factors that have cast disabled people into a lower status. 
For organisations, managing disability as ‘abnormality’ is harder than managing ‘diversity’ and 
‘environmental barriers’; it is certainly more demanding, challenging, time consuming, stressful, 
expensive, and prone to fail. However, managing disability from the design does not necessarily imply 
extra cost but major creativity [38].

The aim of Design for All is to ensure that everyone has equal opportunities to participate in 
every aspect of society [37]. Thus, ‘universal design’ does not arise as a promise of an impossible 
standard but rather as an orientation to incorporate features that make each design more friendly and
usable [37].
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Abstract
Our voice and body are important parts of our self-expression and self-experience for all 
of us. They are also essential for our way to communicate and build relations cross 
borders such as abilities, ages, locations and backgrounds. Voice, body and tangibility 
gradually become more important for ICT, due to increased development of tangible 
interaction and mobile communication. The voice and tangible interaction therefore also 
become more important for the Universal Design field. In this paper we present and 
discuss our work with voice and tangible interaction in our ongoing research project 
RHYME. The goal is to improve health for families, adults and children with disabilities 
through use of collaborative, musical, tangible and sensorial media. We build on use of 
voice in Music Therapy, knowledge from multi-sensory stimulation and on a humanistic 
health approach. Our challenge is to design vocal and tangible interactive media that are 
sensorially stimulating. Interactive media that through use reduce isolation and passivity 
and increase empowerment for all the users. We use sound recognition, generative 
sound synthesis, vibrations and cross-media techniques, to create rhythms, melodies 
and harmonic chords to stimulate voice-body connections, positive emotions and 
structures for actions. 

Keywords 
Voice, Tangible Interaction, Sound, Empowerment, Resource-oriented, Music & Health, 
Music Therapy 

Introduction 
Traditionally, ICT for persons with disabilities, so called Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (AAC) technologies have focused on interaction with screen based 
visual graphics and text. The interest for embodied and tangible interaction [16, 17] has 
grown, though, because of the development in mobile communication, computer gaming 
and social media. Compared to traditional ICT and AAC technologies, tangible tech-
nologies are computer based and therefore have unique abilities to memorise and learn. 
They also have unique qualities for the user due to the use of the body, touch, hearing, 
voice and music, as a complement to visuals and text. These qualities have made them 
accessible for large groups of people, earlier excluded that are now motivated to 
participate and cross borders. Motivated to cross from being a more or less passive 
disabled spectator, to a music creator, playing games an engaging socially with other 
people. To cross borders in this active, creative and social meaning, in many cases also 
means to break with personal social or physical boundaries. 
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In this paper we explore the voice in tangible interaction design and its possibilities to 
strengthen health by reducing isolation and passivity. Our approach is to use knowledge 
from Music Therapy and Multi-sensory stimulation for designing computer-based 
tangible interaction. We argue that these two fields’ use of resource-oriented methods 
that strengthens all participants involved are particularly interesting for Inclusive Design 
when working with a diverse mix of people with and without disabilities. In two design 
cases, we explore vocal and bodily, tactile interaction as input, and musical, tactile and 
lighting as output. The two cases are first and second generation of interactive, tangible 
installations in our ongoing research project RHYME [34]. To analyse and integrate the 
findings in the design we have followed user oriented research-by-design methods 
conducted as cycles of actions with design, interviews and video observations with 
families with children with severe disabilities.  

Related work 
Vocal and tangible interaction 
Our approach is multi-disciplinary and based on earlier studies of voice in resource-
oriented Music and Health research and Music Therapy [5, 7, 23, 25] identifying how 
music works by strengthening voice-body relations, positive emotions and create 
structures for actions. Further, our approach is based on research from the fields of 
Tangible Interaction in Interaction Design [16,17, 27], voice recognition and sound 
synthesis in Computer Music [35, 45] for interacting persons with laymen expertise [1] 
that use Assistive Technologies [28, 29]. Vocal and Tangible Interaction has spread with 
computer games such as the Nintedo Wii’s [31], improving strength and balance [32]. 
Music creation and gaming are combined in GuitarHero, and voice controlled karaoke 
game SingStar [21, 26]. Often, though, the interfaces do not suit a person’s individual 
needs. Therefore the design for persons with disabilities and has led to development of 
switch based interfaces such as Paletto [22] and ultrasound sensor Soundbeam [42]. 
Soundbeam triggers notes in a synthesiser and is used for rehabilitation. Assistive 
Technologies like Paletto and Soundbeam have in common that they support direct 
response with the goal to give the user clear feedback. There are however mayor 
drawbacks. It can be hard for persons with severe disabilities to master, because the 
strong focus on direct feedback creates expectations that a person with severe physical 
disabilities might never be able to meet. As a result, the individual can experience 
demotivation instead of mastering. The mechanical repetitiveness can lead to fatigue 
[29] with the risk to disempower rather than empower [13, 33, 36, 37] the person 
interacting. Finally, when the therapist is leaving the room, the device (instrument, 
switch-based controller) in practice stops working because it depends on the therapist’s 
actions. Therefore the person with disability either becomes over-stimulated or isolated. 
Meanwhile, other successful methods and practices are being used within traditional 
computer gaming and Interactive Music and Art. Very few, though, of the existing 
computer-based and interactive devices for health improvement consider the knowledge 
in these fields of Music and Health for cultural reasons. Our suggestion as designers is 
to look for inspiration among the Music Therapy practices and adapt them for computer-
based media. 
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Voice, Music and Health 
Listening, playing and dancing to music motivate people to create and socialise in all 
cultures, to cross borders between age, background, culture, cognitive, social and 
physical abilities. Music is both a highly virtuoso activity and has long cultural traditions 
among people with layman expertise [15]. Music is therefore a fantastic “cultural 
material” [4] o dig into when designing. Many amateurs have life-long music memories 
strongly tied to emotions and development of social and individual self. When growing 
up, music is often used as a medium for breaking boundaries of social rules, and to form 
ones own identity. 
Music and Health is a research field has expanded the music therapeutic situation into 
everyday life [38]. Music and Health research complements biomedical, cognitive, 
psychological, methods with humanist, cultural and ecological approaches [6, 38]. 
Instead of only focusing on diagnosis and illness, Music and Health is resource-oriented 
[36, 37], and no matter how weak or ill, it is always possible to motivate a person to use 
her resources with the purpose to empower all persons involved in a relation in a certain 
situation. The positive psychology [39] and resource-oriented [36, 37] approach that we 
practise, that there are no wrong actions, is connected to musicologist Christopher 
Small’s term Musicking [26]. Small sees music as an ongoing, everyday relation building 
activity, like the song writing activity above. Not as an Art object but as a verb – to music. 
The approach involves everyone in an amateur community or family to interact and 
potentially get empowered 
. 
Voice in Music Therapy 
“Being an inner instrument of the body, the voice is at a unique and powerful vantage 
point for working with the self from within” as music therapist Kenneth Bruscia writes 
[7:357]. The voice is powerful and yet vulnerable since it is constantly in contact with our 
body through breathing. The voice is vulnerable because it reveals a person’s emotions 
and expresses her identity [38, 42, 7:359]. Music therapist Joanne Loewy brings forward 
four complementing models for working with voice throughout a person’s life and in 
different situations. Models for prelinguistic stages, in developing a language and a 
personality, for recovery, both listening and creating vocal sounds after severe damage 
to the brain or trauma, and with voice and psychotherapy [25]. 
The music therapist uses rhythm, melody, harmony and speech as working tools. 
Rhythm is used to motivate a person to enhance motoric and vocal play, stressing 
borders and strengthen the person’s sense of self. Sharp separated sounds such as the 
consonants “S”, “K”, “T”, “P” increase the rhythm in vocal interaction. Melody are based 
on tones, joining events together in sequences, and music therapists use it to localise 
and open up emotions and parts of the body [41]. Harmonizing is to simultaneously play 
two voices on separate notes. In Music Therapy it is used to explore situations of 
separations and relationship between voices [5:8] belonging to the same chord. The 
music is a safe environment and a “test-bench” for trying out difficult emotions. 
 
The Therapeutic Voice 
Voice in Music Therapy can be used to create voice-body relations, to evoke positive 
emotions and to provide structures for actions. In therapy, voice is used for developing 
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relations to the individual’s own body, through singing and holding the tone while finding 
and freeing an emotion or part of the body [5]. In therapy the body can extend to 
relations to other persons and their bodies, recognising voices belonging to a functional 
family body and even a cultural body as in music therapist Lisa Sokolov’s Embodied 
Voice Work [41, 7]. Voice is used to evoke positive emotions, and to empower all 
persons to use their resources, weak or strong. It is part of the empowering and 
resource-oriented approach that is common within Music Therapy [23, 24] 
Music is important in prelinguistic stages. Before a child develops a verbal language she 
uses musical non-verbal communication to explore her own body and mirroring relations 
with her mother and others. Rhythms, melodies and harmonising are used to ground a 
person in her body and to evoke positive emotions. They are also used as structures for 
actions, that facilitate actions for identifying difficult emotional and physical boundaries 
and breaking with those boundaries [41, 7]. Often the actions have as goal to empower 
people to make things by their own will, or to break with a negative behaviour. This is 
described as 4 phases from 1. Exploring the difficult boundary through use of one’s 
voice, listening and trying to 2. Release emotions and Strengthen one’s person, 3. 
Integrating the new knowledge and techniques into everyday actions, and finally seek 4. 
Independence and to break with the therapist [7:359]. Harmonizing, through chord 
changes and harmonic modulation, supports and helps recast the music and emotions 
that a person has when listening and creating music. By changing chord and style the 
voice of the person is put in another musical context then before, and is therefore 
recasted and given a different role [41, 7:358]. It can empower the person, who the voice 
belongs to, to integrate emotional conflicts by overcoming them, acting out the emotions 
in a chord of two co-existing tones.  
Melodies are used to focus on emotions and parts of the body by singing extra long 
notes. With these vocal holding techniques [5], the therapist provides the means to 
explore sound, breathing and voice. 

The RHYME Project 
Project Goals and Approach 
The context for this paper is the RHYME research project between the Oslo School of 
Architecture and Design, Centre for Music and Health at the Norwegian Academy of 
Music and the University of Oslo [34]. The project goal is to improve health and life 
quality for persons with severe disabilities, through the use of vocal and tangible 
interactive media. In the project we develop prototypes, focusing on different user 
situations, from multimodal, mobile to social media. 
RHYME is based on a humanistic health approach [6, 38]. The goal is to reduce isolation 
and passivity through use of vocal and tangible interactive media. The first empirical 
study in the RHYME project was of the vocal and tangible interactive medium ORFI (see 
Fig. 1) made by three of the members of RHYME [30]. Prior to the RHYME project it had 
been tested and documented with video observations and interviews with adults and 
children at the Rosenlund public hospital in Stockholm. 
Later in the RHYME project, ORFI was observed with 5 children, between 7 and 15 
years old with special needs, in their school’s music room with a closely related person, 
not professional music therapists. We made 4 different actions over a period of 1 month. 
We made weakly changes based on the previous action. The second empirical study at 
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the school was of Wave (see Fig. 2) following the same schedule as in ORFI. All 
sessions were video recorded to be presented for a cross-disciplinary focus group for 
further analysis. The health aspects are described by music therapists Dr. Karette 
Stensæth and Professor Even Ruud [43, 44]. 
 
Designing ORFI 
ORFI (fig. 1) is a vocal and tangible interactive installation. It consists of 20 mobile soft 
triangular shaped cushions or modules in three different sizes with speakers, 
microphones, LED-lights, generative graphics projection and sensors, reacting to 
bending and singing. ORFI has been studied from the perspectives of Tangible 
Interaction [9, 11, 12] Health [43, 44], Computer Music and Interactive Audio [1, 2, 10], 
Assistive Technology [13] and Universal Design [8]. ORFI’s software, made with real-
time audio-synthesis programming language SuperCollider [45] makes it possible to 
change the sound dynamically. It leads to greater flexibility to change the music and give 
relevant direct responses. ORFI has 8 different music genres, where one is the voice 
based VOXX. ORFI has separate modules with microphones that record and manipulate 
people’s singing with delay, time-stretch and cut-up effects, but keep the voice 
recognisable. We have designed ORFI so that a user can select any module at any time, 
and interact with it over a long time. A user can change and develop the musical 
variation as well as shifting [24] what role to play from exploring alone, to creating music 
and playing with others, or just relaxing. 

Figure 1: Interacting in ORFI  Figure 2: Family interacting in Wave 

Designing for voice-body, positive emotions and structures in ORFI 
The speaker modules in ORFI are mobile, soft, lightweight, vibrate wirelessly and can be 
hugged and lifted up into the lap. It makes it easy to feel the rhythms and tones onto the 
body. The mobile microphones and speakers make it possible to feel the voice onto the 
body potentially creating voice-body relations like vocal holding in the Music Therapy 
sense [41, 7]. To motivate positive emotions we use musical rules in the software adding 
effects to the sound. For example pitch-up-effects, and loop to a rhythmic beat that 
create funny, rhythmic sound effects. ORFI contributes to the structures for actions, as 
the individual records a vocal sound into a microphone module and finding it as the 
software places it into one of the other modules, through music making, play, and 
relaxation. 
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Design for border crossings in ORFI 
ORFI motivates to cross the age border with the 8 different musical scenes based on 
different music styles from different times such as jazz, noise, funk, minimalistic, 
chamber orchestra music, etc. Showed interest in musical style has been used to reveal 
what a person remembers and in what age and cultural group the person belongs to 
[23]. Openness [18] for different interpretations and the use of ambiguity [20] as 
aesthetical qualities, have been used to design a floating border between ORFI as a toy, 
instrument, and soundscape environment to relax in. That it can be interpreted as a 
teddy bear by a person taking a kid’s perspective, and at the same time as a furniture by 
a person interested in Interior Design, a instrument by the musically interested, etc. 
By being wireless ORFI motivates to cross the location border with the possibility to 
spread all the 20 modules in a radius of 100 metres. ORFI motivates to cross the 
borders of different personal backgrounds. For instance between employed health 
worker and their clients and at the same time giving direct response to the beginner, 
rhythmic patterns for people that want to dance, play together and collaborate and 
creative variations challenging the music professional. 

Designing Wave 
When designing Wave Carpet (fig. 2) our objective was to combine many more media 
types, than in ORFI. The goal was to explore the potential for rich cross-media 
interaction among several persons. The solution became Wave, a big seven-branched 
carpet, where all branches or arms have different functions and sensors, all with LED-
light feedback. The thick landscape carpet has stereo speakers and a heavy vibrating 
transducer in the middle. Wave projects generative graphics from a small handheld laser 
projector in one arm connected to a camera combined with microphone in another arm, 
adding delay-echo effect to the sound. In addition Wave has a separate microphone that 
records the user’s voice in a third arm. The recording is played back when the user 
interacts with two other arms reacting to shaking (accelerometer). Shaking adds funny 
sounding pitch shift effects to the voice. One small arm is used for pitching up and one 
large for pitching down the sound. The last two arms have bend sensors playing looping 
base melodies. The advanced real-time sound design, sound synthesis and effects are 
made in the SuperCollider programming language [45].  
Wave has been studied from the perspectives of tangible interaction [9, 11] health [3], 
computer music [2, 3], Assistive Technology [13] and Universal Design [8].  

Designing for voice-body, positive emotions and structures in Wave 
We designed Wave with stronger stereo speakers and vibrating transducer or “butt-
kicker”, used in cars to create heavy vibrations. It made it possible to explore voice-body 
relations [41, 7], motivating bodily interaction, such as sitting, hugging and relaxing in 
Wave that wasn’t possible in ORFI with weaker speakers and no transducer. 
The potential for positive emotions [39] is created in Wave with possibilities to record 
without preparation or other interactions than holding and talking into the glowing 
microphone arm. The flow can be maintained by adding effects interacting with the two 
arms with accelerometers. 
The software and tangible design, with separate arms for record and play, provide 
structures for actions for several persons. It makes it more motivating to record and play 
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if you are two than one. Instead of isolating touch and bend sensors to one specific part 
they are spread out to make it more playful and motivating to get feedback from any 
part. Wave further makes it possible to add rhythmic beats that change tempo and 
timbre qualities dynamically with interaction, also affecting the generative graphics 
projected on the wall with one small graphical circle per arm that is being moved. 

Design for border crossings in Wave 
Wave’s 7 arms with many different functions being possible to select at one time 
motivates to cross the border of different abilities. One person can lie down and talk into 
the microphone while another change the sound with the two arms with accelerometers. 
Wave motivates to cross age borders by sounding like a toy-parrot with the pitch shift 
effect, motivating children to interact. Further by referring to a carpet and furniture, 
motivating adults to sit or lie down in it, or an instrument to play on.  
Wave’s glowing led light on every sensor motivates to cross location borders. Compared 
to ORFI, the lighting in Wave strengthens the awareness of the different locations where 
it is possible to interact and therefore motivates interaction. 
Wave’s tangible form referring to different actors such as a sofa, floor carpet, instrument, 
toy and cushion to sleep in, motivates to cross borders between backgrounds and 
cultures. If a person who lies down with an interest in Wave as sofa, hears somebody 
else singing, he or she can shift to singing, viewing Wave as an instrument. 

Two user-stories 
Deaf David Crossing Borders in ORFI 
David uses a wheelchair, has impaired hearing and loves music. First it seams as a 
contradiction, but David listens through vibrations. Normally this is hard for David since 
most speakers are too heavy for him to lift up and into his wheelchair. In ORFI, though, 
he plays sound, holding one of the small soft and light speaker cushions in his lap, 
“listening” to the assistant’s voice, through the vibrations. According to his assistant, 
David likes to explore the relations between music and body [41, 7]. He is deaf since 
birth but in ORFI he starts to imagine which songs to bring with him the next time. A 
defining moment in the first session is when David realises that he can record his own 
voice. He starts to cry. David has never heard his own voice and even if he can’t create 
many sounds when he tries it the first time, he is determined to go home and practice. 
To summarise, we observed the user David as he and ORFI created: 

• Voice-body connections. The user was motivated to lift up and feel vibrations 
from ORFI’s speaker modules on his lap. He was motivated to use his voice to 
create sound he could “hear” from sensing the vibrations and feel his voice.  

• Positive emotions. ORFI promoted positive emotions by motivating the user to 
master. Whatever the users did, ORFI answered, inviting to further interaction. 

• Structures for actions. ORFI offered structures for creative actions as the user 
went home to prepare music to sample in the next session. ORFI offered 
structures for vocal actions as the user at first couldn’t make vocal sounds, but 
was motivated to practice to be able to record and play with his voice in ORFI. 

 
Based on the above we observed how the users crossed borders of: 
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• Abilities. ORFI motivated the users to cross borders between abilities as he went 
home to practice something he didn’t think would be possible: To master his 
voice and “hear” his voice through vibrations. Through developing voice-body 
connections and through being offered alternative structures for actions in ORFI 
the user broke the boundary of not hearing and not being able to sing. He made 
an obstacle into a positive challenge. Instead of feeling passive and excluded the 
user’s actions with ORFI strengthened wellbeing, mastery and relations to people 
as he could contribute socially by singing. 

• Locations. ORFI motivated the user to cross borders of locations as he broke the 
boundary between the institution, where he had his rehabilitation and his home.  

• Backgrounds. The possibility to sample his own music made it possible to cross 
the borders of backgrounds as the user went from a person with disabilities to a 
connoisseur interested in salsa music, sharing interest with the group. 

 
Wendy Crossing Borders in Wave 
Wendy is a 15-year-old girl with Down syndrome. She likes to sing but is shy. She 
records her voice, in one of Wave’s glowing arms and recites names of favourite dishes 
like  “Taco” and Pizza”. The assistant interacts with the two arms and pitches the 
recording up and down. Wendy laughs at the parrot-like pitch effect. Wendy lies down, 
on top of the transducer with heavy vibrations and tangible responses. The vibrations 
from the beat in the synthesised voices in Wave makes her calm and safe as she feels 
the bass rhythms on her body. In a safe environment Wendy takes initiative. Instead of 
being withdrawn, she and her assistant collaborate and create melodies with voice that 
they manipulate and vibrate throughout Wave and make them giggle. Wave is 
programmed to analyse melodic events built up from binding vowels and separating 
consonants as described above under Voice in Music Therapy [7:358, 41]. On increased 
and repeating interaction, the timbre of the sound changes towards sharp percussion 
sounds and FM-synthesis and high-pass filtering effects. Wendy holds on to certain 
sounds, where the binding vowels are supporting her actions. She also reacts to sharp 
consonants and timbre changes that help her separate between sounds and increase 
her sense of mastering [7:358, 41]. Wendy and her assistant improvise together as the 
assistant toggles between the last three sounds playing with the arms and Wendy 
continues to record new words in parallel.  
 
To summarise, we observed the user Wendy, her assistant and Wave create: 

• Voice-body connections. Wendy sang as she lied on the vibrating transducer.  
• Positive emotions. The user’s self-created vibrating vocal holding [41, 7] made it 

possible for her to explore her voice in a safe environment away from prying 
class mates teasing her for her home work in speech therapy.

• Structures for actions. Wendy relaxed as Wave offered her and the assistant fun 
feedback, playing around with her homework. Wendy and her assistant 
negotiated the meaning of the words and the manipulations as they went on 
interacting, varying the sound of Wendy’s voice, improvising together. 
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Based on the above we observed how the users crossed borders of: 
• Abilities. Motivated Wendy to use her voice. To explore the musical potential of 

the words. Wendy and her assistant developed new roles to each other, from 
being a person with disabilities and an assistant, to musicians playing as a group. 

• Ages. Wave motivated the young user and her adult assistant to develop an 
understanding of the vocal possibilities of Wave crossing the borders of ages. 

• Locations. Wave motivated the assistant and Wendy to cross the borders of 
locations, from their interaction at an office desk to relaxing on Wave Carpet. 

• Backgrounds. Interpretations that made it possible for Wendy to cross the border 
between different backgrounds. Interpreting Wave as a playful octopus she took 
the role of a player. Viewing Wave as an instrument she mastered it. As furniture, 
Wave offered her a vibrating and safe sofa where she took the role of relaxing.

Conclusion
Our voice and body are important ways to communicate and build relations cross 
borders such as abilities, ages, locations and backgrounds. In two design cases of vocal 
and tangible interactive media, we have adopted vocal composition and improvisation 
techniques from Music Therapy, with the goal to inform our own design practices in the 
field of Inclusive Design. Traditionally music therapists’ techniques are used to create 
rhythms, melodies and harmonic development, in order to motivate activity, voice-body 
connections, social interaction and evoke positive emotions. In the cases we have 
showed how they can be designed in order to motivate vocal and tangible interaction, 
through the strengthening of voice-body connections. For instance with the use of vocal 
holding techniques creating sound and vibrations on the body for calming and soothing, 
or for putting focus on breaking difficult boundaries. We show how we have adopted 
Music Therapy’s notion of structures for actions to design musical rules and tangible 
hardware that change and create expectations for future events over time and space. 
We have showed how vocal and tangible interaction has been able to address issues of 
crossing borders. Borders of abilities between “patient” and “care giver”. In this sense 
vocal and tangible interaction has been successful in breaking individual and social 
boundaries. 
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Abstract 
 
The challenge for designing appropriate technological solutions for individuals with 
disabilities in emerging economies such as India is more difficult than for designers in 
the western world. The structure and variability of the needs of assistive technology 
users and disability population in India creates a significant challenge for generating 
effective designs especially for mobility impairments. A product that has worked in 
countries like the United States does not always work and cannot be readily applied to 
India. It’s developed for very structured environments, so we might have to redo it 
completely. For example, a mobility device for someone who can’t ambulate might work 
well if used on highly structured roads, but introduced to a crowded street in Chennai it 
doesn’t work so well. Although factors, such as cost, materials, awareness, availability, 
and reliability that are associated with decreased assistive technology acceptance, the 
specific design parameters necessary to provide effective and usable assistive 
technology and streamline variation in practice for this intervention that is widely 
accepted as beneficial, is still unknown. Without this knowledge, we cannot effectively 
intervene to promote this into beneficial clinical practice, particularly in populations that 
are already at risk for being medically underserved. 
 
Keywords 
Innovative Assistive Technology, Multidisciplinary Teams, Creativity, Design Synthesis  
  

Introduction: 
The use of assistive technology is an increasingly widespread way for people to adapt to 
disabilities, and mobility aids are basic equipment for many individuals with disabilities. 
Their rapid development started about 150 years ago, but the idea and basic principles 
have existed since the 15th century. Typical wheelchair users are individuals with spinal 
cord injuries, balance disorders, etc., as well as the elderly. Developing wheelchairs is a 
joint responsibility of medical professions (especially physical therapists), industrial 
designers, users and biomedical engineers 
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The design of assistive technology requires input from a diverse group of disciplines, 
especially engineering, design (industrial and interface or communication), marketing 
research, and finance. As indicated, designers or stylists break down into those focused 
on the form of the product while others focus on the user interface. Engineers break into 
manufacturing, function, quality, safety, and ergonomics. Each of these disciplines 
brings a valuable perspective to the process yet each typically approaches the design 
solution in a focused, discipline-oriented framework. In the ideal design process the 
different disciplines work in a unified way with mutual respect, each supporting the 
other’s approach so that holistically the team moves toward solution resolution. In 
practice the typical approach in product development teams is one of disparity, goal 
conflict, and a lack of understanding. This is true for relatively simple products and 
complex products such as a car. Why, then, do different disciplines think so differently 
about a product? How can individual team members be in such conflict when they all are 
trying to reach the common goal of a successful product? How can individuals with such 
different views work together effectively to reach that common, but differently interpreted 
goal? 

Perceptual gaps are different from personality differences, as measured by personality 
tests such as the Myers- Briggs (see Wilde, 1999, for a discussion of personality mix in 
the context of engineering design teams). Perceptual gaps involve differences in the 
cognitive representations of a (design) problem and the structure of how information is 
used to solve such a problem. Thus, while the training one receives within, and the 
mindset of a discipline heavily influences perceptual gaps, personality is not as 
malleable. 

The most significant discrepancy in perception for the design process occurs between 
engineers and clinicians, though there are differences with social workers, paramedical 
professions, marketing and finance as well. Perceptual gaps arise for several reasons: 

• Approach to problem solving: Engineers typically focus on technical issues while 
designers focus on aesthetic description.  

• Education & Training: Each discipline is educated differently. Engineers are 
educated to determine what is likely to be correct through quantitative, 
reproducible and physically based methods. Designers are educated to explore 
what might be based on cultural trends and visual order and representation. 
Finance is close to engineering in that costs must be predicted and allocated 
from models based on historical data and engineering methods. Marketing finds 
itself somewhere in between, needing to balance costs and quality standards 
with cultural trends and consumer expectations.  

• Disciplines come to the process with different design goals and tasks. Engineers 
want to produce a product that will be reliable, meet manufacturing quality 
standards, and perform to expectation. Designers want to produce products with 
one that will be head turning and will receive appropriate attention from the 
market and product review publications. Finance wants a product that will keep 
costs in check to enable an acceptable profit margin. Marketing wants a product 
that will be easy to sell, meeting customer desires often determined through 
focus groups or mass marketed surveys.  

• Specific parts being designed each have their own requirements. Some parts are 
critical to the look and feel of the overall product and demand the focus of the  

A major issue in effective team-based product development is the amount of team 
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diversity and how well the team overcomes perceptual gaps. If the team is not 
functionally diverse then conflict is not likely to be due to perceptual gaps, but instead 
likely due to personalities, environment, or, in the ideal circumstances, competing design 
goals. Results have been mixed regarding the positive versus negative effects of 
functional diversity on team performance. Cross-functional product development teams 
are thought to facilitate the product development process because they bring together 
persons from different disciplines and functions (e.g., engineers, designers, and 
marketing personnel) who have pertinent, but different expertise (Galbraith, 1977; 
Kanter, 1988; Weingart and Jehn, 2000). The combination of individuals with different 
expertise allows the team to tap into a broader array of external information and new 
knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Dahlin and Weingart, 1996) and facilitates 
creativity (Woodman, Sawyer, and Griffin, 1993), which are both necessary due to the 
increasing complexity and competition in the product development market today 
(Dougherty, 1992). 

Perceptual gaps in multidisciplinary Teams: 
 
Perceptual gaps are the differences in perspectives in the importance of aspects of and 
approach to solving problems. Research generally shows that functional diversity can 
increase the creativity of a team, but can also interfere with the team’s ability to 
implement a solution. In the development of assistive technology products, however, 
input from diverse functions is required and thus perceptual gaps must be understood 
and overcome. 
 
Although, perceptual gaps are believed to exist between engineers, clinicians and 
disability community, there has been little formal exploration into the subtleties of and 
impact of those gaps on product design.  
 
Perceptual gaps are the differences in perspectives regarding the importance of different 
aspects of and the approach to solving problems, namely product development 
problems in this context. Perceptual gaps are related to the concept of shared mental 
models. Shared mental models are “knowledge structures held by members of a team 
that enable them to form accurate explanations for the task, and, in turn, to coordinate 
their actions and adapt their behavior to demands of the task and other members. 

A major issue in effective team-based product development is the amount of team 
diversity and how well the team overcomes perceptual gaps. If the team is not 
functionally diverse then conflict is not likely to be due to perceptual gaps, but instead 
likely due to personalities, environment, or, in the ideal circumstances, competing design 
goals. Results have been mixed regarding the positive versus negative effects of 
functional diversity on team performance. Cross-functional product development teams 
are thought to facilitate the product development process because they bring together 
persons from different disciplines and functions (e.g., engineers, designers, and 
marketing personnel) who have pertinent, but different expertise (Galbraith, 1977; 
Kanter, 1988; Weingart and Jehn, 2000). The combination of individuals with different 
expertise allows the team to tap into a broader array of external information and new 
knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Dahlin and Weingart, 1996) and facilitates 
creativity (Woodman, Sawyer, and Griffin, 1993). 
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Evaluation of Perceptual Gaps  
 
Our study included expert practitioners in rehabilitation, healthcare, engineering, 
manufacturing, and suppliers, answering specific but open-ended questions that tap into 
their mental representations of assistive technology products, allowing us to identify 
perceptual gaps. We use an interview methodology, with prodding questions serving to 
allow the participants to describe the context of their answers to the various questions. 
The qualitative nature of this study is intentional. Rather than require participants to fit 
their answers into standard responses, their natural perception of various events is 
critical to understanding the gaps between the various disciplines.  
 
The study was broken into three parts. The first investigates perceptions of products that 
are outside of the rehabilitation industry, but still have related attributes. The goal of the 
first part is to investigate whether, even out of context, the different disciplines approach 
products differently. The second involves introducing a rehabilitation aspect and 
evaluating the differences in approach. Finally the third part explores issues involving 
primary lifestyle impact parts of a product, the upper two cells of the standard Product 
Development Matrix (PDM). Both of these sub-studies used components of 
commercially available assistive technology from the US and India as stimuli.  
 
For each part of the study, all participants were asked the same questions. Responses 
were recorded and results kept anonymous. The responses were analyzed and grouped 
together. The process of coding involves extracting descriptors for each response from 
the conversations. The descriptors were grouped into classifications that emerge from 
identifying similarities in responses. Results and analysis presented describe potential 
solutions to enhance creativity in multidisciplinary teams for global settings. By 
uncovering design heuristics to explore solution spaces, we provide designers and 
practitioners with a collection of explicit, empirically based strategies to generate 
solutions.  
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Without utensils  

 

We chose two routine but important activities (Eating and Toileting) that vary across 
cultures and have at the same time challenges for individuals with disabilities.  

Eating is an important part of a culture, and there are rules and restrictions varying from 
country to country as to what, when, and how to eat, and what not to eat. Throughout the 
world, people use different eating utensils. From forks to chopsticks and straws to using 
no devices and just their hand, the design culture of these devices have developed 
further based on factors like cost, materials and style.  

Toileting is an area that is considered a contrast in design because of its need to be in a 
private environment, yet it is also viewed with great interest in the general domain.  

Using this as a base to evaluate perceptual gaps, we looked at a multidisciplinary team 
to evaluate the design of these products (& techniques) as what their choice would be in 
Participants were provided pictures and samples of various eating utensils and toileting. 
These are simple everyday products, yet they connect to issues of value, manufacturing 
and style. The first investigates perceptions of products that are removed from the 
rehabilitation industry, but still have related attributes. The goal of the first part is to 
investigate whether, even out of context, the different disciplines approach products 
differently. The second involves introducing a rehabilitation aspect and evaluating the 
differences in approach.    
 
(a) Products outside of a rehabilitation context 

• What is your comfort level of using each of the techniques? 
• What is the most import design features of each that appeals to you? 
• Which product would you choose to manufacture if you had a choice and why? 

(b) Products within a Rehab Context 
 

(a) Which would be a priority for selecting a choice for someone with 
quadriplegia? Function or Culture? 

(b) Which technique or product would they focus on as a solution for an 
individual with quadriplegia (approach to solving the problem) 

(c) Who do you think will buy the products (individual, caregiver)  

 

EATING PRODUCTS AND TECHNIQUES 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Knife & Fork Chopsticks Chopstick-Knife & Fork 
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TOILETING PRODUCTS  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The suggested solutions for adapting eating and toileting devices further distinguished 
the engineers from clinicians. Ideas ranged from modified spoons and forks to a robotic 
feeder and specialized wheelchair to fit over the commode.  

 

ADAPTIVE IDEAS & SOLUTIONS 

 

 

The clinicians were concerned about the individual’s physical abilities and safety. The 
engineers were focused on biomechanics and providing a design driven by materials, 
manufacturing and cost. The look was not of immediate concern to either group, but was 
a priority among the designers and suppliers.  
 
The engineers included references to the affordability and manufacturability of the 
product, e.g., " cheap but practical," and "simplest to manufacture and gets the job 
done." Interestingly, both positions employ similar terms such as “cheap”, however with 
opposing semantic connotations. 

Responses to the eating devices had similar responses 
from engineers and clinicians and it was because it was 
something they had tried at least once. At least one in 

   

 
  

Toilet with seat Floor toilet Universal toilet 

Commode chair Quad cuff fork Robotic feeder 
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each group recognized the banana leaf as a plate for eating, while many focused on that 
example as using hands to eat without utensils. The issues of hygiene was raised and if 
hands were less hygienic, but it were agreed that unless you knew the reputation of the 
establishment, the utensils themselves could be dirty. Disposable utensils would solve 
that problem, but it raised the question of cost, social acceptance and recycling.   

Toileting was more distinct and both toilets evoked a 
controlled response. When it came to manufacturing, 
engineers raised the issue of cost and maintenance, while 
clinicians were more likely to raise personal hygiene, social 
issues, and men versus women.  

One clinician brought up the issue of which method 
provided the better posture.  

The universal toilet did not appeal to the engineers or 
clinicians, but was clearly interesting to the designers.  

The second part of the study was more indicative of the 
differences in how engineers, clinicians and designers 
approach a product. Engineers seek out cost effective, 
easy-to-manufacture, and practical solutions. Designers 
seek out strong semantics in the texture, material, and 
form of a product. Form is not a concern for the engineers. Cost and ease of 
manufacture is not a concern for the designers. There are indicators for a difference in 
perceived value and associated quality: for the engineers, the more intricate, higher cost 
product necessarily provided a higher quality care. They perceive the wheelchair as an 
assistive device, necessary for patients with walking disabilities and limitations (both 
ageing and severe illness). The thinking of physical therapists can be described as 
patient-oriented: Physical therapists observe the patient’s functional possibilities and 
limitations and, on this basis, help him/her in goal- -setting procedures in order to 
achieve as much as possible during and after therapy. Patients with different 
combinations of symptoms can benefit from different types of assistance and have 
different contraindications; different wheelchairs, assistive devices and additional 
equipment will be optimal for different patients. 

Techniques to increase creativity 
 

1. Identifying perceptual gaps early and resolving conflicts:  Effective negotiation of 
conflict is critical to the success of team performance. Even the most integrated 
team will and should experience disagreements and conflict. Effective negotiation 
of conflict will influence whether the conflict results in creative solutions or 
damaging conflict escalation. Weingart and Jehn (2000) argue that collaboration 
is the key to managing conflict in teams. Collaborative techniques include 
creating a team orientation and a can-do attitude, developing trust and open 
communication norms, exchanging information, and making tradeoffs. A rights-
based approach uses standards, precedence and views of what is right and 
wrong to resolve a conflict. Finally, a power- based approach is one that forces a 
person to do something they wouldn't normally do. Ury, et al., (1988) and Lytle, 
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Brett, and Goldberg (1999) argue for the superiority of interests over rights over 
power as effective means for resolving disputes. We agree, and build on their 
argument by matching effective conflict management approaches to the task at 
hand using the PDM. 

2. Cross training and terminology: Often terms such as cheap may be attributed to 
poor quality.  Basic knowledge of manufacturing techniques can help clinicians 
and knowledge of social and medical aspects of disabilities is key for engineers 
working in the area of rehabilitation.   

3. Applying PDM (Part Differentiation Matrix), classifies components in a product by 
their levels of complexity and their impact on the value that customers perceive in 
the overall product. The thesis behind the PDM is that not all parts of a product 
should be designed the same way and that there should be a match between the 
component being designed and the design approach used. The first axis in the 
PDM is the lifestyle impact, which is the effect of a part’s influence on brand 
identity and the impact of the part on point of purchase. Any parts that a 
customer sees or touches have primary lifestyle impact. Any parts that affect the 
performance of the product up to some minimal level of expectation, but that are 
not visible and do not affect point of purchase, have secondary lifestyle impact. 
The other axis in the PDM is the complexity of the part or system, namely the 
inherent coupling of features within the part and its interdependence with or 
impact on other parts of the product. Complexity measures how connected a part 
is to other parts both by physical connectivity and functional connectivity. 

Creative ideas developed that can work across cultures 
 
Effective multidisciplinary teams can design innovative products that can transcend 
cultures and provide useful and desirable devices for individuals with disabilities. These 
are examples of a few such devices. 
 

The Bottoms Up bar:  

This allows a user to have a 
portable adaptation their manual 
wheelchair to enable them to 
lower themselves to a floor level. 
This is useful for a parent to play 
with their child or to assume a 
squatting position.  

 

Fold-able crutch: is useful for someone needing a crutch to be 
stable to support their weight, while folding it away when not in use.  
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iCruzer 

Characteristics of the built environment further constrain 
device choices, so that if the home or community is not 
accessible to a wheelchair, the person may need to modify 
the home or perhaps rely on a less optimal device.   
Modifying environments alone is not sufficient to improve 
accessibility and maneuverability. Technology, based on 
innovative ideas, offers the potential of more universal 
access. This product departs from traditional approaches to 
wheelchair by adapting the environment and not requiring 
ramps or secondary devices for access.  

Conclusions 

Perceptual gaps are the differences in perspectives in the importance of aspects of and 
approach to solving problems. Their impact on the design process is significant. An 
interdisciplinary team that can overcome perceptual gaps, use appropriate conflict 
resolution strategies, and understand who drives the design of different parts of a 
product will benefit from an easier and more enjoyable design process. Society benefits 
as well. High performing teams are more likely to produce quality products, on time, right 
the first time. Perceptual gaps can be overcome, and they must be overcome to 
maximize the effectiveness of the product development process. 
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Helping Visually Impaired Visitor 
‘See’ Exhibits in Hong Kong 
Museums 
 
Abstract 
How can Hong Kong museums enhance the experiences of their visually impaired 
visitors? Visually impaired people (VIP) face major challenges in visually oriented 
environments such as museums and galleries. With this in mind we conducted in-depth 
field observations and interviews at the eleven major museums in Hong Kong. We also 
conducted two phases of pilot studies and interviews to investigate the effectiveness of a 
touch-activated sound system that could be adopted in such museums. This system 
integrates exhibit information into tactile diagrams that are easily accessible by VIP. The 
study’s aim was to gather information that would help to support VIP in their 
understanding of two-dimensional exhibits and in constructing mental images of those 
exhibits. The design goal was to create a prototype using cross-modality interaction 
approach (a combination of tactile diagrams and audio descriptions) that would provide 
multisensory feedback to VIP and enable them to ‘see’ the exhibits. The results of 
conceptual tactile paper prototype testing indicate that the cross-modality interaction 
approach has great potential for helping VIP to construct clearer mental images. Key 
findings are presented here, as are the characteristics of interactivity of VIP that will be 
used in future to develop a haptic-audio interaction design museum platform. 
 
Keywords 
Visually Impaired People (VIP), Museums, Accessibility of Information, Haptic-Audio 
Interaction Design (HAID), Tactile Paper Prototype, Visual Mental Imagery 
  

Introduction 
How can Hong Kong museums improve the experiences of their visually impaired (VI) 
visitors? 2010 statistics report from the Hong Kong Blind Union indicate that 
approximately 122,600 people in Hong Kong are visually impaired (1.8% of total 
population) and 76,000 are blind [1].  In recent years, policymakers, researchers, 
engineers, architects, designers and manufacturers have discussed various approaches 
to improving the daily mobility and accessibility of VI and blind individuals. According to 
Glinert and York [2], even though great strides have been made in developing assistive 
technology for blind people, blindness remains a priority for accessibility researchers. 
Most studies relating to visually impaired people (VIP) have focused on such aspects as 
accessible virtual environments, online interfaces, mobile devices, navigation and way-
finding [3-6]. Very few studies have focused on how VI and blind visitors receive visual 
information about exhibits in museums [7-9]. Despite much effort, VIP are still facing 
major challenges in visually oriented environments such as museums and galleries. The 
ability to access information on museum exhibits is crucial for VIP when they construct 
mental images of those exhibits. 

Carfagni et al. [10] stated that VIP are inevitably disadvantaged in enjoying artworks, 
which are usually created for sighted people. They also mentioned that the ability of VIP 
to access cultural and artistic areas is not only affected by mobility and spatial 
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navigation, but also by the inability to sense the artworks themselves. According to vom 
Lehn [11] VIP are a little noticed segment of the museum audience but they still often 
visit visual-art-related exhibitions. Hooper-Greenhill et al. [12] and the Social Exclusion 
Task Force [13] argued that VI visitors interact with companions and use the tactile, 
technological, and human resources provided by museums to make sense of their 
exhibits. Information and interpretation resources designed for VIP have become 
commonplace in museums located in the U.K., continental Europe and the U.S., where 
policymakers and museum managers have been pursuing agendas of social inclusion. 
Based on our in-depth field observations and interviews, limited improvements have yet 
to seen in the major museums of Hong Kong. 

The central research question that this investigation aimed to address was how can 
cross-modality interaction approach such as haptic-audio interaction design (HAID) help 
to improve the ability of VIP to access information to construct mental imagery? The two 
key guiding questions were as follows. What are the key characteristics of interactivity 
for VIP? How can we incorporate the characteristics of interactivity into a HAID museum 
platform design that would lead to greater accessibility for the VI and blind people? 
Interactivity and accessibility of information issues were the key elements of 
consideration when addressing these questions. 

 

Case Study: Hong Kong Museum Environments 
The Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) of Hong Kong implemented its strategy to 
overcome barriers to buildings and community facilities in the mid-1990s, which promote 
the anti-discrimination ordinances including the DDO [14]. However, VIP still face major 
difficulties in visually oriented environments such as galleries and museums. 

In this paper we discuss the research methods, procedures and findings of a study 
related to the development of a conceptual tactile paper prototype that simulate the 
HAID museum platform for VIP. We adopted the cross-modality interaction approach to 
assessing how multisensory feedback could be provided to VI visitors in order construct 
clearer mental images of exhibits and thus enable meaningful museum experiences. 

First, we reviewed documents on how museums understand and perform their roles in 
supporting VI visitors. The findings of various studies and projects showed that museum 
environments, exhibitions, and programs still fail to consider the actual wants and needs 
of VI visitors, especially in terms of the accessibility of visual information [10] [15-17]. 
Second, we conducted in-depth field observations and interviews in 11 major museums 
in Hong Kong. We found that VIP are a little-noticed segment of the museum audience, 
offered very few basic facilities and resources to aid their mobility and access to 
information about museum exhibits.  

Third, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 12 invited VIP using open-ended 
questions. The participants were asked about their viewpoints, feelings, and 
understanding of subjects that could be personal and subjective. We also conducted a 
preliminary pilot study, and found that many VIP in Hong Kong were reluctant to visit 
museums because they felt excluded. Fourth, we conducted a second pilot study and 
further semi-structured interviews. The selected VIP took part in tests of three medium-
fidelity conceptual tactile paper prototypes that were supported by audio descriptions to 
stimulate the effect of multisensory feedback. The purpose of this pilot study was to 
investigate the effectiveness of touch-activated sound systems that integrate exhibit 
information with tactile diagrams. Finally, the participants were asked to draw the mental 
images they had constructed during the tests to evaluate the integrated platform’s 
effectiveness. They were indeed able to capture some of the visual elements of the 
exhibits. 
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We identified user needs and variables that were important to the VI participants and 
then designed and evaluated prototypes. Based on our findings in this part of the study, 
we developed a haptic-audio interaction design (HAID) prototype. The final outcomes of 
that process and the overall findings of this study will contribute new information and 
guidelines to key stakeholders such as policymakers, museum representatives, gallery 
owners, curators, and designers. 

 
Methods 
Field Observation 
Emerson et al. [18] described field observation as ways of “preserving experience close 
to the moment of occurrence”. We conducted in-depth field observations and interviews 
during the early stages of this study. Our main focuses in conducting field observations 
were investigation and understanding of the current Hong Kong museum environments 
and the accessibility for VI visitors.  
 
Procedure 
11 highest rated museums in Hong Kong (HK Tourism Board, 2011) were selected for 
in-depth filed observations and interviews. The overall aim was to observe and analyze 
mobility and accessibility in the museum environment.  The specific aims were to: 
1. review the current status of museum digitization (both hardware and software); 
2. review the current status of the museum’s facilities for supporting VIP and blind 

people (both the overall museum environment and specific galleries and exhibitions); 
3. identify the cultural aspects and educational programs of the museums that were 

relevant to the study; and 
4. meet people who were museum ‘experts’, particularly in relation to exhibition 

curation, design, program development, and planning for disabled visitors. 
 

When analyzing our field observations we followed the guidelines laid out in the 
Royal National Institute of Blind People’s ‘Access to Exhibitions and Collections for Blind 
and Partially Sighted People 2009’ report [19]. These included whether or not the 
museum was: 
1. inviting visitors to touch works of art that are in some way tactile, perhaps as part of a 

touch trail, a guided tour, or a tactile exhibition; 
2. describing works of art/audio descriptions; 
3. producing tactile images or models representing works of art; 
4. allowing people to get close to works of art, perhaps to use low vision aids such as 

magnifiers, and ensuring works of art are well lit; 
5. commissioning art work that is appreciated through senses other than sight; and 
6. providing information on works of art in accessible formats (e.g. large print, audio 

cassette, Braille); transcribing information into audio and Braille. 
 
Results 
The museums had insufficient basic facilities to assist VI visitors. VIP could not access 
visitor information, interior settings were rather challenging to navigate, and display text 
was too small in general. Museum staffs were sometimes uncertain about the facilities 
and resources that VIP could access. Furthermore, the museums had very few facilities 
such as tactile maps, tactile guide paths, tactile diagrams of exhibits, Braille descriptions 
for exhibits, guided tours, educational programs, and websites that VIP could access. 
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User Needs Analysis and First Pilot Study 
Gould and Lewis [20] recommended focusing early on users and tasks, performing 
empirical measurement, and employing iterative design. The user needs analysis is 
widely recognized as the core of human-centred design. To develop a truly usable 
platform, interaction, or system for VIP, the analysis of user needs is particularly crucial. 
The diversity in all people – who they are, where they are, what they are doing, how they 
are doing it, and what they hope to achieve – is influenced by their physical, 
physiological, and psychological characteristics. We conducted a user needs analysis as 
part of the initial design phase. Our iterative development phase focused mainly on 
iterative usability testing. 

Our main focal point in conducting a user needs analysis was the identification and 
understanding of the current problems faced by VIP when access information in and 
moving around museums. Indeed, the VI users’ requirements, perceptions, and 
expectations about museums were taken into account throughout the entire study, 
including the design and development of the prototypes, pilot study planning and final 
mock-up of a fully operational prototype. We also considered how VIP access and 
interpret visual information in their daily activities. Their visual perceptions and 
perceptions of the cross-modality interaction system we devised was also a focus. 
Finally, preliminary tactile diagram testing was conducted in the first pilot study. 

 
Procedure 
A user needs analysis interview was conducted with 12 VI participants in separate 
sessions. The members and social workers of Hong Kong Blind Union introduced the VI 
participants. All of the participants had visited museums. Semi-structured interviews 
were conducted to allow the participants to talk comfortably. The questions focused on 
the participants’ experience of visiting museums, their motives or intentions for those 
visits, and their expectations of accessing information on exhibits. The interviews also 
included open-ended questions that focused on the participants’ preferred museum 
environments, whether they needed assistive technologies or facilities to navigate the 
museums, and the accessibility of information on the exhibits. Preliminary tactile diagram 
tests were conducted after the interviews. 
 These tests included three different of types of tactile diagrams. The first diagram was 
from the ‘Black Book of Colour’, a tactile book by Cottin and Faria [21]. It adopted the 
‘spot UV' or ‘spot varnished’ printing technique to represent the tactile effect. The second 
diagram was from the book ‘Invisible Power’ by Chikara [22]. A ‘thick pigment’ layer, 
which provided a soft and embossed surface, created the tactile effect. For the third 
tactile diagram we adopted the printing method that Axel and Levent [23] suggested in 
‘Art Beyond Sight’. The diagram was printed on microcapsule (swell) paper. The three 
diagrams consisted of different materials, degrees of tactile detail, and density and 
height of tactile effects. Each diagram was supported by verbal description of the 
interviewer. The participants were asked open-ended questions during the tactile 
diagram tests. 
 
Result 
Through the participants’ interviews and preliminary tactile diagram testing, we obtained 
insights that could be used in our first HAID tactile paper prototype design in the second 
pilot study. All of the participants mentioned that the museums they had visited lacked 
enough accessible information to allow them to independently circulate and appreciate 
the exhibits. They had to depend on their companions to describe the museum space 
and each exhibit. This frustrated them and they felt they were interrupting their 
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companions, who could not appreciate the exhibits. Essentially, they were reluctant to go 
to museums because they felt excluded. 

The results of the tactile diagram tests indicated that the third diagram on the 
microcapsule paper was best for stimulating the sense of touch.  It conveyed the richest 
tactile information and generated better perceptions of visual, depth, and spatial 
composition. None of the participants had ever used tactile diagrams in museums and 
were impressed by how they overcame the limitations of other methods. Because 
independence in gaining information about exhibits was important to them, some had 
tried reading Braille descriptions. However, doing so can be a slow process, the 
information can be limited, and not all VIP can actually read Braille. Six out of the 12 VI 
participants mentioned that listening to audio description through a handheld device was 
helpful, but it was still hard to visualize the exhibits. They all mentioned that being able to 
touch an exhibit would make it easier to understand.  

Based on these findings, we proposed a user-centred design approach, HAID tactile 
paper prototype that would combine a tactile diagram and audio description to provide 
multisensory feedback. Bjelland et al. [24] stated that prototyping plays a central role in 
both heuristic evaluation and the usability testing of product concepts.  

 
Tactile Paper Prototyping and Second Pilot Study  
Miao et al. [25] developed a method for evaluating user interfaces which provided some 
useful guidelines for the development of the medium-fidelity HAID tactile paper prototype 
used in this study. When performing our user testing, we used tactile diagrams well 
printed on microcapsule paper that differed in visual elements and included visual 
information that had been simplified but still covered all of the important elements of the 
original exhibits. Audio descriptions supplemented the diagrams. Our focus was on how 
the VI participants interacted, reacted, and responded while using the prototype, and 
how they identified the visual elements, content, and so on as they constructed their own 
mental images.   

The second pilot study involved three different user tests, semi-structured interviews, 
and in-depth observations. All questions used in the interviews and pilot studies were 
based on Fuller and Watkins’ ‘Research on effective use of tactile exhibits with touch 
activated audio description for the blind and low vision audience’ [26] and the ‘Elements 
of visual image interpretation principles’ by Lillesand and Kiefer [27] as fundamental.  

The images were expected to:  
1. increase awareness, knowledge or understanding of a particular topic, concept, 

phenomena, or theory; 
2. increase engagement or interest in the theme(s) of the exhibit; 
3. change attitudes about a particular topic, concept, phenomena, or theory;  
4. change behaviour about an exhibit topic; and  
5. increase perceptual, observational, and interpretive skills as a result of the exhibit 

experience. 
 

In the development of the HAID tactile paper prototype, we explored various 
possibilities and proofs of concept. This was an open-ended preliminarily exploration, 
and the tools used needed to be both flexible and affordable because time and 
resources were limited. In addition, we adopted the International Usability Standard: ISO 
13407 [28] which specifies the principles and activities that underlie user-centred design: 
1. explicit understanding of specific users, tasks and environments; 
2. users are involved throughout design and development; 
3. the design is driven and refined by user-centred evaluation; 
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4. the process is iterative; and 
5. the design addresses the whole user experience. 

 
This standard describes how these principles and activities can be applied to 

specifying and measuring the usability of the final design, specifying and evaluating 
usability during the design process, and specifying and measuring a workable system.  

 
Procedure 
Six completely blind participants were invited to participate in the user testing. The 
participants were asked to complete conceptual tactile paper prototype tests. We used 
findings from the first pilot study, interviews, and in-depth observations to inform the 
information structure of the conceptual tactile paper prototypes used in the second pilot 
study. Two tactile diagrams on microcapsule paper were used, supplemented by 
professionally produced audio descriptions. 
 

   
Figure 1: Tactile diagram – ‘Mona Lisa’  Figure 2: Tactile diagram – ‘The Persistence of 
by Leonardo da Vinci.                      Memory’ by Salvador Dali. 
 

The first diagram (Figure 1) was a re-creation of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa and 
the second (Figure 2) was a re-creation of Salvador Dali’s Persistence of Memory. The 
audio descriptions used in conjunction with these diagrams are currently used by the 
Musée du Louvre (Figure 1) and the Museum of Modern Art in New York (Figure 2) to 
assist visually impaired visitors. Three separate tests were conducted. 

First Test: The participants were told to touch and explore the tactile diagram without 
receiving any information and descriptions. ‘Think Aloud Protocol’ method [29] was 
adopted, participants were encouraged talk about their interpretations, ask questions, 
and so on. Second Test: A brief introductory audio description was activated before and 
during the interaction with the tactile diagram. The participants were again encouraged 
to talk about their interpretations and ask questions. Limited guidance and suggestions 
were given. Third Test: A brief introductory audio description was activated before and 
during the interaction with the tactile diagram. More guidance and suggestions were 
given, specifically to identify the object to which the audio description was referring. An 
extra function—“point description” (Figure 3)—was also offered to the participants. The 
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participants could press buttons embedded in the tactical diagram to hear audio 
description about the selected visual element/object. Upon the completion of all three 
tests; the semi-structured interviews were conducted. Finally, the participants were 
instructed to draw the image they constructed mentally during the testing. 

 

  
Figure 3: HAID simulated tactile paper prototype:  
buttons to activate the ‘point description’ function. 

 
Results 
From the three HAID tactile paper prototypes and drawing tests we found that tactile 
diagrams without audio descriptions were meaningless; the participants expressed major 
confusion and uncertainty. They valued the brief introductory audio description of the 
tactile diagram because it provided brief imageries of the tactile diagram. We also found 
that the participants varied in their relation to an interest in the visual arts. This strongly 
indicated that a HAID museum platform would need to personalize the information it 
offers to suit the individual preferences of VI visitors. Along these lines, the participants 
appreciated the “point description” function that enabled them to further enhance their 
mental images of the exhibits. 

However, the participants still had difficulty in identifying objects in the tactile diagrams 
at the beginning of the tests, even with the use of the audio descriptions. They were also 
concerned about various elements of those descriptions, such as their lengths and 
speed, optional functions to pause or repeat; the actual narration and the lack of 
directional information about the spatial composition of the tactile diagram or tactile 
element. Finally, all of the participants said that if museums used HAID platforms they 
would be motivated to visit, and would encourage others to do so. 

The results of the drawing test were mostly positive. The participants’ drawings 
(Figures 4-6) showed that they had imagined the general shapes of the selected visual 
elements in the tactile diagrams. This indicated that the cross-modality interaction 
approach has great potential in helping VIP to evoke and construct clearer mental 
images, which could ultimately enhance their museum visits. 
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Figure 4: Drawing test – the shape and               Figure 5: Drawing test – the shape of the object 
spatial composition of the visual elements              is very close to the tactile diagram. 
are well captured. 
 

 
Figure 6: Drawing test: The participant  
identified the visual elements in the tactile  
diagram and their spatial composition. 
 
Recommendations  
The following recommendations stem from the pilot studies and interview sessions with 
the VI participants. 
1. a ‘pre-visit introductory’ is crucial in preparing VIP for interacts an unfamiliar museum 

exhibits, such as the brief introduction during the second pilot study; it provided brief 
imageries of the tactile diagrams. 

2. a ‘personalized’ option, such as the ‘point description’ option discussed in this paper, 
is needed in assistive interaction systems to offer VIP an enriching and engaging 
museum experience. 

3. assistive interaction systems in museums should feature cross-modality 
interactions/interfaces with a combination of haptic/tactile and audio elements.  

4. ‘reference points’ should be included on the tactile diagrams used in these systems 
to help VIP associate the spatial composition of the tactile diagrams  This would 
effectively provide a ‘guided tour’ of exhibits. 

5. the audio aspects of the systems should include the ability to pause, repeat or speed 
up or slow down the narrative.	 

 

Conclusion 
How well are Hong Kong museum environments can enhance their VI and blind visitors’ 
museum experience? Access to information about museum exhibits is crucial for VI 
visitors, who need to construct mental images of the exhibits that are detailed enough to 
make them feel that their museum experience has been worthwhile. The concept of 
creating a barrier-free and accessible museum environment for their VI and blind visitors 
should be redefined the accessibility in the physical environment is equally important to 
the accessibility of the exhibits information and contents. Using the cross-modality 
interaction approach to create a HAID platform that provides multisensory feedback for 
VI visitors has great potential to help VIP construct such mental images. A HAID 
platform would also improve VIP’s social inclusion. However, despite the rapid 
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development of assistive technologies and devices, the most important thing will be to 
focus on what should be done from the user’s point of view, and to create a simpler, 
easier to access, and more humane interaction approaches. 

The iterative process used in this study allowed us to design a system based on VIP 
needs, addressing their capabilities and limitations. Future research will be undertaken 
in line with all of the recommendations above. The atmosphere within a museum, the 
exhibitions, and their spatial connection all influence VIP perceptions of the museum. 
Thus, another round of user tests will be conducted, this time employing a high-fidelity 
prototype. Further field observations will also be made. Finally, the usability and 
effectiveness of the multisensory feedback system will be further evaluated. Our ultimate 
aim is to enhance the museum experience for VIP and help to create a more equal and 
inclusive society. 
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Design Management for VACs 
 
Yasuko Takayama, and Satoshi Kose 
Shizuoka University of Art and Culture 
 
Abstract 
The Services and Support for Persons with Disabilities Act in 2006 originally intended to 
improve the life of disabled people through active participation. In reality, however, it 
resulted in a situation where people with disabilities have to burden the cost against the 
services they receive at VACs. Present paper first reports and analyses successful 
universal design management that some local governments conducted to increase the 
income of people with disabilities. Based on the results, the paper examines the major 
factors that contributed to their successes, and points out desirable support measures 
local governments might give to make universal design management work effective. The 
paper further examines the outcome of design support efforts conducted by Japan SELP 
Association (which was done independently from the five-year plan directed by the 
Ministry), and discusses how effective design support could be.  
 
Keywords 
Universal design; management; Vocational Aid center. 
  

Introduction 
Currently, many efforts toward improving design of facilities, products, and information 
for the benefit of various people are conducted, and they are called as universal design 
exemplars. The concept of universal design is generally accepted as related to 
hardware. However, if improving the quality of life of people with disabilities are to be 
targeted, not only support in the “hard” physical design but also “soft” system design are 
vital. Recent paradigm shift in the social welfare policy gives more emphasis on 
supporting economic independence of people with disabilities. Within its context, design 
support is considered to be a key activity that will not just last long as well as work 
effective but also be inclusive. The authors defined the idea as universal design 
management.  
 

Background 
The Japanese social security system that started in 1950 is faced with increasing cost, 
and has changed its direction toward solidarity and support of self-independence 
(Kyogoku, 2008). The Services and Support for Persons with Disabilities Act in 2006 
originally intended to make services more effective through cost reduction. It however 
turned out that the new system caused increased cost burden on the side of those who 
work in VACs. The VAC is a facility where people with disabilities work as well as 
receive welfare services, and they are expected to receive a small amount of wages in 
return to their work. There are around 4,000 VACs in Japan, and before the Act, the cost 
incurred to people with disabilities was determined according to their income, which was 
not a problem even though their earning was very little. The new Act asked them to pay 
10 percent of the necessary cost of running a facility, which actually meant substantial 
increase in the cost. Many former users of VACs, particularly people with mental 
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disabilities who cannot move to the next stage of general employment, could not 
continue to go and work in VACs (Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, 2007). It was 
recognized as a serious problem, and the central government, with the intent of 
increasing the wages, asked the local governments to make up and conduct five-year 
plan from 2007. Local governments tried within their capacity to implement five-year plan 
to increase the wages of the VAC users through various measures.  
In 2010, three years after the five-year plan started, a competition was held to present 
results of such efforts by the local governments. Two award winning VACs were noted 
due to their success in design branding strategy and effective promotion. On the other 
hand, strategy by Shizuoka Prefecture failed to win an award, but was commended as a 
forerunning example by Japan Center for Regional Development (2008).  
The authors first compared above-mentioned two award winning examples with 
approaches made by Shizuoka, but since new information was made available regarding 
methods adopted by SELP, which was independent from the government initiative, a 
further discussion on the effectiveness of design support strategy to VACs was 
conducted.  
 

Methods 
We first interviewed personnel at the two VACs cited for excellence at the competition, 
and in reference to reports and documents provided by their administrators, we 
examined those VACs’ methods of design management and extracted factors behind 
their successes. We next interviewed officials at prefectural government agencies, and 
upon examining reports and other relevant documents, revealed contributing success 
factors from the local governments. The results were analyzed with the example of 
Shizuoka, and we identified which government support measures would lead to project 
success. The design management proposal derived was then compared with the results 
of SELP Association, and we discussed effectiveness of design support.  
 
Case studies and their success factors: Niigata Prefecture 
First prize: Nagomi Work Center, Tokamachi Welfare Organization 
(Okara no Yaki Karinto) 
The director of the Nagomi Work Center realized early on that it would be difficult to turn 
a profit doing outsourced work, even in great volume, so he instead decided to devote 

his efforts to the development of original products that would be competitive in the open 
market. He hired a confectioner, and to differentiate from other similar VAC cookies, he 
emphasized health aspects of their products (baked soy-pulp Japanese cookies). The 

product was subsequently chosen among the candidates of package design competition 
by young designers (Figure 1). Through publicity of the events as well as the first prize at 

Figure 1. Package design of Okara no Yaki Karinto 
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the Tokyo competition, the center was swamped by a wave of orders for the product. To 
meet the demand, they utilized funding support from the prefecture to expand production 
facilities.  
 
Support from Niigata prefecture 
In conjunction with the five-year plan, Niigata Prefecture provided support to the VACs 
upon request. Such support included dispatching management consultants, holding 
training sessions and seminars to introduce successful cases. Consulting activities were 
however directed at individual facilities, with one consulting team going to one VAC, and 
another to another VAC. Thus there was limited scope to such activities and little 
effectiveness—they were discontinued in 2009. Starting from 2008 and extending into 
2009, prefectural officials took another tack, urging private firms to outsource their work 
to VACs. However, times were tough for those companies as well; and center 
management, their efforts unproductive, found themselves struggling with exceedingly 
low wages. Thus, in 2009, those activities were halted as well.  
The Niigata prefectural government stepped in again, allocating funds for an outsourcing 
promotional program (under which, for example, center workers would stuff envelopes 
for public agencies). Other measures were also introduced, such as temporary job 
creation program (and a senior employment bank) to hire confectioners or some people 
with agricultural experience. 
 
Case studies and their success factors: Miyagi Prefecture 
Honorable Mention: Smoked Date Seafood, Peer Multifunctional 
Work Support Center, NPO Peer 
Peer Multifunctional Work Support Center Major started activities on the operation of a 
Café/restaurant Peer, but extended to the preparation and sales of handmade bento box 
lunches. The Peer Center entered into the smoked seafood (Figure 2) business in July 
2009 in pursuit of higher wages.  
The director decided to avoid common products (and thereby avoid any cannibalization 
of the sales of other VACs) and instead opted to work on the development of an 
innovative new brand utilizing local ingredients. She placed “local Miyagi Prefecture 
content” as a primary distinguishing characteristic in a national marketing effort and 
enlisted the cooperation of the Miyagi Prefectural Fisheries Manufacturing Research 
Institute to identify some promising seafood candidates. Development work revolved 
around a cooking staff, which, making use of a state-of-the-art electronic smoker, 
examined various proportions of oil and moisture in a trial-and-error attempt to come up 
with a product having a smooth, soft taste. Eventually they arrived at Smoked Date 
Seafood.  

Figure 2. Package of Smoked Date Seafood 
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Much attention was also devoted to package design. Several designers were introduced 
to the Center by a prefectural organization. To those deemed especially skillful at 
expressing an image of quality (as required for the gift market) were entrusted package, 
pamphlet, and website design. At the Miyagi processed seafood contest (March 2010), 
the coho salmon product was selected for an award by the Fisheries Agency over 170 
submissions from well-known companies within the prefecture. This honor touched off a 
round of coverage in newspapers and other mass media, whereupon demand for coho 
salmon Smoked Date Seafood rose dramatically, particularly for gift giving. The series 
was taken up by Miyagi “select shops” (outlets that limit their wares to Miyagi products) 
and, as mentioned above, received an honorable mention in the Tokyo contest, where it 
was highly rated for its tastiness and for the general sense of quality of its gift package.  
Frequent newspaper, TV, and other mass-media coverage of the receipt of such awards 
led to a surge in orders. To keep up with demand, three cooks were hired under the 
temporary job creation program. Note, however, that employment under the program 
comes with a time limit; and so, in order to secure staff wages once those subsidies run 
out, it will be necessary to generate more revenue. The series received an E Mark (a 
certification by Miyagi prefectural government attesting to the use of local ingredients 
and an observance of regional culture and techniques), which contributed their sales 
promotion.  
 
Support from Miyagi prefecture 
In support of VACs under its five-year plan, Miyagi Prefecture, upon request, dispatches 
management consultants and designers, paying half of the fees incurred. Yet, so far, 
only three or so VACs take advantage of these offers within a typical year. A plan 
administrator says that a major factor holding back its utilization is a lack of business 
sense among VAC managers. Facility managers are free to decide whether to utilize the 
support measures available to them. Thus, there are some facilities that, like Peer, have 
been successful, while there are others that, by not planning ahead, have ended in 
failure. There is a general lack of a business perspective on the part of VAC managers, 
and here Miyagi prefectural officials see an ultimate necessity of raising managers' 
awareness of such issues. Prefectural officials continue to dispatch consultants as one 
means of doing so.  
 
Success factors and governmental support measures in Niigata and 
Miyagi 
A detailed examination of the Niigata and Miyagi cases reveals good design 
management in both, specifically personnel and branding. Five-year plan urged active 
investment with central government subsidies. Both Nagomi and Peer took the subsidies 
scheme as a good chance to develop new products and extend their businesses, 
leading to their successes. Key to successes were positive attitude on the side of the 
management, as well as quick response to new information. Below we list five common 
factors behind these successes.  
• Utilization of professional staff members 
• Differentiation from competitors 
• High-quality packaging by a professional designer 
• Media exposure 
• Managerial enthusiasm for business expansion 
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Regarding Utilization of professional staff members and Differentiation from competitors, 
both prefectures utilized temporary job creation program for financial support of 
professional staff employment. It helped enhancement of technique of workers and 
management support with new products creation.  
Regarding High-quality packaging by a professional designer, they involved design 
support organizations so that professional designers can be called on as required, 
leading to an effective investment.  
Media exposure was not arranged by the prefectures, but measures like E-mark in 
Miyagi, which ensures quality, worked effectively for the promotion.  
Regarding Managerial enthusiasm for business expansion, both prefectures provided 
support only to those requested VACs, which means that such VACs are already 
motivated and no further measures to motivate them are necessary. It is however to be 
noted that number of applying VACs are so few and efforts are vital how to raise facility 
managers awareness toward business expansion. Such managerial enthusiasm is the 
most important factor in raising the wages of VAC workers (i.e., the persons with 
disabilities who are served by the VAC). 
 
Case studies: Shizuoka Prefecture 
Purpose of Project and background 
VACs staff are heavily concerned with welfare, and generally they lack business 
management experiences. To change such climate, Shizuoka Prefecture established a 
project to influence all VACs in their attitude. The project did not aim at design support 
itself, but emphasized design management at its core. It was intended to build up 
commonly shared branding that is competitive in the open market, thus ensuring 
continued product development potentials as well as changing the mindset of VACs 
management staff.  
 
Process and outcomes through stages 
The project aimed at experiencing successes as well as knowhow building through 
common branding and product development process, from market research, planning, 
design, production, distribution and marketing.  
At the market research stage, the target was what the consumer wants to buy, not what 
they can produce. It started with questionnaire against the current products, how well 
they were accepted by the consumers.  
 At the planning and design stages, brand imaging strategy was examined, and through 
interview of merchants, identified strength such as handmade and high quality. It then 
ended up in the brand slogan: purity; safety; and warmth (Figure 3).  

Figure 3. Design for “Wa” cakes and cookies 
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The first product covered by the brand was decided to be “a gift product with its 
appearance being a crucial deciding factor of purchase by the consumers,” and its brand 
mark and package design was done by the student of SUAC. This brand planning made 
all people involved in the project to be conscious about the product development and 
quality assurance.  
At the production stage, many VACs will cooperate and produce same products. It will 
enable cost reduction through mass purchase of raw materials, increased production 
capacity through shared work, sharing production technique, and joint marketing. 
Establishment of working groups such as food, woodwork, and sewing also enabled joint 
product development and problem solving, and collaboration among VACs became 
available. Joint project with the private industry made VACs staff aware of competitive 
market.  
At the distribution and marketing stage, increased production capacity led to positive 
business activities, and joint development projects with various private industries were 
sought. Along with these development, marketing survey was conducted through several 
channels, and a joint office/store “Our store - Wa” was opened as a place to get 
feedback. In 2010, this was expanded to become “All Shizuoka Best Community,” a non-
profit organization.  
 
Project outcome in Shizuoka 
Compared to 2006, total sales of related products in 2009 increased 20 times, and gross 
income through sales increased 24 times. Wage increase between 2006 and 2008 was 
just 1.3 times, but considering the economic recession during the period, we can say 
that project related products sold well. Projects development did not only contributed in 
increased wages, but also established a long-lasting relationships among the 
participants, which was not possible before, and staff motivation toward product 
development was also promoted. 
 

Comparison between Shizuoka, Niigata and 
Miyagi 
Compared to Nagomi in Niigata and Peer in Miyagi, Shizuoka does not satisfy five 
factors for success. Shizuoka did not support employment of professional staff for 
project development; Shizuoka did not differentiate with other competing VACs – the 
food they developed were cookies; package design was done by a university student, 
and design quality is not superior; nothing worth happened nationwide news media 
coverage. However, effective design management support such as professional staff 
support, design support, and promotion support were executed through project 
development. Besides, cooperative system was established through joint development 
with the private sector, marketing promotion through antenna shop, joint purchasing of 
raw materials, work sharing among facilities, technique, and collaborative sales 
marketing. As project advanced through these supports, mindset of VAC staff toward 
product development was changed. Therefore, Shizuoka Prefecture was successful in 
supporting Managerial enthusiasm for business expansion, which Niigata and Miyagi did 
not succeed (Figure 4, 5, 6).  
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Figure 4. Steps taken in Niigata 
 

Figure 5. Steps taken in Miyagi 
 

Figure 6. Steps taken in Shizuoka 
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Design support by Japan SELP Association 
What can be done if there was no commitment by the local government? Since the 
authors came across a good example in this respect, a comparative discussion will be 
given here.  
The Japan SELP Association is an independent non-profit organization, aimed at 
networking all VACs in Japan. Roughly 2,900 VACs are its members. It started 
measures of design activity support to individual VACs in 2009 and 2010 respectively.  
In 2009, proposals were sought from facilities producing foodstuff with distinctive 
character (because the outcome of design is easy to quantitatively measure), who are 
enthusiastic but having difficulty in designing independently. Fourteen VACs applied, 
and four among them were chosen to be supported. Management analysis by 
professionals and interview by coordinators revealed existing problems, and policy for 
design support was established individually (Figure 7).  
Each VAC was then given design for the product label, package, paper shopping bag, 
banner, business card, and letter sets: the intention was to give them unity as well to 
make them attractive. However, the idea was not well understood by the VACs, and only 
two proceeded to design stage, and only one accepted design proposal. At this time, 
only the banner was realized; the other design proposals were too costly to be 
introduced in color. In this support scheme, designer’s fee will be borne by SELP, but 
production cost must be paid by each VAC. Most VACs could not bear the financial 
burden, and design proposal did not go any further.  
 
In 2010, additional criteria were introduced: whether comprehensive change of facility 
was envisioned, not just package or wrapping paper design; and whether medium and 
long term planning was in place regarding production or marketing. Five facilities applied, 
and design support was planned for all five. Once support activities were in motion 
however, their request was rather short term, such as just attractive package design, or 
designing banner for the next event only. Only one facility was ready to accept design 
proposal of comprehensive nature.  
Such results arose from lack of long term management plan, resulting disregard to 
investment into design. The summary report from SELP in 2009 stressed strong need 
toward establishing enterprise plan. The main reason was that the activities by VACs 
were heavily dependent on subsidies from the government, with no experience of open 
market competition (and lack of confidence in coping with such situations). That being 
the case, teaching promotion methods will not lead to action. It means that drastic 
mindset change among management must be done before design support and 
promotion proposal will be utilized to success.  

  
 

Figure 7. Number of applications and outcomes 
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The support by SELP was limited to design support, and other necessary features such 
as professional staff support, marketing expansion support or cooperative scheme 
building support were not covered. Promotion support was limited to teaching 
methodology: no actual place provision or certified mark was in place. In order to lead to 
mindset change on the side of VACs, five supports already pointed out must be utilized. 
Alternatively, involvement in the project and experiencing successes through joint 
activities, such as accomplished in Shizuoka, might effectively work.  
 

Possible support systems for the future 
Due to variations of capacities and mindsets of the staff among VACs, and with the 
inherent nature of employment support of people with disabilities, design management 
for VACs cannot be done in the same manner as in the private sector where staff 
reduction is quite often the ordinary tactic. However, if some kind of support could initiate 
positive attitude, it might lead to sustainable business. It will take time to change the 
mindset among the VAC staff. A quick job rotation within the local government offices 
(average three years) also make long lasting commitment difficult because the 
newcomer in the local government normally lacks enthusiasm that his/her predecessor 
had. Information exchange and knowledge sharing among the local governments (to 
learn from good examples) is not common, either.  
Considering these aspects, effective utilization of support funds and human resources 
available from local governments is vital as well as design management strategy on the 
VACs side toward successes.  
 

Conclusion 
The successes of the case studies we examined here largely owe to the support by the 
governments, both by central and local. However, such support cannot last forever. It is 
crucial to establish a scheme that will enable VACs manage by themselves even after 
funds was halted. Such support is universal design management, and it must include not 
only hardware (material support) approach but also software (system) approach. Without 
the latter, economic vitalities (and raising wages) will not be realized. 
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In The Shade: lighting local urban 
communities 
 

Prof Jeremy Myerson, Megan Charnley and Tom Jarvis, Helen 
Hamlyn Centre for Design, Royal College of Art, UK  

 

Abstract 
Why are some areas of the city over-illuminated, but other pockets of the urban fabric 
left in the dark? How can we create a more sustainable and inclusive approach to 
outdoor urban lighting that allows local inner-city communities to enjoy the social realm 
at night? This paper describes the research tools and techniques used in a lighting 
design project on the Boundary Estate in East London by a team of researchers from the 
Royal College of Art. In its engagement with diverse communities on one historic 
housing estate and its design and prototyping of a new system, the study proposes and 
tests a radical new way to make neglected corners of the city more liveable. 

Keywords 
Lighting, community, workshops, social inclusion, industrial design, LEDs 

Introduction 
As cities around the world compete for inward investment from tourism and business, 
there has been much focus on lighting public spaces, both indoors and out. Much of that 
investment has gone into illuminating popular tourist areas, heritage buildings and the 
commercial districts of the city. As a result, urban lighting is unevenly distributed. While 
some areas are so brightly lit that the environment suffers from light pollution, many 
pockets of the city remain under lit at night. This limits local trade and use of public 
space, undermining economic activity and social cohesion, and leaving local 
communities literally and metaphorically in the dark. 

This design research project supported by the Megaman Charity Trust Fund set out to 
explore how a new lighting design strategy for these overlooked pockets of the urban 
fabric could help to create more sustainable cities. The research examines the 
possibilities for intelligent, energy-efficient lighting as a catalyst for the creation of more 
socially resilient and economically viable urban areas after dark, in which community ties 
are strengthened and new fields of possibility are opened to a wider group of residents. 
By reviewing the current conditions of the city at night, establishing a hypothesis about 
how this condition can – realistically – be improved, and then testing that hypothesis in 
the urban environment through design, we aimed to show that moves towards a more 
sustainable night-time city do not necessarily require massive investment, radical 
technology or new urban infrastructures.  
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In contemporary lighting design, the ability of light to generate or reinforce a sense of 
place has become almost as important as its fundamental role in making objects visible. 
As an element that is crucial to place making – the creation of a unique and recognisable 
character for a part of the city – lighting is recognised as a powerful tool. In order to 
make a place that appeals to residents and visitors alike, it is hugely important that the 
local community should use and enjoy it. Social activity is what makes a space attractive. 
While place making is now an established part of any urban regeneration, and a lighting 
strategy will usually be submitted at the proposal stage, little real consideration is given 
to how these areas are used after dark. The city at night is an overlooked – and under-
exploited – territory. 

However a change towards a more public urban life seems to be developing fast in 
British culture – and with it, the idea of the public realm at night as an extension of 
leisure space. This project took the view that good lighting design has the potential to 
expand urban design as place making into the British nighttime. The city at night is a 
different environment from the city in the daytime; a new realm of opportunity is opened 
for urban and lighting designers in recognising its different roles and meeting its diverse 
demands.  

Part of what differentiates the nighttime city from the daytime city is a very strong set of 
cultural norms and ideas held about the city at night. There is a sense – much more 
firmly ingrained in the British sensibility than in the European one – that the city at night 
is intrinsically bad. It is simultaneously a place of fun and frivolity and a dark destination 
for vice. And the irrational sense of danger that surrounds the city at night makes it out of 
bounds for certain groups in the urban community, such as families, women and older 
people. If the city at night is to be a real public space, then it must be made accessible to 
all sectors of society. Lighting clearly has a role to play in making socially sustainable 
places. 

The role of lighting  
Numerous social studies, as well as extensive anecdotal evidence, show that women 
and older people in particular tend to avoid city areas at night. To make a place that 
feels safe, more people must be encouraged to spend time there. By making public 
spaces more enjoyable, more people will occupy them, and they will seem less 
threatening. In this way, lighting has a crucial role to play in the creation of a more 
inclusive urban public life.  

Although much current lighting practice is focused on advertising, traffic and crime 
prevention, the broader social and economic potential of lighting is recognised in British 
lighting standards. British Standard 5489-1:2003 states that ‘a function of lighting in 
urban centres, in addition to that of general safety and security, is to enhance the night-
time environment. The provision of appropriate and attractive lighting can assist in 
stimulating trade and commerce’; lighting should also ‘attempt to encourage people to 
visit and make use of the facilities’. But while social opportunities opened up by good 
urban lighting may be acknowledged in lighting standards, our explorations of certain 
pockets of the city revealed little evidence to suggest that local authorities consider this 
function a priority. Almost everywhere, vehicular traffic, commercial interests and the 
requirements of CCTV and crime prevention seem to dictate lighting policy. 

After initial research, we concluded that to create a successful nighttime urban realm 
that can be economically and socially sustainable, lighting design should: 
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• create well lit (but not necessarily bright) spaces to be used by the people who live in 
the city – rather than spaces designed mainly to be attractive to visitors; 

• engage with communities to engender a sense of belonging and civic pride; 
• consider the potential for changes to the lighting conditions (for example for a special 

event) and be adaptable to meet different requirements; 
• encourage the use of outdoor space at night by local communities; 
• challenge lighting codes and guidelines, which can be out-dated and over-specify 

high levels of light; 
• recognise that it is the quality of the lit environment that affects fear of crime, not 

simply the quantity of lux levels; 
• design in shadows as part of the lighting strategy – the intensity and layering of 

shadow can be just as important in creating a sense of place as the levels of light. 
 

Research methods 
We divided the research into two strands: investigation, which included a literature 
search, review of lighting technology, conferences, expert interviews, user workshops 
and community engagement; and exploration, which included walking and mapping the 
city, subjective analysis of lighting conditions, comparative studies, and concept 
development and testing of a new prototype lighting system. 

Lighting design and the public realm covers a vast territory. Several mapping exercises 
were undertaken to navigate through it. These helped differentiate lighting for security, 
sustainability, identity, regeneration and community. Early in the study, in order to filter 
new knowledge and focus the research, we looked for a compact urban site in London 
that we could analyse in detail – a site with local communities with whom we could 
engage in order to test our hypothesis about the social and economic impact of better 
lighting after dark. Our choice of site was the Boundary Estate in East London.  

Project site 
The historic Boundary Estate in Shoreditch, East London, is particularly interesting as a 
research site. As London’s first council estate situated in a rapidly changing part of the 
city, tensions between different groups of residents arise – especially at night. Its history 
is fascinating. In 1890 London County Council embarked on a slum clearance 
programme to clear the site of the famous Old Nichol in Shoreditch, East London – the 
setting for Jasper Morrison’s novel, A Child of the Jago. On this site, between 1892 and 
1899 the London Metropolitan Board of Works built the Boundary Estate – the first 
housing estate project in the UK1, which was officially ‘opened’ by the Prince of Wales in 
1901. Arnold Circus, a raised, three-tiered garden, stands in the middle of the site, built 
from the rubble of the existing slum. A bandstand was erected in the centre in 1910 and 
still stands today. Although this regeneration was ostensibly carried out for the residents 
of the Old Nichol, very few could actually afford to live in the new flats, and almost all of 
them were forced to relocate out of the area. This was the first of many population shifts 
on the site. 
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The Boundary Estate today has a diverse community including a high percentage of 
British Bengali families. With an unusual raised circular garden at its centre, the estate 
has one of the few well-loved public gardens in the densely populated East End – a 
garden that has been revived over the past ten years by an increasingly engaged 
middle-class community. The site is adjacent to the financial district and amidst one of 
London’s busiest nightlife areas, yet it is a residential estate and within a conservation 
area. There are various tensions within the diverse community, which are compounded 
by the influx of partygoers in the short term and wealthy City workers in the long term. 

The different communities use the area differently. At night, the estate’s public realm is 
not a viable public space for some groups within the community – most notably older 
people, Bangladeshi women and girls – partly due to cultural norms, and partly due to a 
fear of crime. There is a high awareness of street crime, especially drug dealing and 
prostitution, and a real fear of violence (despite relatively low levels of violent crime) that 
discourages many people from leaving their homes after dark. There is a primary school 
at the centre of the estate – in the winter it can be dark when parents (predominantly 
mothers) collect their children after school. Despite the high percentage of young people 
and children attending school and living on the estate, children are rarely seen playing 
out of doors in the evening. 

The estate’s central garden – Arnold Circus – was renovated in 2005. As part of the 
works, new street lighting was installed, but this is aimed primarily at the needs of CCTV 
cameras rather than people. There is enthusiasm for improving the estate’s lighting from 
the community who recognise that good lighting has the potential to encourage more 
participation in the urban realm; it could also help to eliminate anti-social behaviour and 
so improve the perception and use of the area. Many of these issues affect similar sites 
across the UK. Our research aimed to provide lighting strategies that are not only useful 
on the Boundary Estate but also applicable to many other under-lit urban estates.  

Community workshops 
The Boundary Estate has a varied community. Parts of this community are very active, 
but the area as a whole suffers from what appears to be a cultural divide. There are 
three main groups residing in the area: East Londoners, mainly older people who can 
trace their family history back many generations; Bangladeshi and British Bangladeshi 
families who have lived in East London for several generations and maintain a strong 
Bengali culture; and the professionals and artists who have moved into the area more 
recently. There is some tension between these groups, especially towards recent 
incomers who are held responsible for the dramatic changes in the area over the last 
decade. 

To understand how the community uses the estate at night, we investigated across a 
spectrum of gender, age and culture. We were particularly interested in how a lighting 
strategy could potentially enable participation by those who are often excluded from 
public spaces at night (for security, cultural or mobility reasons) and whether exclusion 
was self imposed or otherwise. Our guides included Doris, 79, who grew up on the 
Boundary Estate, has lived in the area all her life and no longer leaves her home after 
dark; the ‘Bandstand Boys’, a group of young men in their late teens and early twenties 
who hang around the bandstand in the evening and have written to the council to 
request floodlighting for the local football pitch so that they can play after dark; and the 
Boundary Women’s Project, a dynamic group of predominantly Bengali British mothers 
with young children who meet at St Hilda’s Community Centre.  
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We held several workshops at St Hilda’s East community centre to include groups from 
the Boundary Estate: the Boundary Women’s Project, the Older People’s Group and the 
Bengali Men’s Project. Each session followed the same basic format, amended or 
adjusted to suit the specific requirements of each group. The aim of the workshops was 
to find out how people use urban space after dark and how they feel about it. Word 
association games, discussions and mapping exercises opened up ideas about the 
estate at night, including the types of people who are present. Participants were asked to 
draw or describe the area at night, identifying emotional as well as physical landmarks. 
They drew negative aspects (such as dog fouling, noisy clubs, drug dealers) as well as 
positive ones (the gardens, delicious curry smells, their homes). 

The final part of the workshop was an imaginative challenge. The groups were asked: if 
Arnold Circus was a room in their house, which room would it be and why? They were 
also invited to complete a drawing of a lamppost to indicate what they would like a 
lamppost to do if anything were possible (for example, charge up electric cars or give 
directions). The workshops generated a number of significant findings:  

• The Bengali men and the elderly group were very concerned about violence and 
muggings on the streets at night, to the extent that they rarely left their houses after 
dark – members of the women’s group were more concerned about the clubbers 
from the party scene in Shoreditch  

• The division between the Bangladeshi community and the ‘uber trendy’ white 
community was so distinct in the minds of the women that in one instance it was 
charted on a map, indicating a clear set of territories 

• There was consensus on where bad things happen on the estate – these locations 
were widely known and avoided – and a general concern about sex workers and 
drug addicts in the area 

• The diversity of the area and the proliferation of restaurants were seen as positive 
features by the Boundary Women’s Group in particular 

• There was general agreement that there needs to be more considered lighting on the 
estate 

• The primary concern was with safety and security. 

The insights from the workshops were mapped to create a picture of the emotional and 
physical geography of the site at night. This was then used to identify potential sites for 
improved lighting. Comments about light that were made during the workshops were 
analysed in detail and categorized with reference to either the social environment or built 
environment at night. It was interesting to discover that most of the comments referred to 
the social environment – this supported a working hypothesis that the social environment 
is as important to creating a sustainable nighttime city as factors relating to the built 
environment.  

Nighttime Neighbourhood Network 
The community engagement led to the development of a project hypothesis: the Night-
Time Neighbourhood Network is a proposal for a lighting framework that could open up 
paths through a darker city consuming less energy, via well-lit nodes of activity and 
participation. Fear of going out alone after dark has a huge impact on people’s lives in 
terms of the ability to engage in employment, adult education, civic and community 
participation and social and leisure activities. The public realm after dark could provide 
opportunities for the Boundary Estate’s diverse communities to come together. Instead 
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the poor social environment of the evening restricts access to local facilities, shops and 
public spaces for many in the community, especially the elderly, women and 
Bangladeshi men. This in turn has a negative impact on the local economy, especially in 
the dark winter months.  

The Night-Time Neighbourhood Network (NNN) would create a local network of brightly 
lit nodes in an area, each node visible to the next, inviting and encouraging social 
interaction at key points throughout the neighbourhood. All members of the community 
would be encouraged to use these well-lit spaces and interact with their neighbours, 
fostering a sense of community. Between these well-lit public spaces, the streetlights 
could be dimmed, saving energy and money and reducing glare. The proposed nodes 
would encourage a heightened sense of natural surveillance and benign or friendly 
occupation, rather than the current situation with the harsh glare of security lighting. 
These nodes could be located at important points in the urban landscape – at amenities 
such as playgrounds or benches or at transport interchanges such as bus stops.  

The Great Balloon Swap 
In order to test this hypothesis, a temporary lighting event was planned as an example of 
how a new node in the Night-Time Neighbourhood Network might be inaugurated and 
how a community might be drawn together after dark. This event, the Great Balloon 
Swap, was devised to announce a hypothetical lighting node at Arnold Circus, the 
circular bandstand and gardens at the centre of the Boundary Estate. Following 
community consultation, it was decided to create the event with coloured LED balloons.  

The event in July 2011 was planned as a prelude to an annual community party to which 
everybody is encouraged to bring food, drink and skills to swap and share. The idea was 
to hand out balloons on the bandstand in the early evening to residents and passers by. 
The balloons were all white and secured by white ribbon. Inside each balloon was a 
single coloured LED. In exchange for the balloon, participants were asked to draw their 
own face on it and have their picture taken to capture the diversity of the community. 
Participants were then asked to read eight statements about the city at night, which had 
been put up around the eight sides of the bandstand, and attach their balloon to the one 
they most agreed with. The statements read: ‘The city at night is for....dancing / sleeping 
/ drinking / walking / working / chatting / reading / shopping…’  

The gradual build-up of balloons tied to the bandstand attracted more and more 
participants and as dusk fell at about 9pm, the LEDs were switched on and the 
bandstand was lit up dramatically. As the evening progressed, the bandstand became a 
lively graph of how people wanted to use their city in the evening – dancing and chatting 
quickly emerged as more popular activities than reading and sleeping. The experiment 
successfully demonstrated how to create a brightly lit node of social participation within a 
darker environment. In doing so, it suggested that the solution to under-lit urban areas is 
not simply to increase lighting levels to match those of the city’s commercial districts and 
tourist attractions. Instead, the darkness of the night can be respected and enjoyed – 
and the area can be made to feel safer and more attractive at night – by instigating a 
light skeleton or network of illuminated local amenities and infrastructures.  
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Defining a design brief 
Following community research and on-site investigation, the project aimed to take direct 
action to improve the estate after dark by developing and prototyping a new lighting 
system. The Great Balloon Swap showed that a lighting event could create a temporary 
node that brings together a diverse population; the next step was to test a more 
permanent installation. We decided that the most valuable output would be a lighting kit 
to provide the flexibility and sensibility that most contemporary urban lighting master 
plans do not – a versatile set of parts to enable councils and local communities to 
collaborate in lighting key facilities for use after dark. 

The brief can be summarised as follows:  

• To develop a flexible luminaire ‘kit’ that will facilitate diverse activities and adapt to a 
range of environments  

• To equip the lighting system with technology that enables it to acknowledge 
environmental factors such as human presence, existing light and time of day 

• To develop a way to distribute and maintain the luminaires that promotes communal 
ownership and responsibility. 

A study of the local vernacular in and around the Boundary Estate revealed a popular 
construction method widely used in the public realm: scaffold tubes and clamps. In fact, 
these elements are so widespread throughout the city that they almost become invisible. 
Tubes are commonly employed to construct facilities such as handrails, bike racks, 
garden delineators, gates, fences, barriers, notice boards and many other pedestrian-
scale public facilities. As a tool to impact the urban realm, these tubes have enormous 
potential given all the places across the city in which they are installed.  

Tube clamps are a common solution for the construction of tubular structures. A tube 
clamp system securely joins standard sizes of structural steel tube into almost any 
configuration imaginable. These clamps require no welding, threading or bending – so 
no ‘hot-work’ permits or special tools are required – and they are the most popular 
means of constructing with tubes. Tube clamps are a flexible system that can 
accommodate site variations and do not require specialist labour. Local authorities are 
especially familiar with this means of construction and many stock their own library of 
parts. Tube clamps are generally made from galvanised cast iron but versions are 
available in aluminium. 

Design Concept - Light Tubes 
By adapting a standard scaffolding tube to house an LED strip, the extensive library of 
tubes and clamps becomes a toolbox with which many permanent luminaire set-ups can 
be designed. It is a versatile system with vast potential – light tubes of varying lengths 
can be designed in such a way as to be hard wearing, waterproof and cost effective. 
LED (light-emitting diode) technology enabled us to create a compact, low heat, locally 
relevant and economically viable lighting solution. The result is a flexible, human-scale 
system that can become a freestanding luminaire, an addition to existing infrastructure 
or a light-producing component in a tube-built object. Here are some examples:  

• Existing bench: a bench can be lit from either side to cast light on and around it  
• New bench: a bench can be constructed using one or more light tubes as structural 

components  
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• Handrail for stairs: the light tube can become a handrail providing light for stairways  
• Handrail in tunnel: the light tubes can become handrails  

for tunnels that also provide light  
• Overhead lighting: the light tubes can be constructed into an overhead luminaire  
• Ground lighting: the light tubes can be installed at ground level to delineate a path or 

garden  
• Football: two light tubes can form the uprights of a goal  
• Cycle rack: a light tube can create a dual-purpose facility. 

To make the first prototypes, the window in the external steel tube was milled. But when 
produced in larger numbers, the window in the tube can be cut using a water-jet or laser 
cutter, thus reducing the unit cost of the light tube to as low as £5. 

First Tests 
The first tests were conducted to discover how residents would react to the tube lights, 
and how the lights would perform in their intended environment. The lights were tested 
for three hours in total. At each set-up the research team started by observing at a 
distance before moving closer as time passed to engage with residents, encouraging 
them to highlight on a map facilities and spaces that they would like to use after dark. 
Residents were able to highlight sections on the map and post their request in a box site 
next to the lit facility.   

During the tests the lights performed well but there were instances where a light diffuser 
or shade would have helped to create a more effective and pleasantly lit environment. 
The LED strips produced a cool white light, which appeared somewhat cold in the 
London climate and the project decided to conduct future experiments with warmer LED 
strips. Young male residents showed us a very dark sports pitch and explained that they 
had barely used it since it was built. One said that without lighting or goals the pitch was 
‘pointless’ as it was too dark to play football after school. 

Design Installation - the Sports Pitch  
We took the boys’ request to the local authority and the project was commissioned by 
the council to build a pair of self-illuminating goal posts made from light tubes for the 
disused Old Nichol Street sports pitch on the Boundary Estate. The sports pitch is a self-
contained play area built in 2009. It is well placed with flats overlooking it and their 
entrances nearby. But since being installed, this costly investment has barely been used; 
by 6pm in November it is so dark one can barely make out the trees – the only light 
source is provided by glare spilling over from a neighbouring shop. 

The pitch is an ideal size for five-a-side football but, according to local residents and 
shop owners, its most frequent users are drug dealers, prostitutes and late night drinkers 
who use it as a toilet. Tower Hamlets Homes, the local Police and community groups all 
got behind the idea of installing a permanent light tube set-up as the first real node in a 
Night-Time Neighbourhood Network, turning a venue for anti-social behaviour into a 
useful amenity for local boys to play. It was agreed that the installation should not 
attempt to uphold the same lighting standards as a floodlit sports pitch. The lighting 
system sets out to render a public facility usable and enjoyable after dark. Although the 
goal posts are of regulation five-a-side dimensions (3.66m x 1.22 m), it is clear that no 
proper league football games will be played here.  
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Our intention was simply to create enough light for informal football matches to take 
place after dark and for these matches to be fun. The only light sources come from the 
two goals made from light tubes – all the tubes face in to give the illusion of two boxes of 
light. These are designed to provide enough light in and around them in order to use the 
pitch after dark, yet the light is directed in such a way so as to not disturb the neighbours. 
The goals are also on a timer that cuts out at 11pm so that games do not go on deep 
into the night. (See www.hhc.rca.ac.uk/4617-4651/all/1/In-the-shade.aspx for a film of 
the installation)  

Since installing the self-illuminating goals on the pitch, this previously unused facility has 
seen a new lease of life. A large number of the local boys now play football there in the 
evenings, whereas before they sat in the dark on the bandstand in Arnold Circus with 
nothing to do. On some evenings families watch the boys play from a nearby bench. 
Their feedback has been highly positive and they have put a petition together of their 
own accord to get other self-illuminated elements installed nearby. 

Conclusion 
The project used a range of tools and techniques to discover how lighting overlooked 
pockets of the urban fabric could help to create sustainable cities, and how urban 
communities could optimise their social and economic interactions by expanding into the 
leisure space of the evening. Could lighting be a catalyst for the creation of more 
accessible, resilient and viable urban areas after dark? What were the real needs of a 
community at night, and how could light help strengthen community ties and open fields 
of possibility to a wider group of residents? 

Through academic, community-based and practice-based design research, we identified, 
developed and tested an answer to these questions. We believe that our solution is just 
one of many options available to local authorities – and we encourage them to treat 
every site across every city on an individual basis, with the needs of local residents 
prioritised in any urban lighting brief.  

As advances in lighting continue to focus on reducing costs and saving energy, it is easy 
to forget the people for whom light is intended. We have come a long way from high 
voltage, exothermic light sources elevated high above our streets; after more than a 
century of electric light, recent technological advances have equipped us with 
technologies capable of genuine human scale and inclusive lighting solutions. With 
LEDs we can now diffuse, distribute and target light to individuals and groups rather than 
just flood areas with illumination; and with modern communication tools we can consult, 
listen and engage with users rather than just inflict lighting schemes on them. In the age 
of LED illuminated environments it is ever more important to highlight the city at night – 
to give the urban realm its own characteristics – rather than just attempt to extend the 
day into the night. By challenging age-old lighting conventions and reassessing user 
needs, we believe we can work towards lifting local urban communities literally and 
metaphorically out of the dark. 
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Abstract 
  In 2008, NPO organisation Able Art Japan, Yokohama Civic Gallery Azamino and 
Kyushu University joined forces and created the ‘Museum for All Project’, an 
organisation which helps to see the museum from the visitor and local community's 
points of view. The project aims to create a rewarding experience for all museum visitors, 
and Design Book was created as a result based on the user findings database. This 
study analyses the activities and evaluation of Design Book, in order to identify its 
effectiveness for other museums in Japan. The process of this study consists of four 
stages. 1) Examining the user experience with users from the entrance to the exhibition 
space during eight workshops 2) Extruding essential issues among diversified users 3) 
Creating the Design Book as a result, and 4) Evaluating the Design Book with users. 
The Design Note is designed to be understood easily by a diversity of people, and 
consists of three chapters; a) Perspectives and findings from users, b) Common values 
and relating issues and c) Design idea solutions and suggestions. This study is 
equivalent for students, practitioners, and all who are interested in museum design. 
 
 
Keywords 
Art Museum, Universal Design, Inclusive Design, Social Design, Diversity 
 
 

1. Introduction 
  Museums can be an integral part of local communities. They have to answer to a 
variety of needs, such as those of students, school, researchers as well as public visitors. 
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Museums are run and managed by balancing these varied and contrasting needs. 
Therefore museums should be designed to be accessible, appropriate and attractive for 
all to use (Elokla, 2009). This can be said for all types of museums. 
 The ‘Museum for All Project’, aimed to create a rewarding experience for as many 
types of museum visitors as possible in the form of a Design Book - a design reference 
book for museums. We recorded user experiences and perspectives onto a database, 
which was then used to identify common issues among diversity users, enabling us to 
create design idea solutions which answer a variety of needs among users. 
 Although there are many researches for museums that aim to design ‘for’ its users, 
there are very few which focus on designing ‘with’ its users. So, for this project, we 
decided to focus on the methods of Inclusive Design. Inclusive Design is defined as ‘ to 
expand the target group of a product or service to include as many as users as possible, 
without compromising the business goals of profit and customer satisfaction (Clarkson 
2003). We felt Inclusive Design's method of co-creating with its lead users was 
extremely relevant to this project and integral in identifying the needs of visitors within 
the museum environment. 
 The defying characteristic of this project is that the lead users and members of the 
public carried out researching methods together, creating more cohesive and diverse 
results than just simply questioning the lead-user. If inclusive design methods only 
focussed on the issues surrounding the lead users, it could create a sense of opposition 
towards the museum. It is crucial that the methods have the aim to heighten the 
museum’s social importance, by linking Inclusive Design with the improvement in visitor 
numbers and research quality in the museum. Therefore we felt it was important to 
include the museum fully in the process to enable a continuous and trusting relationship 
for the project. By including the museum staff in the project we wanted conceptual 
issues and access issues within the museum to be realised together to create a sense of 
duality within the process. 

Another reason why inclusive design is appropriate for this project is because its 
process aims to utilise the insights of a variety of users into the final design outcome. 
Therefore it is able to be applied in a variety of situations which are not just functional 
but emotional as well. 

 
 

2. Method 
 
2.1 Method 
  The process of this study consists of four stages: 
 

1) Examining the user experience with users from the entrance to the exhibition 
space during eight workshops  

2) Extruding essential issues among diversified users  
3) Creating the Design Book as a result 
4) Evaluating the Design Book with users 
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The user research was carried out at Yokohama Civic Museum Azamino. Azamino, 
along with Yokohama Women's Centre for Communication and Networking, was created 
as part of Art Forum Azamino in 2005 with the intention of developing and propagating 
arts and crafts in the local community. As well as renting studio and exhibition spaces to 
the public, Azamino carries out 4 annual self-initiated exhibitions, art workshops and 
lessons for local children and various concerts throughout the year. 

2-2. Range of Users 
The type of users this project focuses on both novice and frequent visitors, as well as 

those who have not visited the gallery before. We selected seven types of users for this 
project. The seven types of users include those who; are visually impaired, are hard of 
hearing, have limited mobility, are not native Japanese speakers, are parents with 
children, have learning difficulties and are elderly.  
To find users and participant we advertised to local communities and existing visitors. 
 
 

3.Project Details 
 
3-1. Collating, categorising and analysing findings from 
Inclusive Design Workshops 
 In 2008, NPO organisation Able Art Japan, Yokohama Civic Gallery Azamino and 
Kyushu University joined forces and created the ‘Museum for All Project’ - an 
organisation with intentions of thinking about how museums should be from through the 
needs and perspectives of its various visitors and local community. To clarify these 
needs and perspectives, from November 2009 to the final design idea evaluations 
November 2011, we carried out a series of continuous workshops titled, “My Kind of 
Museum” co-design workshop. This research consists of results from eight workshops 
which focus on individual lead users at each time. The research aims not to check 
accessibility of the museum but to create durable user experiences in museums for the 
future. Therefore we collected information of user experiences not only from the 

 
Picture 1.  workshop scenes and types of lead users 
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museum’s facilities but from its exhibition’s contents and services to get a holistic view 
on the user’s needs. Seven out of eight workshops focussed on one type of lead users’ 
perspectives, where findings were organised, issues were identified and solutions were 
suggested from important key issues found. The final workshop was used to analyse 
and improve the previously suggested solutions with the users 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Each workshop had an attendance of 14 to 34 people, who were split into two to six 
groups each time. Each group consisted of four to six people with 1 lead user being a 
must. The type of lead users changed with each workshop depending its theme. The ‘My 
Kind of Museum’ workshops were all one-day long, consisting of five steps: Briefing, 
Museum tour and observation of lead users, sharing issues and problems, creating 
design suggestions, and presenting ideas. By carrying out a series of concentrated 
workshops, a wide range of essential perspectives can be obtained in a short period of 
time. The types of information on the lead users obtained where, findings from observing 
the users’ experience within the museum, recording the users’ first-hand comments and 
the observer’s opinions formed whilst observing the users. This information is recorded 
onto post-it notes. These types of information are called “discoveries”, which we 
recorded into an excel database post-workshop, out of this data 647 discoveries where 
directly from the lead user. 
 
3-2. Analysing the “discoveries”, realising key issues, and 
creating design based idea solutions 
  We analysed each user’s “discoveries” along a timeline showing the user’s journey 
through the different types of space within the museum. Below are the results of the 
analysis: 

 
a) Analysis of discoveries according to type of user 
  Through the process of holistically looking at the users experience throughout the   
  museum (before arrival, entrance space, exhibition space, journey after exhibition,  

Table 1: Number of Workshop Participants 
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  facilities, content and service), key issues relating to core aspiration and needs of  
  the users were able to be realised. 
b) Extracting Common issues 
  Common issues among different types of users were extracted after realising each    
  user’s aspiration and needs. For example, the lack of hospitable or welcoming spirit  
  in the museum is not just about the exhibiting methods but of the museum’s policy  
  itself. 
c) Generating ideas and design solutions 
  Creating design solutions from a holistic perspective (concerning a wide range of    
  users) was crucial. For example, concentrating on an access issue only concerning  
  one particular type of user results in a linear design solution only resolving a  
  particular access issue. But creating a solution from questioning how everyone  
  could use something comfortably from a holistic perspective enables a more    
  inclusive solution for all. Priority Lockers (idea 06-1) for example was not created  
  as a form of warning but as something that can influence human behaviour and  
  manners toward one another. 
 
As you can see from above inclusive solutions were created by thinking of the entire 

process of the user’s museum experience and holistic analysis, and not just creating 
specific solutions from grouping the findings. 

 
 

4.Creation of the “Design Book” 
  The “Design Book” was created not as a report, manual or guideline book, but as a 
reference book that museums staff and visitors can utilise in order to create imaginative 
solutions for the future.Therefore, the “Design Book” has a simple and clear design 
where sections from initial findings to the final solutions. are carefully categorised. The 
aim was to share and communicate the vision of a “Museum for all” through essential 
issues that were discovered. 

‘Everyone's Welcome: The Americans With Disabilities Act and Museums’ (American 
Association of Museums, 2008) is a guidebook and example of a project similar to this, 
where guidelines are described with simple illustrations. The difference with this project 
however is that we handled a wide spectrum of users along with separating pages of 
user types from the aim and objectives as well as clearly visualising the links from 
findings to the final solutions. 

Solutions can differ depending on the museum’s main focus such as archiving or 
education. The “Design Book” was not designed specifically for different types of 
museum. However, the book is separated into three units; “User Perspectives”, 
“Common Issues”, and “Ideas”, enabling museums to customise its use according to 
their specific area of focus. In the Ideas section, ideas are separated into ideas which 
are answering to ; essential problems, problems between users or users and the 
museum and ways in which users and the museum can have a richer and rewarding 
experience, enabling readers to understand which angle to tackle a certain problem or 
situation. Ideas are also organised into seven groups to show hints on how to look and 
think about issues and put it into action in order to create a museum that is truly a 
“Museum for All”.  
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Picture 2: “Design Book”   
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4-1. Check list and comparison with user’s perspectives  
The common issues which were found based on user perspectives was analysed and 

compared according to an existing checklist. “A Museum That is Kind to All Checklist” 
featured in the publication “Barrier Free: A Museum That is Kind to All Initiative” (2006), 
is a universal checklist for museums (Japanese Association for Museums, 2006). The 
checklist above has more access and safety related issues compared to the Design 
Book such as : 1) “The need for a visual signal to indicating emergencies in a toilet”  
and  2) “The need to provide supportive information on websites for elderly and 
disabled people. Idea suggestions made in the Design Book such as "Word Maps" and 
"Latitude Maps" goes one step further than answering the criteria of "supportive 
information" by being user-specific. Also, ideas such as the "Reflection" space answer to 
the user's aspirations as well as access and safety issues when examined against the 3) 
"Sharing of thoughts" criteria. In the checklist, many of requirements made by the 
different types of users are too intermingled, making it difficult which solutions are for 
who. In the Design Book however (as you can see from Table 2), solutions according to 
the different types of users are very clear to understand. There are both positives and 
negatives to be taken from the comparisons above. But the solutions provided by user 
perspectives (in the Design Book) compared to ones on the checklist, has enable more 
detailed solutions to be raised by individual museums because the perspectives of each 
type of users, important issues and solutions are all compiled together into one set. 
 

Table 2: Recommended Target Users for Ideas 
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4-2. User Evaluation of Design Book 
Opinions on the Design Book’s content and design were collected from a variety of 

users. Opinions from two wheel-chair users, 3 visually impaired users, one hearing 
impaired user and one elderly user were able to be obtained. 

 
The good points: 
 
• “The book is organised from the perspective of wanting to provide comfort for all”  

(Electric wheelchair user with lower-limb disability due to illness) 
 

• “The User Notes is relative and organised well. (Elderly user) 
 

• “Created methods and solutions that are holistic and go beyond just certain types”  
(User with total blindness resulting from night blindness caused by pigmentary 
degeneration of the retina) 

 
• “Easy to understand defining characteristics of each type of disability” (User with 

loss of sight due to diabetes) 
 

• “Even if you are disabled can be difficult to understand the differences of disabilities 
even within the same type of disability  so it is nice to have it illustrated ” (User with 
loss of sight due to after-effect stroke) 

 
  Inclusive Design’s view of providing “Comfort for all” was valued along with providing 
content that enabled people, as well as disabled users, to understand one another. 
 
 Areas for improvement  
 
• “ People who have used wheelchairs from birth can find the term ‘Limited Mobility’ 

to be used for someone who can walk”  (Quadriplegic electric wheelchair user 
living in care home) 

 
• “Explanation for the variety of lower limb disability beyond the ‘wheelchair’ could be 

included more”  (Light weight electric wheelchair user due to illness) 
 

A need to re-examine the categorisation and terminology for certain disabilities were 
raised from the above. 
 
Thought-provoking opinions: 
 

• “If comments from the museum side were included then the content could be less 
one-sided and have a higher quality of practical application”   (User with total 
blindness resulting from night blindness caused by pigmentary degeneration of the 
retina) 
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• “ The findings shown in the ‘Parent and Child’ section regarding a parent’s concern 
with child can also be said for guide dogs for visually impaired people. The ‘nursery’ 
can be replaced by ‘waiting rooms for dogs’, ‘nappy changing facilities’ by ‘toilet 
facilities for dogs’ and ‘feeding room’ by ‘rehydration areas’. (User with loss of sight 
due to after effects of stroke) 

 
These sorts of imaginative user insights can lead to good design solutions. The 

opinion of incorporating the museum’s perspectives and issues as a user were also an 
aspect which can be useful in further improvements in the future. 
 
 

5. Conclusion  
In this project, we were able to show that the Design Book can be a viable solution 

model which can identify and holistically analyse the variety of user needs concerning 
museums, leading to achieving a better museum experience for as many people as 
possible.By being uploaded online onto a website, the Design Book has been made 
public, enabling all to see and adapt its socially aware concept and content into their 
own environment. As a result, many of the ideas suggestions, such as, priority lockers,  
websites containing services and information for a variety of users and creating 
exhibition review and feed-back corners, have been adapted at Yokohama Civic Gallery 
Azamino already. 

The advantages of the Inclusive Design methodology that can be seen from the eight 
workshops carried is that participants and users have immense relevance, autonomy 
and importance. Also, by observations and recordings being carried out on location, as 
suppose to a simple question and answer session, issues can be shared and 
understood more easily. However, where a question and answer session can control 
consistency in research, inclusive design can lack in data consistency due to the 
participants varying understanding of the research methods. During the process of 
collating and organising issues and creating design solutions, the committee made sure 
to have an objective view through constant discussion. We hope that the "Museum for 
All" project can become a place of reliance for experts and the community in times of 
building a truly universal and inclusive museum for the future. 
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Abstract
We report on the analyses of two interview studies conducted with people with dementia 
and their carers in the UK and in Germany. Results show that technological solutions 
alone would not be successful, if they did not take individual and social contexts into 
account.

We develop a number of recommendations one of which is that we should focus 
more on the world as it is perceived by people with dementia instead of how it really is. 
We propose the concept of “benevolent manipulation” which, although assistive, helps to 
subtly remove at least some of the limitations people with dementia experience.

We further found that the principal aim should be to develop assistive technology 
that can be adapted / tailored, intuitively used, does not feel intrusive, and at best 
disappears as any device, tool or aid that need to be operated or learned. To ensure 
consistent functioning across all supportive entities and to guarantee optimal support, we 
argue that we need a larger framing in the sense of an intelligent assistive environment. 
We provide detailed conceptual considerations regarding architecture and behaviour of 
such a long-term support system.

Keywords
Long-term assistance, assistive environment, assistive technology, people with 
dementia, user-centred design, inclusive design, survey methods, holistic approach

Introduction
One of the most important challenges of demographic change is dealing with the 
growing number of people suffering from dementia. In the majority of cases, symptoms 
aggravate progressively, thus imposing heavy constraints, even on everyday routine 
tasks. The consequences are a reduced quality of life, inferiority complex, anxiety, and 
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social isolation [1]. Dementia primarily affects cognitive functions such as memory, 
attention, language, and problem solving, but also disperses into other bodily processes. 
The most common type is Alzheimer's disease (about 27 million patients worldwide [2]) –
one of the most costly diseases to healthcare in developed countries [3].

Researchers of different domains have begun to tackle the multitude of issues 
associated with dementia in various joint efforts. We are combining methods from 
Psychology and Computer Science to study and address the needs of people with 
dementia by taking all key members of the concerned ecosystem into account (also 
including families, caregivers, doctors, and health staff). In particular, we build on the 
user-centred framework proposed in [4] that aims at an intelligent approach to adaptive 
aid selection where control and interaction facilities, as well as supportive stimuli are 
offered to the recipient dependent on her or his current state and context. Assistance is 
optimal, when it keeps the people with dementia in (subjective) control of situations, and 
ensures utility while minimising potential side-effects of the assistance itself. We further 
base our work on the data and insights from an interview study carried out with people 
with dementia and their caregivers [5]. First results clearly highlight the need for social 
interaction as the main concern. Carers confirm this view and argue that technology for 
supporting social interaction should be much more promoted and focussed on in the 
future, and made easier to use for people with dementia. The data as well as related 
work also show that, however impaired they may be, people with dementia relish their 
independence and value social contact while either not being interested, reluctant, or no 
longer able to use complicated technology [1, 5, 6].

Although systems exist that help people with dementia perform task sequences 
in the right order, remind them of their medication, offer orientation aids, help to cope 
with everyday task scheduling, facilitate social interaction [1, 5-8], and so to improve 
quality of life [9], we believe that a more holistic thinking is necessary to arrive at a long-
term assistive environment that meets their (constantly changing) individual needs, no 
matter whether at their homes or at a residential facility. Approaches to adaptive real-
time assistance, e.g. during hand washing [10, 8], offer means to react to changes in the 
current situation and guide persons in their activities (for an overview, see also [11, 12]). 
Working towards a more general assistive environment is what we aim at in this paper. 
We continue to analyse earlier interview data [5] and acquire further first-hand qualitative 
feedback to nurture the conceptual work we have begun in [4].

Interview studies
Methods
Extending the methodology presented in [5], we base our requirements analysis and 
design process on information about a person’s background, the day and life structures 
of people with dementia, their cognitive and physical condition, medication, contacts to 
family members, friends, doctors and medical staff, the general affinity to technology, the 
barriers found during everyday activities, as well as organisational matters at different 
interpersonal and institutional levels. We use semi-structured interview and observation 
techniques that are inspired by [5] and [13]. We further employ standardised self-report 
questionnaires to gather data about mental and emotional strain. These questionnaires 
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will be administered by caregivers who also accompany most of the interviewees with 
dementia in order to keep barriers low, “break the ice”, and to be able to validate 
answers in a retrospective session.

Study 1
This previous study, conducted at a British day centre, has been part of the work 
described in [5]. Eight people at an age of 76 to 86 years, with early to moderate 
dementia participated in the study. They either lived at home, with their spouse or at an 
elderly residence. The topics covered by the interview included:

• Use of music (listening, playing)
• Social participation (keeping contact with families, friends and carers)
• Community relationships (activities in the local community)
• Assessing outdoor space (going out alone or in company)
• Daily activities / household tasks (dressing, household, gardening)
• Exercises / physical activity (types of activities, motivation)
• Creative activities (hobbies, carried out alone or with someone else)
• General questions (day organisation, ideas about assistive technology)

Further, two members of the day centre staff were interviewed and asked about 
ideas on technology supporting people with dementia in their independent living. All 
participants have been voice-recorded. Transcribed recordings have been revisited for 
additional analyses in the context of the current work.

Study 2
Four people at an age of 78 to 95 with early to severe dementia have been interviewed 
at two fulltime care facilities in Germany. Two interviewees still spend some time at 
home, but all are dependent on regular professional care. The methodology has largely 
been adopted from the above study, slightly been modified and extended to address the 
particular circumstances at a care facility, and to gain further insights into the needs and 
problems of people with dementia. Added questions focussed at:

• Personal background (profession, family, day organisation, hobbies, desires)
• TV and other media use (frequency and control of use, affinity, interaction)
• Navigation and orientation (indoors / outdoors, time and space)
• Medical context (medication, contact with doctors and other health staff)

In this study, we have also interviewed two professional carers about their views 
of the people they care for, about organisational issues in the daily procedures as well 
as about problems of communication with other instances such as family members, 
doctors and health insurances. They were further encouraged to talk about how they 
think specific problems could possibly be overcome.

However, people at more advanced stages of dementia and / or requiring more 
intense care have not always been able to answer all questions, or did not finish the 
entire interview. We further had some difficulties to transcribe what has been said due to 
incomplete sentences and / or limited intelligibility.
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Results and discussion
There is a wealth of insights we gained from our studies, revealing a complex picture of
the needs as well as of the social, emotional, technical, and financial issues associated 
with the members of the concerned ecosystem. Given the scope of this paper, we will
focus on the implications on the design of current and future assistive systems for 
people with dementia. This will later allow us to elaborate on the long-term perspective 
of an intelligent assistive environment. We will also present important “non-technical”
findings, hoping to stimulate some reflexions about today’s practices and opinions.

General implications and recommendations
With an emphasis on those results going beyond the state of the art, we argue that one
should …

• … look at how things are perceived by people with dementia, rather than on 
how they are in reality. With respect to such basic needs as for independence 
and self-responsibility, the perception of being able to do something by 
themselves, of being in control of things, of having the choice should actively be 
stimulated. This also applies to the perception of the utility and usefulness of a
specific device or aid. Our approach to achieving this is what we call “benevolent
manipulation” (details see below).

• … keep people with dementia motivated both to initiate and to pursue 
ongoing activities. This can be achieved by clearly showing what can be done 
or should be continued at any specific moment, by adequately segmenting or 
simplifying complex tasks, and by not exceeding remaining attention spans. 
Beside tailored multimodal prompts, active engagement, presence / company of 
relatives or other trusted persons can effectively trigger and maintain motivation.

• … move from abstract control and modes of operation to more natural 
ways of interaction. Designing systems and services for intuitive use so as to 
exploit accessible knowledge is one way to arrive at solutions that may easily be 
understood by people with dementia. More precisely, we propose to focus on a
“graspable” touch-based / tangible interaction with “intelligent” familiar objects 
and devices, to use speech input (primarily intended to encourage people to tell 
what they want), to integrate gently insistent ask-and-confirm paradigms at 
critical decision points, as well as some mechanisms for information repetition.

• … offer (simple) ways of customisation. The huge variability of sensory and 
cognitive impairments found in people with dementia, specifically in those hosted 
in fulltime care facilities, require a high degree of flexibility and adaptability of the
assistance being employed (appearance and behaviour of user interfaces, pace 
of interaction, personal presets). Systems may moreover be shared between
users.

• … integrate diverse means of entertainment and communication. For some 
it may work out to have single-purpose devices which help direct attention 
towards a specific task. But others may have problems remembering the 
diversity of entertainment and communication devices, and how to use each of 
them. Thus, a smooth integration appears to be a promising opportunity.

• … consider the preferred and most efficient modalities for system 
feedback. This includes evoking reminiscence using a variety of stimulating 
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media (music, photographs, videos), as well as choosing the right multimodal 
response cues (reminders, prompts, triggers), e.g., for guidance, information,
and entertainment.

• … facilitate the introduction of new things (devices, places, people).
Although often a challenge to both parties (i.e., those who offer technological 
aids and those who are to use them), if new assistive approaches were
introduced by someone familiar and trusted, acceptance seems much higher.

• … enable company by real human beings. The actual level of required 
presence of that human companion is still a matter of research. However, 
focussing solely on devices and technology will most likely make us fail in our 
endeavour to offer an effective long-term support.

• … let people with dementia have fun (despite their particular constraints).
This means fostering active engagement, joy of use of interactive technology
and contents, and avoiding frustrating and discouraging events whenever 
possible. This latter point also translates into more general social and emotional 
dimensions of care and dealing with people with dementia.

We further found that people with mild dementia would still like to go out for 
shopping or visiting friends, but need help in order to feel comfortable and safe outside. 
Navigation aids as being developed, for instance, in the CONFIDENCE project [14]
would generally be appreciated, but, again, human company is still clearly favoured over 
technological company.

“Benevolent manipulation”
Among the most important findings from both interview studies is the insight into how 
people with dementia feel about their personal situation, changing abilities, relationships, 
their freedom to make their own decisions (even regarding suicide), independence, self-
responsibility, as well as care and treatment. So, the perception of what is going on with 
and around them has, as in most human beings, strong effects on their emotional states. 
Although some of our interviewees retained freedom in particular areas of their everyday 
life, the majority consciously experiences the constraints imposed by their own 
limitations, but also by other people and (technical) barriers in their environments.

We propose to address these issues by means of “benevolent manipulation”. 
One prominent, large-scale example of such a manipulation is De Hogeweyk [15], a 
village in the Netherlands which has been designed to offer an illusion of independence 
and self-responsibility to its inhabitants. There, inhabitants are people at different stages 
of dementia. They live, either alone, in groups and / or supported by caregivers, under 
similar material conditions as they did before coming to De Hogeweyk. They can go out 
shopping, to the restaurant and do whatever they desire. They can pay with knobs, leave 
their flats dressed in pyjamas or bathrobes – nobody would intervene to correct them. 
Because everything is well observed and controlled behind the scenes. Visitors (mainly 
scientists, doctors, and family members) report that the people there seem very calm 
and balanced, although they live in an illusion of normality. This fact is equally motivating 
recognition and debate. But what does really matter in the end?

We believe that, despite ongoing ethical discussions, the most important point is 
to meet people’s needs. And if one way to do this would be to create the effective 
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impression of being (a little bit more) independent, self-responsible, and in control of 
things and situations, then this might be the way to go. Simplified and intelligent modes 
of interaction and operation, which subtly support weak or substitute missing capabilities,
is what we focus at here. It may neither be necessary nor optimal to develop and then 
introduce new devices, itself a challenge to many people suffering from dementia, to 
those who are no longer able to operate their “old” devices. Making these old and 
familiar devices more intelligent may be a promising avenue for future developments. 
For instance, operating a record player requires knowledge about the correct order of 
actions to perform, as well as a certain minimum quality of visual perception and 
visuomotor coordination. However, the intentions of listening to some music, controlling 
volume etc. could also be inferred from the actions performed in a certain context (e.g., 
using markerless tracking with the MS Kinect), from object relations and configurations 
(e.g., RFID-driven proximity checks between a record and the player), or from other 
observable information. Simply put: Let the person take a record and place it somehow 
onto the player, and then make the music play. If the person is still able to manipulate 
the pick-up is some way, the system could wait until a certain trigger event has been 
recognised and then start playing the music. This creates or reinforces the impression of 
being able to achieve one’s goal (in this example, to operate even more complex parts of 
the record player), and this is what we consider a “benevolent manipulation”.

Other “non-technical” findings
Some aspects of support that we extracted from the interviews are only loosely related 
to our view of a long-term assistive environment as detailed in the next sections. The 
following list provides additional insights that may be of interest to researchers and 
practitioners across the fields:

• Assistance by other elderly people. It has been mentioned more than once 
that people with dementia would appreciate help and company offered by other 
elderly people. In a few regions, voluntary initiatives have been founded to 
overcome at least some of the (organisational / administrative / financial) 
constraints imposed by overregulated health (insurance) systems – in particular, 
in Germany.

• Stronger integration of the health ecosystem. Professional carers reported a
lack of interaction with doctors and other health service providers. They further 
seem to share some of the low appreciation that people with dementia seem to 
receive from the concerned ecosystem as well as from the society as a whole.

• Limited support and poor working conditions. Carers in Germany bewail a 
lack of time (average time for direct care is less than ten minutes a day) that is
generally caused by poor financial support (“time is money and money is short”), 
but also by tedious documentation work and reporting requirements that again 
reduce the available time.

• Relevance of direct contact. Professional carers report that direct (physical) 
contact is very important, but time constraints make it hard to satisfy this need.

• Future perspectives. Future generations may adapt assistive technology 
involving (visible) computers much more readily. In fact, a few cases have 
already been reported in which this “inherent affinity” has become reality.
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Intelligent assistive environment
One of the major challenges for assistive systems made to support people with dementia 
in natural environments is the degree of uncertainty inherent in both the people and the 
environment. Suppose we knew what kind of support a person would need in a specific 
situation. How would a support system determine who that person actually is, what her 
or his intentions are, whether the task to be performed requires any support at a given 
moment, and how that support could be given and optimised? How can we afford all this 
without introducing cumbersome (hardware) constraints on those who should instead 
feel more independent, self-responsible and self-confident?

To address these questions is the goal of this section. Conceptual work and 
future developments have been and will continuously be influenced by our interview 
studies, as well as an agile and participatory design approach [16].

Conceptual considerations
Based on our interview data and extending the work presented in [4], we propose a 
multimodal information exchange and delivery architecture (see the extended version in
Fig. 1). It relies on stepwise transitions between different levels of assistive function and 
trigger representations within an adaptive “fallback hierarchy”. This hierarchy can be 
understood as a laddered descriptor of the functionalities and stimuli to offer to a person,
dependent on her or his current state and context. The “intelligence” of the system 
resides in the modules for state and context determination as well as in the assistance 
effect simulation.

State and context determination in an uncertain environment will be performed 
using probabilistic methods (Bayesian as well as hidden and partially observable Markov 
models for categorisation and decision making [10]). Intention detection is part of this 
process and will rely on both environmental sensors (RFID-based person tracking, 
Kinect-based motion histories, video-based mood analysis, see also [17]) and temporal 
action traces. Although results are likely to become more robust, if we captured personal 
sensor data as depicted in Figure 1, our impression is that, in terms of practical use, we 
would lose more than we would win by attaching sensors at various spots around a 
person’s body. So, our motivation is to do without such sensors – at least as long as 
they cannot be employed without imposing additional constraints on the people with 
dementia.

The principal objective of the assistance simulation engine is to probe the 
selected aid (details on the hierarchy of aids are detailed in the section below) – similar 
to what cognitive tutors have been designed for in the context of learning support and 
optimisation [18]. To achieve this, the system will run dedicated cognitive models 
specified in ACT-R [19] which reflect well-understood deficits found in people with 
dementia [20]. For instance, parameters at the subsymbolic level of operation permit to 
address individual differences in information retrieval and processing. Whenever the 
simulation yields limited effectiveness of one particular means of support, the system will
fall back to the next lower level of assistance and run the simulation again. If no 
appropriate reaction can be generated to respond to the given needs of a particular 
person, an agreed carer will be called up. Conservative effectiveness thresholds (during
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selection probing) minimise the risk of confusion and other immediate mental and 
emotional side effects.

Aid hierarchy and selection
The assistance the system provides has to be flexible in order to ensure optimal support 
– at virtually any stage of dementia (i.e., before even minimal perceptual, cognitive and 
motor capacity losses occur). With respect to [4], the main interaction levels are:

1. Operational skills acquired before disease onset or before reaching stages of 
severe impairment [5]; can typically be maintained for a long time, if actively 
used, and can be improved up to subconscious behaviour by intensive training.

2. Image schemata (common action patterns reflecting lifelong experience [21]).
3. Basic perception-action responses (possibly unreflected, intuitive reactions to 

specific multisensory stimuli [22, 23]), up to “hardwired” reactive behaviour.

As an example, if the system had to guide a person to a secure place, it will 
select its aids from a variety of multimodal instructional, directional information, or lower-
level multisensory stimuli based on what is most appropriate to this particular person at a 
given moment. This requires a model of the patient to be known to the system. Such a 
model can be determined by both medical experts, and, on runtime, a collection of 
tracking and sensor devices. We will further use a network of multimodal, mobile, and 
tailorable input and output components to be deployed in an intelligent environment.

Aid selection always begins at a point within the hierarchy which proved most 
successful in supporting the person in the same or a similar context.

Figure 1: Overall closed-loop (observation-response) system architecture. Details are provided in the text.
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Conclusions and future work
Dementia is an important field of study in Human-Computer Interaction and (Inclusive) 
Design. Our interview studies showed that technological solutions alone would not be 
successful, if they did not take individual and social contexts into account. A number of 
recommendations were developed.

One of the main conclusions is that we should focus more on the world as it is 
perceived by people with dementia instead of how it really is. Inspired by the De 
Hogeweyk village [15], which creates a powerful illusion of independence and self-
responsibility, and as a key consequence of our analyses, the concept of “benevolent 
manipulation” has been proposed. Although assistive, it helps to subtly remove at least 
some of the felt limitations.

We further found that the principal aim should be to develop assistive technology 
that can be adapted / tailored, intuitively used, does not feel intrusive, and at best
disappears as any device, tool or aid that need to be operated or learned (in the spirit of 
ubiquitous computing [24]). To ensure consistent functioning across all supportive 
entities and to guarantee optimal support, we argue that we need a larger framing in the 
sense of an intelligent assistive environment for long-term support [4].

Future work will include continue elaborating our view of the concerned 
ecosystem in all its facets. We moreover will design and test concrete solutions to the 
problems that matter most, and transfer all these developments to our larger 
architectural framing.
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Abstract 
This research explored the impacts of fashion on young women and investigated how 
current practices in high-street fashion brands (e.g. offering limited sizes and using 
models sized no larger than 6) marginalised and put pressure of plus-sized women 
unnecessarily. A number of qualitative research methods, namely semi-structured 
interviews, customer journeys and focus groups, were employed to engage with all key 
stakeholders including mainstream and plus-sized consumers, experts from the fashion 
industry and a fashion designer. The results revealed that many plus-sized consumer 
feel discriminated when go shopping in high-street fashion shops, since nearly all 
touchpoints were not designed with them in mind. What plus-sized women really want is 
to be treated in the same way as mainstream consumers. The research pointed out that 
a store should apply inclusive design principles by embracing diversity in all key 
touchpoints, e.g. lifestyle photographs, mannequins, displays, models and shop 
assistants. Good use of inclusive design practices could enhance brand image and help 
companies serve the plus-sized market, which is currently unsaturated, successfully.  
 
Keywords 
Body Diversity, Corporate Social Responsibility, Fashion Retail Experience 
  

1. Introduction 
The paper discusses one of the global challenges, an increase of Anorexia Nervosa 
among young women aged 15 – 25. It also explores how inclusive design could provide 
a solution for this trend within the British high-street fashion industry, which could be 
applied to other regions. The influence of the fashion industry and the media on young 
women is undeniable. The National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated 
Disorders: ANAD (2011) pointed out that 69% of girls in 5th – 12th grade reported that 
magazine pictures influenced their idea of a perfect body shape. The study 
commissioned by Dove also revealed alarming findings. For example, “almost half of all 
women (47%) rate their body weight as too high” (Etcoff et al, 2004). Evidently, current 
practices in the fashion industry promote idealistic beauty that most women cannot 
achieve. For instance, Connolly (2009) reported that most models weigh around 23% 
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less than normal women. These practices not only put pressure on young women 
unnecessarily, but also marginalise plus-sized women (sized 14 – 32).   
 
While the idea of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the fashion industry is not new, 
most leading ethical fashion companies (e.g. People Tree and Patagonia Clothing) seem 
to focus on sustainable design and Fairtrade practices only. Despite the dress size of the 
average British woman growing from 12 to 14 (Mullins, 2000), most fashion companies, 
especially high-street fashion brands, are still concentrating on consumers sized 6 – 12. 
Moreover, many fashion designers are unwilling to design for plus-sized women or 
consider using plus-sized models. For example, Karl Lagerfield, a famous German 
designer, once said that the world of fashion is about “dreams and illusions” and “nobody 
wants to see a round woman.” Design databases also effectively design out variations 
from ‘normal’ shapes/sizes (Porter et al, 2004). This means most fashion companies 
miss an opportunity to exploit the unsaturated plus-sized market.  
 
Based on user observations and exploratory interviews, which were carried out as part 
of the background research, one of the worst experiences which most plus-sized women 
encounter is shopping on high streets. The majority of plus-sized women reported that 
they feel discriminated when go shopping in high-street fashion shops, since nearly all 
touchpoints (ranging from window displays to shop assistants) were not designed with 
them in mind. However, they do not want to shop at fashion stores designed for plus-
sized women only, since they do not want to be segregated. Evidently, a store designed 
to suit both mainstream fashion buyers and plus-sized consumers is the key. Hence, this 
project aimed to propose inclusive design practices to help British high-street fashion 
companies become more socially responsible by promoting body diversity. We believe 
that the first step toward celebrating body diversity can be achieved by providing larger 
ranges and improving customer experience in high-street fashion shops. These 
practices could reduce pressure on young women and enhance social interactions 
between mainstream fashion buyers and plus-sized consumers.  
 

2. Research Methods 
A series of qualitative research methods were used to achieve the aim set out.  
 
2.1. Case Studies 
This method was chosen to explore current practices in the British high-street fashion 
industry. A number of companies that work toward becoming socially responsible brands 
and/or campaign for body diversity and/or social cohesion are examined as follows: 
 Marks & Spencer – This brand was chosen because of its recent advertising 

campaigns and clothing ranges designed for consumers from all ages. 
 H&M – This high-street fashion brand was selected due to its recent clothing range 

(Big is Beautiful: BiB) designed for female consumers sized 16 – 30. 
 Nolita – This clothing brand was chosen because of its controversial campaign “No 

Anorexia” in 2007 featuring a naked anorexic model, Isabelle Caro. 
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 Dove – This personal care brand was selected due to its successful global “Real 
Beauty” campaign, which celebrates body diversity. 

 People Tree – This brand was chosen due to its ethical and sustainable practices. 
 United Colors of Benetton – This brand was studied because of multiracial images 

used in its advertising campaigns which indirectly promote social cohesion. 
 
Secondary data, e.g. CSR reports, were carefully analysed in order to find out current 
practices in the areas of inclusive design in the fashion and beauty industries. 
 
2.2. Expert Interviews 
This method was employed to obtained opinions of key stakeholders in this field. The 
semi-structure interview was chosen, since it helped make sure that all crucial issues 
were covered while allowing interviewees to suggest ideas and express their opinions 
freely. Interviewees were carefully selected from academia and industry based on their 
areas of expertise that were relevant to the project – see the list below.  
1. A former product manager at Aquascutum. She also worked as a coordinator for the 

Asian Export at French Connection UK. This interviewee was selected due to her 
insights and experiences in the fashion industry. The questions focused on CSR 
strategies in the fashion industry, especially those related to body diversity and 
relationships between inclusive design and fashion retail. 

2. A fashion designer. This interviewee was chosen because of her understanding of 
fashion designers’ mindsets and practical experiences. The interview questions 
concentrated on how she addressed requirements of non-mainstream consumers in 
her designs and her opinions toward inclusive design in the fashion industry. 

3. A brand planner at a leading branding consultancy who is specialised in CSR brand 
strategies. The interview questions explored on how she embraced CSR issues, 
especially inclusive design, in brand strategies and brand experiences. 

4. A CEO of Global Link International Marketing Research. He was also a former brand 
manager at P&G, UK. This interviewee was selected due to his branding and 
marketing experiences. The interview questions explored relationships between CSR 
and brands, as well as consumers’ behaviours and social/ethical requirements. 

 
2.3. Consumer Research 
A series of semi-structure interview were carried out with customers in order to find out 
their opinions regarding inclusive design, emotional requirements and expectations of 
fashion goods, fashion retail experiences and fashion brands. Since the project aims to 
promote body diversity among young women, the targets for the interviews were female 
aged 20 – 25. Four interviewees ranged from a size-zero fashion follower to a plus-sized 
fashion consumer. To listen to both positive and negative thoughts, two types of plus-
sized consumers were selected – one was happy with her weight and another was not. 
Issues identified from the semi-structured interviews were explored further through: 
 Two customer observations at three high-street fashion shops – one customer 

journey was conducted with a main-stream fashion consumer and another one was 
carried out with a plus-sized woman. Observations were conducted at H&M, 
Abercrombie and Fitch and ULLA POPKEN stores. The first store was selected, 
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since it targeted mass consumers and recently introduced a new clothing range, Big 
is Beautiful (BiB), for plus-sized women (sized 16 – 30). The second store was 
chosen due to its controversial retail experience designed excluded everyone except 
target audiences – e.g. offering very tight clothing ranges (size 8 – 14) and hiring 
models to ‘hang around the shops’ in order to convey messages that this brand is for 
‘beautiful’ people only. The last shop is a mid-range brand targeting plus-sized 
women. The observations aimed to investigate consumers’ in-store journeys and 
their emotional experiences. No time limit was set so that participants could spend as 
long or as short as they want in these fashion stores. The observation notes were 
taken while following the participants in store followed by reflective discussions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: (From Left to Right) H&M’s Plus-sized Clothing Range and Plus-sized Mannequins; 
Abercrombie and Fitch’s Store Models and ULLA POPKEN’s store display 

 
 Two focus groups (five participants per group) – one was conducted with main-

stream fashion buyers (sized 6 – 10) and another was carried out with plus-sized 
consumers (sized 16 – 20). The rationale behind the separation was that participants 
could be honest about their opinions without any worries that they might hurt others’ 
feelings. The focus groups were designed to explore participants’ relationships with 
fashion, fashion retail experiences, and opinions about impacts of fashion on eating 
disorder, especially Anorexia Nervosa. Each focus group took around one hour.  

 

3. Principal Findings 
3.1. Key Findings from Case Studies 
The case studies confirmed that inclusive design principles are rarely adopted in the 
high-street fashion brands. Current inclusive design practices are rather limited to 
clothing sizes and choices of fashion models. For example, M&S offers clothes sized 8 – 
28 and has recently worked with models from different age groups. However, other 
touch points which make up the whole retail experience, e.g. lifestyle fashion 
photographs and shop assistants, were not taken into consideration.  
 
Results from case studies showed that high-street fashion brands that promote body 
diversity and provide plus-sized clothing ranges (e.g. H&M) did not lose an appeal to 
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main-stream consumers. Main-stream fashion collections and plus-sized ranges can be 
displayed side-by-side as long as store layouts are well-designed and do not confuse 
customers. Positive messages, such as Fairtrades and ethical practices, are well 
received by all groups. Controversial campaigns, such as “No Anorexia”, have strong 
presence, but lead to little impacts in terms of changing people’s perceptions and 
behaviours. Nevertheless, positive messages without any following up actions, e.g. 
Benetton’s advertising campaigns, also fail to create any significant impacts. Successful 
inclusive design practices should be holistic – see examples from H&M below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: H&M’s Plus-sized Models, Plus-sized Mannequin and Plus-sized Collections 
 
3.2. Key Findings from Expert Interviews 
The results of expert interviews also suggested that inclusive design principles are 
hardly adopted in British high-street fashion brands. Most experts agreed that the plus-
sized market is currently overlooked by the high-street fashion industry. They noted that 
the fashion industry promotes unrealistic image that most female consumers cannot 
achieved. This practice did contribute to an increase of Anorexia Nervosa among young 
women. However, the fashion industry is not solely responsible for this problem.  
 
It was observed that leading fashion designers prefer to work with models sized no 
larger than 6, since they are perceived as a blank canvas – easy to work with. Although 
plus-sized models have gradually gained acceptance among mainstream fashion 
brands, they are unlikely to model any haute couture collections in the near future. As 
high-street fashion brands get inspirations from leading fashion designers, it is difficult to 
change their design cultures and embrace body diversity.  
 
Although, nowadays, many British high-street fashion brands offer plus-sized collections, 
most experts commented that these clothing ranges look ‘tired’ and would not appeal to 
young women. One expert pointed out that poor designs make plus-sized women feel 
“even more self-conscious and an outsider.” Most styles are not designed with plus-
sized figures in mind.  Even though each garment design can be graded into different 
sizes, this practice can only work for up to size 16. Anything bigger than that, the 
patterns need to be redesigned. In fact, a garment designed for a sized 6 woman is not 
likely to suit the shape of a plus-sized lady (and vice versa). Without proper planning, 
offering a wide range of clothing sizes could mean double the costs and time. Since 
plus-sized clothes require more materials than those in sizes 6 – 12, a pricing strategy 
needs to be thought through. Plus-sized women should not pay significantly more for the 
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same type of clothes. Clever use of sub-brands (see ASOS Curve for an example) could 
help achieve the right balance between serving main customers and plus-sized women.  
 
The interview with the fashion designer suggested that young fashion designers take 
CSR seriously and feel responsible for impacts that their designs have on the society. 
The interviewee emphasised that the majority of her designs could fit various body 
shapes and sizes. Moreover, she always made sure that her catwalk shows include 
plus-sized models. This socially responsible attitude could help accelerate the adoption 
of inclusive design principles among the young generation of fashion designers.  
 
3.3. Key Findings from User Research 
According to user interviews, most mainstream consumers had better experiences than 
plus-sized women. One plus-sized participant stated that: “I love shopping, but I avoid 
shopping in mainstream shops because I often feel disappointed afterward.” This is 
because plus-sized consumers often cannot find clothes that fit them or designs that 
capture latest fashion trends. Most plus-sized ranges often use classic styles, which do 
not reflect latest fashion trends. One participant observed that only thin women can find 
fashionable clothes – “maybe they (fashion designers) do not love women”, she said. 
 
While many high-street fashion companies do not seem keen to associate themselves 
with the plus-sized market (e.g. placing plus-sized collections in the furthest corner 
and/or do not display clothes on plus-sized mannequins), all participants in the study 
stressed that they would like to see different-sized consumers in a shop. For example, a 
size-6 participant emphasised that: “I support the idea of ‘design for all’. All women 
should find stylish clothes in the same shop.” Most participants want to see shop 
assistants in all shapes and sizes, as this would make them feel more comfortable – it is 
easier to ask for style advice from someone who has a similar shape and size.  
 
The customer journeys carried out with one mainstream fashion buyer and one plus-
size woman revealed interesting results. Both participants were excited about going to 
H&M and Abercrombie and Fitch. While the mainstream fashion buyer showed no 
interest in a plus-sized shop like ULLA POPKEN, the plus-sized participant liked it from 
the start. It is important to emphasise that the plus-sized participant liked ULLA POPKEN 
from a practical point of view – “I am sure that I will find what I am looking for.” However, 
visiting this shop did not excite her. Evidently, emotional design is needed. 
 
The mainstream fashion consumer found many items that she liked in Abercrombie and 
Fitch and enjoyed trying them on. Although she only found a few garments that she like 
in H&M, after trying them on, she felt satisfied. Her overall experience of H&M and 
Abercrombie and Fitch were positive and satisfied (see Figure 3). She found the whole 
of experience of visiting a plus-sized shop boring and negative. The plus-sized 
participant found many items that she liked in both H&M and Abercrombie and Fitch. 
However, she could not find anything that fit her in Abercrombie and Fitch, and only 
found a few pieces that she could try on in H&M. She left both shops feeling dissatisfied 
and uncomfortable. Although going to ULLA POPKEN was not inspiring, at least she left 
the shop feeling happy that she found what she was looking for (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 3: Emotional map created based on the experience of a mainstream fashion buyer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Emotional map created based on the experience of a plus-sized fashion buyer 
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While carrying out the customer journeys, it was observed that shops like H&M draw a 
wider range of consumers – people from different ages, shapes and sizes. Abercrombie 
and Fitch and ULLA POPKEN attract only one type of customer – young, skinny, fashion 
conscious women for the former and plus-sized consumers for the latter. Although 
brands like H&M seem to put a lot of effort in integrating plus-sized ranges in the shop, 
more work needed to be done to make plus-sized collections and displays as inspiring 
as those designed for mainstream consumers. Interestingly, many lifestyle fashion 
photographs in plus-sized shops like ULLA POPKEN often show beautiful faces and 
upper bodies of the models rather than presenting the whole body – see Figure 5. It 
would be more interesting to see how the clothes look the models.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Lifestyle photographs used in ULLA POPKEN 
 
The focus group results demonstrated that both groups, mainstream fashion 
consumers and plus-sized women, love fashion and considered it an important part of 
their lives. Both groups were interested in latest fashion trends and keen to personalise 
them to suit their shapes and personalities. While most mainstream fashion consumers 
reported positive experiences when shopping in high-street fashion shops, most plus-
sized women tended to avoid shopping in mainstream shops because they often felt 
disappointed afterward. Plus-sized participants stated that they enjoyed shopping for 
fashion accessories more than garments, since “accessories have no size.” Both groups 
observed plus-sized clothes and shops are uninspiring and out dated. Most garments 
use classic cuts and failed to capture the latest trends in fashion.  
 
All participants said that they would like to fashion retails to accommodate all sizes – “it 
was not nice if you go shopping with your friend and she cannot find any clothes that fit 
her in the shop.” Both groups observed that CSR practices in fashion are in an in the 
early stage. They noticed a lot of PR campaigns, but hardly saw any differences in 
products or stores. All participants stated that they would like to support fashion brands 
that take CSR issues and inclusive design seriously. Both groups loved the idea of body 
diversity – different sizes of mannequins, shop assistants and models in the fashion 
lifestyle photographs. It was observed that while some brands, e.g. M&S, began to use 
group photographs of models from different ages, it was still rare to see different size 
models on the same photograph – mainstream and plus-sized collections were often 
presented separately – see Figure 6. Showing different size models on the same 
photograph is considered very desirable, since consumers can see how the same 
fashion trend/style could be personalised to suit different shapes and sizes.  
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Figure 6: (From Left to Right) M&S’s group photograph of models from different age groups, 
H&M’s lifestyle fashion photographs for a mainstream collection and plus-sized collection 
 

4. Design Directions 
Evidently, a holistic approach is required in order to create an inclusive retail experience. 
Every touchpoint should follow the inclusive design principles. Based on the results, a 
number of mood boards were created to demonstrate how inclusive fashion retail 
experience could look like without significant investments – see Figure 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: An example of mood boards created to demonstrate how inclusive design principles 
could be applied to provide better experiences for plus-sized women in high-street fashion stores 
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Since different-sized consumers suit different cutting styles, it is more practical to 
establish a sub-brand for plus-sized women where clothes are designed with their 
shapes in mind. Both mainstream and plus-sized consumers agree that having clear 
zoning in the shop is very useful so that they know where to find their clothes. What 
plus-sized consumers really want is to be treated equally – e.g. the plus-sized section to 
look as inspiring as those designed for mainstream consumers.  
 

5. Conclusion 
All key points emerged from the research can be listed as following. 
 Currently, the plus-sized market is overlooked by the high-street fashion industry in 

the UK. However, creating a shop or a brand specifically for plus-sized women is not 
a solution. Both mainstream and plus-sized consumers would like fashion retails to 
accommodate both groups. Rather than create a new distinctive brand, sub-brands 
would be more appropriate, since both groups could still go to the same shop. 

 Plus-sized consumers do not want to be treated differently from mainstream ones. 
They would like all touchpoints (e.g. displays, layouts, products and websites) to be 
similar to those designed for mainstream fashion consumers.  

 Practical issues, such as styles and cutting, have to be taken into consideration. 
Plus-sized collections will not be the same as mainstream ones. Emotional design 
plays a major role in making sure that both ranges give similar impressions. 

 Both groups of consumers agreed that body diversity and inclusive design are the 
way forward and they would like to see more of these practices. Having plus-sized 
collections in the same store or displaying plus-sized clothes in the main entrance 
neither make stores less appealing to young women nor lead to a negative image.  

 By adopting inclusive design principles, progressive brands in the UK and other 
countries could not only exploit the growing plus-sized market, but also fulfil their 
CSR requirements and take the leading position in promoting social interactions.  
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Abstract 
Recently design competence has been applied for tackling complex societal challenges. 
In the context of healthcare service, design competence is especially appreciated in 
integrating multi-disciplinary professions, providing a solution-oriented platform, and 
placing everyday people’s experiences at the centre of the collaboration. As the co-
design tools and mindsets have entered this emerging field of designing for public 
services, challenges are also reported due to unfamiliarity and cultural differences. In 
this paper, we present challenges and opportunities of co-designing services with public 
sector, focusing on two cases of a healthcare service in Finland. Our co-design 
approach in example cases is based on an empathic design tradition, which allows a 
human-scale and inclusive perspective towards various stakeholders in a service 
network.  
 
Keywords 
Co-design; services; public sector; healthcare; public service  
  

Introduction  
Design has been recognized as a potential discipline for dealing with current society’s 
complex problems, such as aging population or increased chronic illnesses. We see 
more and more cases in which groups of designers explore better future scenarios by 
applying design thinking and public organizations are motivated to apply design 
approaches for developing services. As Cottam and Leadbeater [5] emphasize, design 
competence in the context of complex societal challenges is valued for providing a 
solution-oriented platform for multidisciplinary professions’ collaboration and for creating 
an integrated perspective on social, economic, and ecological sustainability. Especially 
the emerging approaches of co-design and co-creation [14] start to suggest new ways 
for designing for public services.  

In the meantime, however, challenges are reported when it comes to co-designing 
with public sector. Some of the fundamental barriers for applying co-design in the public 
sector include the fear of novelty and avoidance of risk-taking [2, 7]. The hesitation 
results from the lack of experience and skills in managing creative collaboration. The 
organizational culture in public sector hinders people from experimenting and seeking 
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innovative solutions. Healthcare and social services are subject to a conventional 
organizational culture that is unfamiliar to experimental and trial-and-error-type 
approaches. This is problematic since they are core components of contemporary 
innovation and design activities. Because of this, it is of great importance that designers 
pay more attention to the conventions of public sector [9]. 

In this paper, we present how co-design practices, tools and mindsets can be applied 
when designing for public healthcare and social services through two cases from 
Finland: Rethinking senior services with a municipality and Designing healthcare 
services in a regional hospital. Discussions in this paper focus on opportunities and 
challenges of co-designing services focusing in particular in two public sector 
representatives and lay out important issues to consider for future projects.  
 

Co-designing with Public Sector  
Co-design in this paper refers to a process of collaborative knowledge sharing and 
knowledge creation, driven by a belief that everybody is creative and can contribute to 
design when provided with proper tools and settings [14]. In this paper we focus on two 
main capabilities of co-design for a public service context: First, the co-design approach 
can facilitate creative collaboration among different partners within public sector, such as 
units and departments that influence the decision-making processes but had not 
necessarily encountered each other in their conventional practices; second, it can bring 
in citizens’ everyday experiences and ideas into the decision-making processes.  

The co-design approach should encourage all participants, from designers to 
participating stakeholders who are co-designers, to be open and empathetic towards 
other people’s points of view and experiences. The co-design processes in this paper 
build on the empathic design tradition [10], which applies holistic and human-centred 
approaches for understanding end users and service providers in complex service 
networks. Empathic design initially started with designers’ need to better understand 
users’ experiences and to envision design opportunities through that understanding. 
More recently, principles of empathic design have been used in new contexts such as 
supporting collaboration in networks. Then the aim is to help various stakeholders to 
build empathic understanding of each other and ask “what if” questions [13]. The co-
design and empathic design approaches, however, are not familiar to the decision-
making culture of the public sector. This unfamiliarity causes confusion and uncertainty 
about the relevance and feasibility of design insights in the development and 
communication context of public services.  

Bailey [1] has addressed the complexity of applying design approaches in a public 
organization. He calls an organisation's capacity to absorb design thinking and methods 
into their practices as design readiness: “Design readiness can be a measure of 
awareness and the potential to embed design, but design readiness also needs to 
become design practice and develop cumulatively within the organisation if it is to 
change the working behaviour in a sustainable manner.” Similarly, Bason [2] also 
emphasized that moving towards public sector innovation implies specific challenges 
and tasks for public leaders at all levels: from politicians, chief executives, mid-level 
managers to the heads of institutions. Bailey [1] also noticed that differences in 
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vocabulary are one of the barriers when trying to embed design thinking and processes 
into the public organization. He emphasizes that it is insufficient to introduce design tools 
and methods without equipping people with a common vocabulary that builds confidence 
when understanding and communicating the use, the process and the outcomes of 
these new tools.  

We are sympathetic to the arguments of these authors. They imply that designers 
should remember that developing and applying design-based, human-centred approach 
in the public sector is a radical innovation as such, and requires a change in culture and 
behaviour, time, resources, and support from the management. Our cases described in 
the following sections illustrate this complexity of co-designing with public sector, and 
focus on healthcare and social service contexts. The first case introduces a setting in 
which design students applied empathic design and co-design to propose alternative 
solutions for senior services to a municipality. The second case is an example in which 
service design methods are introduced to a public unit for developing the organisation 
and services through collaborative learning as well as co-creating solutions and new 
designs.  
 

Case 1: Rethinking Senior Services with a 
Municipality  
‘Rethinking senior services’ was a one-year project (2012) between Aalto University 
School of Arts, Design and Architecture and the municipality of Kauniainen. This project 
was part of World Design Capital 2012 Helsinki, which aimed to promote design as part 
of people’s everyday life. The goal of the project was to design for services that address 
senior citizens’ wellbeing in the local region through the application of service co-design 
and concept design. In this paper, we focus on the diverse meanings of service co-
design, for example as a way of framing problem areas, as a decision-making tool, and 
as a trigger for provoking discussion.  

The project included three sub-projects that had a shared aim of developing ideas for 
senior services to be provided by the Villa Breda service centre in Kauniainen. The 
students were encouraged to explore what wellbeing means, and look beyond the 
traditional healthcare services into cultural services and social interaction, to give a few 
examples. Accordingly, the new services were not limited to elderly people only but 
could cater a wide rage of customers. While working on the project, the students were 
trained for empathic design and co-design approaches and skills. Empathy was 
considered as a helpful vehicle for project stakeholders to understand individuals’ 
wellbeing as personal experiences rather than a stereotypical or an average model.  
 
Framing by co-designing   
To identify relevant problem areas for design is especially challenging when working in a 
complex product-service system like the one of public services [17]. The students started 
to explore the topic from the given project outline and framed alternative interests based 
on their observations and empathic insights. The alternative interests were presented as 
design concepts [8]. In addition to the possible solutions, the design concepts also 
reflected on the different framings of the problem areas. In this way they directed 
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towards rethinking directions for the future development of the public services in 
Kauniainen.  

To frame problem areas relevant to local residents, the students first did field 
observations and interviews by visiting various places, including different senior centres. 
Next they organised several co-design workshops with seniors, younger citizens, 
healthcare experts and local politicians. In these workshops, the students first introduced 
their interpretations and initial ideas based on the preliminary observations. Second, the 
participants were divided into small groups to give feedback and develop possible 
solutions together (Figure 1). Several co-design techniques were applied especially to 
bring senior people’s everyday experiences and perspectives in the collaboration setting: 
For example, generative tools [15] were applied to let seniors express their felt-
experiences through image collages and design games [4, 16] for triggering and sharing 
stories and opinions of the participants.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The co-design workshops gave first-hand experiences of applying design thinking and 

methods for the participants from the municipality. They were very keen on participating 
in the co-design events to contribute their voices but also quite critical when the topics 
introduced were not considered relevant in their daily lives. Recognizing the responses 
from the participants led the students to reframe their focus on citizens as resources for 
the local society instead of mining problems to be solved on their behalf. An example of 
one of the proposed services, called Heimo, is a platform for senior citizens to initiate 
various activities and to open them for a wider audience.  

As this case illustrates, an open-ended starting point of the future service 
development requires continuous and iterative reframing of problem areas, which differs 
from traditional problem specification. In this project, the co-design approach initiated 
this type of collaborative reframing of design opportunities.  

 
Provoking discussion by concept design  
Some design activities and outcomes from the project do not only serve as suggestions 
of possible services but also can be seen as “provotypes” [3], aiming at evoking debates 
and challenging people’s preconceptions. In this project, some radical design ideas from 
the co-design workshops served to provoke discussions among the citizens and the 

Figure 1: Co-design workshop with citizens, healthcare experts, local politicians and 
design students 
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municipality people. For example, one design idea, called AVAdate, is a digital dating 
service, where seniors can meet people as avatars in a virtual game space and create  
new relationships. It was discussed in the co-design session that there is often 
resistance from family members if senior persons fall in love and start a new 
relationship, while one of the reasons for the high number of suicide is solitude. The 
design concept was visualized through several service evidences such as web pages, 
user scenarios, and marketing brochures when presented to local people and healthcare 
experts. It was, however, difficult to gain constructive feedback because the concept was 
so radical to people from the healthcare and social sector and clearly against a 
stereotypical image of seniors. First of all, it straightforwardly faces an implicit social 
taboo of seniors having a new love relationship in old age. Secondly, it is an online 
service with avatars, which can be considered ill-fitting for the elderly.  

Although this kind of a radical concept is considered far from a feasible idea for 
implementation, we believe that it plays a crucial role in uncovering and breaking 
prejudices and in opening up new perspectives to senior services, thus possibly creating 
a bigger impact in the long run. It then requires a considerable effort to facilitate 
constructive conversations, because people from public sector can have difficulties in 
accepting ambiguous, experimental, and radical concepts.  
 
Visualizing alternatives for decision-making   
The design concepts created in the project diverged from practical and easy-to-
implement ones, such as improving existing transportation services or building a new 
community kitchen for elderly, towards future-oriented concepts, such as a digital service 
for memory storing or an elderly village with activities and shops exclusively built for 
elderly. Communicating ideas that reflect alternative future scenarios can assist in the 
municipal decision-making process through provoking discussions on whether such 
directions are desirable or not. At the same time they might open new pathways towards 
alternative but desired futures. This role of and the reasons for concept design 
explorations have been already acknowledged in industrial context when developing 
new products [8]. However, in the public sector this type of innovation culture is still new 
[2].  

In the municipality of Kauniainen, many decisions needed to be considered in relation 
to the ongoing development of the town, and especially for the rebuilding of the senior 
centre called Villa Bread taking place within the next couple of years. Through the 
concept design process, the students offered insights into possible themes to take 
further. They concretised the service design concepts to serve as tools for health experts 
and municipal politicians for envisioning and negotiating on ‘what a future service centre 
for the elderly should be like?’  

Many of the design concepts focused on social interaction as a key value for seniors’ 
wellbeing. For most seniors, opportunities for building meaningful social interactions with 
others are rather limited because of their physical and mental capabilities. The students 
proposed various approaches for addressing this challenge. Some of them included 
supporting senior people to spend more time with younger generations or meeting 
people while taking care of daily tasks. Comparing these to the conventional services 
from Villa Breda, which are for example health check-up, care giving and various 
medical treatments, the alternative solutions that were suggested by the project question 
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whether the conventional services are enough. In other words, design concepts are tools 
for rethinking and decision-making for the city management through concretising 
different service ideas, points-of-view and critical topics.  
 

Case 2: Designing healthcare services in a 
regional hospital 
The second case, ‘Designing healthcare services’ was a collaboration between the Aalto 
University School of Arts, Design and Architecture and Tampere University Hospital 
(2011-2012) (discussed in more detail in [11, 12]). In the project, the aim was to utilize 
design methods to support the vision of placing patients in the centre of hospital 
activities. This vision followed the patient-centred care approach. During the project 
various design methods were introduced in the hospital environment and a few key 
persons were trained to use of service design methods. Through this case we discuss 
the challenges of embedding service design within the larger frame of healthcare service 
development and the importance of change agents that possess management support in 
large organizations.  

The case consists of two pilot projects that were carried out in consecutive years. The 
first pilot introduced service design as a way of approaching the development of 
specialized sarcoma-type cancer treatment in the hospital. During the project, a staff 
member undertook service design training and worked as a pair with a design 
researcher. The case resulted in several strategic and tactic improvements to the 
treatment process as well as three larger concepts that were further developed and 
implemented in later projects. In addition, the first case built the capability base for 
continuing design work independently in the hospital. The second pilot case, ‘cardboard 
hospital’, was a prototyping exercise in which ideas for future hospital environments 
were created and tested in a specifically built prototyping environment. The focus of this 
case was to challenge established ideas of hospital design through rapid prototyping of 
ideas and a strong presence of patients in the planning activity. The case resulted in 
several ideas for patient-centred spaces and their uses that the new hospital could 
support.  
 
Pilot cases prove the value of design  
Hospitals as working environments can hardly be described as agile or opening up to 
new ideas beyond medical competence. They operate in a vertical decision-making 
structure in which decisions that are made high up in the command chain are trickling 
down to the operational level. Resources are tight so decisions on resource spending 
are subject to close scrutiny. Suggested changes are expected to be scientifically or 
otherwise proven to work before they are given permission. While this might seem to 
ensure a rigid and fail-safe operation, in practice this approach often stifles innovation 
and creates a heavy bureaucracy which demotivates employees.  

In this light, a design-based approach can seem a risky but refreshing way of creating 
something new. Even though the aim in this case was to introduce new ways for 
developing care, the starting point had to be something that was limited in scope and 
where results could be evaluated quickly. Early success stories can be communicated 
within the organization where they build more momentum for expanding the scope. 
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When finalized, the pilot cases are used as a model onto which further cases can be 
based and which can be adjusted and further developed later on. In this case, the work 
done in the sarcoma case was received well in the organization and the results, one of 
them being a specifically designed process game board (Figure 2), were quickly 
disseminated within the organization.  

 

 
Figure 2: (left) patient game board; (right) cardboard hospital  

 
During the process, many stereotypes about patients were changed when the staff 

and patients were placed on the same side of the table instead of opposing each other. 
In our follow-up interviews a few nurses mentioned that they were surprised to find that 
the patients often wanted the same things as the staff did. Being in direct contact with 
patients who are describing their views, which often relate to basic human needs, builds 
empathy within the staff and helps them adopt a more encompassing approach to their 
work. Following these early successes, similar design processes have already been 
started within other treatment lines while several ones are queuing for their chance. 
 
Physicality and playfulness for creative collaboration  
Even though the act of health care is a highly physical and emotional activity, often the 
planning of healthcare processes is disembodied and highly rational. Due to non-
participation of patients, the focus of development discussions is often on issues such as 
process efficiency, patient safety or internal collaboration. Co-design can offer an 
opportunity to develop patient-centred care in a way that starts from the experience of 
patients and works form there down to the processes, methods and practices that make 
this experience possible. 

Through embodied practices of design such as utilizing physical props, drawing or 
enacting avoids abstractions and keeps the discussion at a concrete level from which 
the decisions on what to change are easier to derive. At the same time, the focus on the 
patient experience makes it possible to discuss ‘serious’ and ‘playful’ solutions without 
overriding either one. For example, the patient game board describes the patient 
process of going through cancer diagnostics and treatment, while managing to show it 
using a playful and aesthetic game metaphor. 

The ‘cardboard hospital’ was designed in collaboration with a set designer to provide 
an environment in which participants could engage in discussions that cross over from 
playful issues such as how to have fun in a hospital environment to questions on how to 
arrange the delivery of care as efficiently as possible (Figure 2). During the workshops 
we observed very few polarizing arguments, which we attributed partly to the ability to try 
ideas out in action. An example of such situation happened in one of the workshops that 
dealt with a new concept for operating theatres in which one large hall would combine 
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several operating tables, earlier situated in separate rooms. One of the key concerns 
was the question of noise created in staff interactions around the operating tables. The 
debate was resolved when the participants in one group noticed during prototyping 
activities that they were not paying attention on the other groups’ discussions at all. 
Similarly, hospital staff or other professionals often interpret the needs of patients as 
something ‘extra’ that needs to be added on top of the designs. Instead, prototyping 
proved that many of the ideas coming from patients could be incorporated into the 
designs of the hospitals when they are discussed and prototyped early enough together 
with other stakeholders. 
 
Building capability in the organization for sustaining activities 
The key hospital members in the design process are currently working semi-
independently with new development cases, while the role of the designers has moved 
from a driver to that of a supporter. This is done to assist the organization to scale up 
their activities from individual cases towards processes of engaging in continuous 
innovation. Patient workshops, contextual research and co-creation workshops have 
been successfully led by hospital members who have previously participated in the 
design activities. Thus it is important for professional designers to realize when working 
with the public sector that, in addition to the design results, they are also building 
capabilities in the organization for the future. Good documentation of the work, close 
working partnerships with the staff and talks or training held within the organization all 
build towards the capability of a design-led organization. Nevertheless, the organizations 
still need support in traditional design skills such as visualizing or modelling and the 
insight into their organization through involving outside partners. 
 

Discussion  
Empathic approaches in design aim at searching and considering the topic of scrutiny 
from different viewpoints, and at the same time emphasizing experiential and human-
scale perspectives. In both cases, the participants appreciated that everyone had an 
equal voice and different standpoints are valued and taken into consideration. Reflecting 
on the cases, five opportunities can be discussed for applying co-design in the public 
service development:  

First, explorative thinking and making in design can trigger decision-makers in public 
sector to rethink their current viewpoints and practices. Design concepts and scenarios 
can serve as decision-making vehicles that propose alternative focus areas and new 
service opportunities. The solutions can be provocative and cause confusion, but in such 
confusion, they might be able to resonate and reveal meaningful perspectives that have 
not been considered. However, as mentioned earlier, the success of this approach 
depends on design maturity and the role of the change agents in the organisation. 

Second, the co-design approach offers a platform for public sector representatives 
and citizens to physically meet, share and negotiate their perspectives. In the first case, 
co-design events allowed seniors, other citizens, healthcare experts and local politicians 
to meet together and build a discussion triggered by students’ ideas. In the second case, 
the co-design setting was carefully designed to provide a playful and creative 
environment where doctors, service providers, and patients have equal power and 
opportunities for dialogue.  
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Third, empathic design tools used in the collaboration context, such as image 
collages, narratives, and a customer journey board, help bringing personal experiences 
of citizens into a public service development. The stories and opinions shared by the 
seniors in Kauniainen were resources for design concepts that were delivered to the 
municipality. In the hospital design case, the patients’ experiences pinpointed the 
meaningful elements for the patient-centred development.  

Fourth, tangible tools and props used in the co-design setting provided non-designers 
and people from the public sector with things-to-think-with and helped them envision and 
articulate what could be desirable in the future. The physical setting and tangible 
elements in the cardboard hospital are good examples.  

Lastly, through the considerations above, the co-design approach can help building 
trust among various stakeholders by bringing them face-to-face in co-design events that 
have carefully designed structure and materials.  

While the approaches of empathic design and co-design have opportunities for public 
service design, a mindset that is experiential, human-scale, experimental and iterative is 
still foreign to most people working at public sector. This unfamiliarity could hinder 
decision-makers in the public sector from having an open, flexible mind and recognizing 
meanings of the design concepts for the future. In the hospital design case, there was an 
initial conflict from healthcare professionals towards designers. Professionals working in 
a specialized field, such as healthcare, were concerned that designers would intervene 
their practices and ideas without having deep knowledge about the field. After 
participating in the co-design process, however, they realized how designers actually 
work as a bridge between different perspectives and a facilitator for the participants to 
create ideas instead of giving ready-made solutions. To recognize the actual roles of 
designers in the co-design process also requires experiences and time.  

How to take co-design project outcomes into further discussion and even to 
implementation in an organization is another complex issue. The two above-presented 
cases addressed this issue differently. In the first case, the project was set aside 
organisations’ everyday practices. The design students were allowed to explore solution 
spaces with a wide perspective and to create diverse outcomes that pinpoint many 
important topics for citizen-centred services. However, there was no agent from the 
organization committed to take the ownership or responsibility of further developing the 
ideas. On the contrary, in the second case, there was a ‘change agent’ from the hospital 
who was motivated to bring changes and committed throughout the project. The role of 
an internal agent in the organization is of great importance when developing the service 
ideas in a sustainable manner.  

 

Conclusion 
Every transformation process demands time and resources. Embedding a human-
centred, creative collaboration culture in public organisations is not different. Service co-
design with public sector is a new and actively growing area. Gaining insights and 
disseminating knowledge through participatory action research [6] will nurture, on one 
hand designers to shape their approach and tools to better collaborate with public 
sector, and on the other hand people in the public sector to have a more flexible mindset 
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to recognize the value of citizens’ knowledge and the experimental approach. As the two 
different cases in this paper depict, strategies, tools, and outcomes differ according to 
different contingencies of the project. Based on our findings in this paper, we will 
continue with mapping challenges and corresponding approaches according to different 
project contingencies as our further work.  
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